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ABSTRACT
According to current scholarship on offender decision making, choosing to
rob another is based on a variety of individual and situational characteristics.
Explanatory models often invoked within environmental criminology include
routine activity, rational choice and crime pattern theories. Situational action
theory’s suggestion that this decision depends, at least in part, on the interaction
between offender criminal propensity and the setting’s moral context has yet to
be examined. This investigation tests this idea by conducting structured
interviews with active probationers and parolees centered on their decoding of
streetscapes to clarify offenders’ perceptions of street robbery opportunities (Part
I). These results inform an agent-based simulation contrasting the merits of
assumptions made in the previously stated theories to learn how well each
generates realistic concentrations of street robbery (Part II). Support emerges for
both environmental criminology and situational action theory, but the results
differed by the method employed. Implications follow for clarifying the theoretical
processes driving these incidents and for promoting public safety.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Overall Project Focus
The foremost question this investigation seeks to answer is whether the
interaction between an individual’s criminal propensity and the moral context of
the setting, as stated in Situational Action Theory (hereafter referred to as SAT),
is plausible in explaining instances of street robbery. Except for SAT, oft cited
criminological theories focus on either characteristics of the individual or features
of the environment to explain these crimes (Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, &
Hardie, 2012). In their current states, many of these perspectives fall short of
adequately incorporating both influential aspects. Thus, the field lacks an
explanation of the mechanism that connects the individual and the environment
and the causal process driving the offense (Wikström, Ceccato, Hardie, &
Treiber, 2010). SAT provides one possible interactionist model.
Within this study’s main line of inquiry are four specific research questions,
which approach the topic through different lenses and using various methods.
The first three investigate how the features of the environment are perceived by
potential offenders and what specific inferences they make. Then, to answer the
final research question, those inferences are brought to life in a virtual
environment where computer-based agents with high and low criminal
propensities commit and fall victim to robbery. The agents move around in the
simulation guided by one of two key theories, SAT or crime pattern theory (CPT).
Given the multifaceted nature of the study’s focus, a multimethod approach is
1

necessary. The project is broken into two distinct components, with the findings
from first informing the design of the second.
CPT, a framework within environmental criminology, offers an alternate
explanation of how potential robbers assess and respond to the opportunities
they encounter. Specific strengths and weaknesses of SAT are juxtaposed with
CPT to provide insight into which is best suited to explain the occurrence of
street robbery.
How Criminological Theory Views Behavior
Criminological theory offers a variety of perspectives from which to
examine the commission of personal crimes such as street robbery. Individual
based theories (for examples see Hirschi, 1969; Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990;
Laub & Sampson, 2003) have had a long and rich history and offer a multitude of
person-based explanations for violence. Characteristics of the offender, including
but not limited to his biological and psychological makeup, rational decisionmaking and ability to exercise self-control, give rise to his or her criminal
behavior. Some of these theories recognize the importance of the interaction
between the person and those in his or her social environment (Hirschi, 1969;
Laub & Sampson, 2003) and criminal opportunity (Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990).
Even these explanations, however, fall short of incorporating meaningful
situational concepts and fully clarifying the mechanisms that encourage law
violating behavior.
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Sociological theories (for examples see Bursik & Grasmick, 1993;
Peterson & Krivo, 2010; Sampson R. J., 2012; Sampson & Wilson, 2005; Wilson
& Kelling, 1982) take a much broader approach to examine criminality. These
various explanations focus on how macro level factors such as societal structure,
concentrated disadvantage and incivilities can affect the formation of trust and
the exercise of informal social control in communities and neighborhoods. They
also discuss how larger societal processes such as the arrangement of and
resources provided by social institutions and deindustrialization can enable or
stifle individual aspirations. Nevertheless, these perspectives fail to thoroughly
describe individual motivation and a person’s decision to commit criminal acts
(Bursik, 1988). Since their focus is on group characteristics, the inadequate
specification of the offender’s assessment and processing of broader forces is
understandable.
Popular environmental criminology theories focus on examining the
offender and victim in the physical space where crime occurs (Brantingham &
Brantingham, 1993; Clarke & Cornish, 1985; Cohen & Felson, 1979). In routine
activity theory (Cohen & Felson, 1979) (hereafter referred to as RAT) the
presence or absence of potential targets, motivated offenders, and guardians –
and in more recent explications place managers (Eck J. E., 1995a) and intimate
handlers (Felson, 1986) - determine whether a crime will be committed. Often
linked with this theory is the rational choice perspective (Clarke & Cornish, 1985)
(hereafter referred to as RC) which discusses how a potential offender decides to
3

commit a crime by contrasting the perceived benefits of committing an offense
against the potential risks. Finally, crime pattern theory (Brantingham &
Brantingham, 1993) (hereafter referred to as CPT) specifies which settings are
more criminogenic, given the routine activities that occur in these places and
their locations as they relate to the layout and features of the larger surrounding
area.
What has been underdeveloped by these environmental theories,
however, is a specification of the processes leading to specific situated crime
acts, such as street robberies. More attention needs to be paid to how potential
offenders assess their immediate environments and arrive at the decisions to
commit this type of predatory act. More specifically, the impression that intangible
characteristics of a setting make on potential offenders and how these individuals
weigh these features in their deliberations merit examination. Prior work in this
area has begun this undertaking (Wright & Decker, 1997). That earlier work,
however, included limited constructions about the role of place, focusing more on
the thought processes of armed robbers recalled through retrospective selfreports.
Incorporating Situational Action Theory (SAT)
One general theory explicitly taking these factors into account is SAT
(Wikström, 2006; Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012). Simply stated,
an individual – or, in this case, a robber - may consider crime a feasible option
because his or her motivation to commit a crime interacts with the criminogenic
4

features of the setting to which he or she is exposed. What makes SAT distinct
from other theories is its emphasis on non-tangible moral components, such as
moral norms and their level of enforcement, that make up the criminogenic
features of the setting.
There are many assertions about which individual characteristics and
elements within a setting encourage or discourage robbery. More specified
explanations, however, examine the interaction between the individual and the
setting. Even when theories do take this approach, the important differences
between them warrant direct testing (Taylor, 2011). This study will test the ability
of the environmental criminology framework, relative to SAT, to explain patterns
of robbery incidents in simulated urban streetscapes. These theoretical contrasts
have two parts. The first uses a structured interview with probationers, parolees
and college students to gain a better understanding of how offenders, contrasted
with members of the general population, consider features of the built
environment when looking at potential robbery scenes. This information informs
the development of an agent-based simulation model, used for the second part of
the study. This model is a computer-generated representation of a simplified
street network across which agents move autonomously. Agents interact with
one another and their environments (Railsback & Grimm, 2012). The model’s
purpose is to generate robberies in an environment configured as a standard
street grid. Experiments conducted within the agent-based model (ABM) reveal
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the differential capacities of these various theoretical frames to create realistic
concentrations of robberies and victimization.
In short, a “strong inference” approach (Platt, 1964), wherein distinct
theories offering different predictions about individual level concepts are
compared, points to the preferred model. Even when the results support a claim
that one particular theory explains an outcome, comparing its advantages over
other theoretical perspectives is a more convincing way to argue that one theory
is better suited than another (Taylor, 2011).
A more in-depth understanding of which features in a setting encourage
offenders to engage in or refrain from committing robbery will help advance
theory and inform policy. The physical, psychological and economic impacts of
these events are far reaching and long lasting for the victim (Miller, Cohen, &
Rossman, 1993). If we can achieve a better understanding of the determinants of
a setting’s robbery potential and the process by which offenders judge these
features, we may be better able to prevent individual incidents, which will
diminish negative impacts on victims and communities.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter summarizes the extant knowledge about how offenders who
commit robbery and burglary perceive their environments. The section begins
with a discussion of seminal studies on offender assessments. Next, the current
theoretical state is examined with an emphasis on environmental criminology
theories and SAT. Gaps in these literatures are highlighted. The chapter
concludes with a rationale for the present study and a justification of why ABM is
an appropriate method to employ given the focus of the study. The research
questions addressed in this study are presented in the following chapter.
Early Work on Offender Perceptions
Filtered Perceptual Input and the Development of Cognitive Maps
Early investigations of offender perceptions, most notably by Carter and
Hill (1979), began with large scale studies that used the offender’s assessments
and cognitions as the units of analysis. At the time, most existing work regarded
offenders from the lenses of psychodynamic, biological, or social disciplines.
Early forays into the environmental aspects of crime considered the offender’s
road map or travel distance to a crime site where he or she would select a target
and commit the offense (Reppetto, 1974). In 1979, the writings of Carter and Hill
noted that the “subjective element” or “the perceptual or decision-making basis”
in this process had not been the focus of any substantial attention (p. 10). Their
subsequent work began to re-address these extant studies by considering the
ways in which offenders perceived their immediate environments as influencing
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their criminal behavior and, more specifically, how they chose a location and
selected their targets.
These researchers focused on the interaction of individuals with their
environments to illuminate this aspect of human behavior (Carter & Hill, 1979).
At the time, cognitive maps were defined as “a person’s organized representation
of part of the spatial environment” (Downs & Stea, 1977, p. 61). The process of
mapping, while done unconsciously, was seen as a “goal-directed activity” (p. 69)
that helps us move about our environment from place to place and to solve
spatial problems, such as determining the easiest way to travel from one
unfamiliar city location to another by navigating a street grid. In developing their
cognitive maps people selectively pick up on aspects of the environment that are
functionally useful to them, such as intersections that dictate where turns on a
route can be made and are distinct or easy to recognize.
To Carter and Hill (1979), the features of an environment were considered
broader and more encompassing than its strictly physical aspects. It incorporated
certain man-made and social characteristics. They imagined that criminals
generated broad mental images of their urban environments and used those
images in their search for targets. Because the criminal’s purpose deviated from
the non-criminal, they hypothesized that the city images held by offenders would
be distinct from the images held by non-offenders 1. Previous work in
environmental perception had already highlighted factors such as experience and

1

The current research examines these differences, as well.
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spatial location, race or cultures, social class, age, values, aspirations, goals,
education, and emotional states as influential in an individual’s decision-making.
These researchers sought to determine if criminality was another important
factor. They did not go so far, however, to suggest a direct, causal relationship
between these mental images and criminal behavior. They cited Lynch’s (1960)
assertion that:
Environmental images are the result of a two-way process between
the observer and his environment. The environment suggests
distinctions and relations and the observer – with great adaptability
and in light of his own purposes – selects, organizes, and endows
with meaning what he sees. The image so developed now limits
and emphasizes what is seen, while the image itself is being tested
against the filtered perceptual input on a constant interacting
process. (p. 15)
The characteristics of the offending individual, therefore, still had a great deal of
influence on whether a crime would occur 2.
To investigate the construction of these images the researchers
interviewed and provided questionnaires to 100 convicted, property offenders
(those who committed burglary, robbery or larceny) held in correctional
institutions near Oklahoma City after offending in the vicinity. The offenders
responded to basic maps of 15 different geographic sections of the city, chosen
because they were thought to be distinct enough to represent all the variations of

Carter and Hill’s view of this process is similar to the one involved in the creation of the offender
“template” that was first introduced by Brantingham and Brantingham (1978, p. 108).
2
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the local urban landscape. For comparative purposes, responses from a matched
group of non-criminals were also compiled.
The findings revealed that the criminal group was more likely to see areas
in the city as experiencing higher crime rates, harder to offend within, and
benefitting from stronger police protection than the non-criminals. Using factor
analysis, Carter and Hill (1979) discovered three different dimensions of
characteristics, including familiarity with the location, social status, and ease with
which a property crime could be committed, that were weighed by both groups in
evaluating the different city areas. In order to assess the validity of these
findings, the researchers then used these descriptions from the criminal group to
predict which areas of the city were the sites for most of their crimes. They found
that 70 percent of the variation in the spatial locations of the crime locations of
the offending group could be explained by these image-generated, dimension
factor scores. There were also differences in area selection by white and black
offenders. Black criminals tended to choose areas that were more familiar to
them while white criminals offended in more diverse areas throughout the city.
Whites were also heavily influenced by their consideration of the difficulty of
pulling off a property crime in a certain area.
As a limitation, their study only considered certain macro and meso-level
sections of the city. Any conclusions that they drew did not specifically relate to
micro-level spaces and the observable features within them. They referenced this
by stating that, “inferences drawn from the study are most constrained by the
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broad, generalized character of the image measurement. Based on this
approach, it is not possible to be as specific as desired about the characteristics
of areas that invite crime.” (Carter & Hill, 1979, p. 78). They called for more work
in this area, specifically related to how criminals’ mental images either encourage
or discourage crime commission.
Other issues with their research include its lack of an overarching
theoretical frame. Though Carter and Hill (1979) did pull from different theoretical
frames of individual perception, they were unable to draw a connection between
those ideas and the occurrence of these specific crime types. The methodology
only obtained ratings on constructs supplied by the researchers and did not allow
the offenders to provide their own themes that helped them to differentiate
places.
Personal and Situational Drivers of Robbery
Later work focused more specifically on robbery. Wright and Decker
(1997) aimed to uncover which forces drive a person to commit armed robbery,
which they state is most often defined as, “the use of a weapon to take property
by force or threat of force” (p. 3). Tying in with previous work, they drilled down
into how robbers make sense of their surroundings. Because they wanted to
avoid the issues that come with using incarcerated offenders or using only a
certain type of offenders in their sample, they used intermediaries to seek out
former and active armed robbers in the community.
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They interviewed 86 currently active armed robbers in St. Louis, Missouri.
The researchers substantiated claims made by the offenders in their semistructured interviews by checking arrest records where possible. On several
occasions, the authors accompanied the offenders to a site of one of their recent
armed robberies to get them to “reconstruct” their crimes (p. 10). The authors
believed that this method would better allow them to understand the exact
situational and spatial features of the scene that helped lead to the crimes. Every
interview was broken down into distinct phases of each event that were analyzed
separately so that the researchers could explore the assessments and decisionmaking processes occurring before, during and after the armed robbery.
They found that the most common cause of armed robbery stemmed from
the immediate need for money. In choosing their targets the armed robbers
operated in a state of “perceived desperation” given their need for a quick payoff
(pp. 61-62). Often, these offenders would choose as targets others who were
engaged in their own illegal activity such as selling or buying drugs or soliciting
the services of a prostitute. Drug dealers were favored in many instances
because they were known to carry large sums of cash. Many considered these
types of offenders harmful to the community and, therefore, worthy of
victimization. Once victimized, they would also not be able to report the incident
to the police. Offenders viewed street corners rife with drug activity as good
places to seek out targets because people in these areas tended to keep to
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themselves. It was unlikely that bystanders would intervene or notify the police
about a robbery taking place. As one robber noted in his interview:
When you are robbing drug dealers the area is normally infested
with people in and out, in and out, in and out. So the dealers don’t
have time to look at everybody that’s coming up on them. I would
catch them in a situation where they might’ve just got through
handing some drugs off and putting the money in their pocket. As
the people who just bought the drugs are leaving that’s when I
would get the dealers. Other people would see this going on but it’s
none of they business, they just keep on going. The basic drug
dealer he doesn’t ply his trade in the best part of town. I wouldn’t
have to worry about being downtown and some honest person
would see me do this. Like I say I’m good at doing this and I know
where to do it. The places that I do my armed robberies at I don’t
have to worry about a hard-working person passing by or a person
that passed by in a car sees it and calls the police. Where I do this
type of junk at nothing but the dregs of society come through. (p.
65)
White and intoxicated victims were specially targeted by the armed robbers
because they were usually seen as more compliant when confronted.
The offenders in this study also described their normal search efforts.
This was a two-step process that involved choosing the right area that they
deemed to be suitable for the robbery and then selecting a victim. Robbers
preferred to stay near their residences to reduce the likelihood that they
would be caught and did not want to journey far into areas that they did not
know. Many of the robbers in this study were black and stated that they did
not like to go into predominantly white areas because they feared that they
would draw unwanted attention and suspicion. They were also drawn to
areas that attracted the right kind of targets such as sporting venues and
entertainment facilities. In addition to carrying a lot of money, patrons of
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these establishments were also not overly concerned about their safety, so
they were easy targets. Micro-level places that distribute money such as
check cashing establishments and automatic teller machines drew armed
robbers searching for targets. Also important were areas with clear escape
routes, places that were poorly lit or offered limited visibility and locations at
nighttime.
When selecting the right target, would-be armed robbers observed the
value of the clothing and jewelry people wore and examined their demeanors
in order to estimate how much money they were carrying with them. They
did, however, note that appearances could also be deceiving when a person
would look affluent but then have nothing of value on them or had only credit
cards. Generally, the right targets were all deemed to be low risk enough that
the chance of being caught was unlikely. A potential target’s race, age and
sex also mattered because robbers viewed white people, women and the
elderly as more likely to comply with their demands. To a lesser extent, a
person’s mental alertness was also taken into consideration as distracted
individuals were easier to ambush.
Ecological Advantage
St. Jean (2007) further explored how offenders perceive and use their
environments while drawing heavily on collective efficacy and broken windows
theories (Sampson, Raudenbush, & Earls, 1997; Wilson & Kelling, 1982). He
posited that the concentration of many drug dealing, robbery and assault
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incidents in certain areas is due to their “ecological advantage”, or their physical
location relative to other areas in the community regardless of residential efforts
to mobilize against these offenses (p. 41). These differences have emerged
because of larger structural dynamics such as urban planning, zoning decisions,
and patterns of neighborhood development. Using a variety of different data
sources from a police district on the south side of Chicago, Illinois, he asserted
that this concept is a key missing component in the current explications of broken
windows and collective efficacy theories.
Data for this study were collected over a period of five years and included
interviews with offenders, field notes from participant observations, police
statistics, researcher generated systematic social observation videos, maps and
interviews with key public figures, business owners, and residents. The findings
of this study determined that social disorder and collective efficacy were strongly
related to drug dealing, robberies and assaults. Signs of physical disorder,
however, as proposed by broken windows theory, were not associated with these
crimes. St. Jean (2007) also uncovered an interesting interaction between social
disorder and collective efficacy with ecological advantage. Having
characteristically high social disorder or low collective efficacy on a block is not
enough, in and of itself, to generate high crime. When ecological advantage is
also present along with one or both scenarios crime is more likely to occur at one
location than another.
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Both drug dealers and robbers were drawn to places with liquor stores,
grocery stores, check cashing locations and fast food restaurants. Given this,
these crimes were not evenly distributed across space but occurred mainly in
very concentrated areas on a small number of street blocks. Contrary to findings
from the earlier work of Carter and Hill (1979), robbers and drug dealers did not
care much about macro-level neighborhood disadvantage. Since they were
aiming to connect with targets in a very specific area, their assessments of an
entire community did not figure in their decisions about where to search.
The characteristics of a place that mattered most to these robbers
included whether there was ease of escape and whether people traversing the
area were seen to have money on their persons. Robbers also reported that they
favored distracted individuals. When asked about the perceivable condition of a
location, St. Jean (2007) found that the activities occurring in the area mattered
far more to offenders:
Researcher: So does the way that the place looks have anything to
do with all of this?
(Robber) Swift: It ain’t really matter what the place be looking like.
Like I said, you go there because of what happens there, not what it
looks like, because there’s no telling. It depends too on what you
want to get. Ain’t nobody ‘round here gat lots of money and
valuables walking around… But what it look like ain’t got nothing to
do wit what be going on.” (p. 153)
This individual also noted that other things like the condition of the houses, trash
on the street, graffiti on the wall and poorly kept buildings did not matter in his
assessment of an opportune location. A person who was carrying valuable items
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was often viewed to be an appropriate target. Many robbers indicated that their
target selection method was a skill honed over time and perfected through their
experiences. Eventually, it became a habit.
The findings of this study develop further what is known about offender
perceptions and demonstrate how current theory is slightly out of sync with the
dynamics that are occurring. The physical appearance of a specific place or the
activities occurring there are not the only important factors that a robber
considers; in addition to collective efficacy and social disorder, the ecological
advantage, the likelihood that people will be engaging in certain activities at this
location relative to other nearby locations, is a key determinant in the decision to
offend there.
While it adds beneficial observations to the existing crime and place
literature, St. Jean (2007) does not link his findings to current theories that are
predominant in this area of the field (Hinkle, 2009). The assumptions of RAT,
situational crime prevention and crime prevention through environmental design
(CPTED) all share common ground with St. Jean’s concept of ecological
disadvantage, but these are not discussed in his work.
The previously reviewed studies on property offender perception all
contribute support for environmental criminology theory’s explanations of
robbery occurrences. Carter & Hill’s (1979) and St. Jean’s (2007) conclusion
that characteristics such as the location of the target in relation to other
physical features in the built environment influenced decisions is in line with
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search behaviors of offenders as noted in CPT (Brantingham & Brantingham,
1981). St. Jean’s (2007) findings also highlight the development of the
offending “template”, as referenced in CPT (Brantingham & Brantingham,
1978, p. 108). Wright and Decker’s (1997) and St. Jean’s (2007) discovery
that robbers were selective in their choices of appropriate targets reinforces
RAT’s identification of an appropriate target (Cohen & Felson, 1979) and the
evaluative steps and actions that robbers undertook in order to maximize
their chances of success and minimize their risk of capture speaks to RC’s
assumptions about a rational offender (Clarke & Cornish, 1985). Wright and
Decker (1997) and St. Jean (2007), however, also showcase other moral and
social processes occurring in certain locations that robbers paid attention to
in their decision-making. More theoretical development of these factors is
warranted.
Examinations of Burglary
Though the literature offers insight into the perceptions of robbery
offenders and their assessment of environmental features, a great deal has also
been discovered regarding these factors in burglars. Bennett and Wright (1984)
conducted a three-year study of the offenders’ states of mind that lead to
burglary offenses. They conducted semi-structured interviews and experiments
to examine the decision-making processes and perceptions of a systematic
sample of 309 offenders who were incarcerated in southern England or on
probation. Burglars were asked to describe their decisions to commit burglary.
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The results showed that most were aware of situationally specific stimuli
and acted consciously in response to these features, especially whether the
home was equipped with an alarm or was surrounded by bushes and hedges.
The offenders’ life histories and past experiences also affected their decisions
and perceptions. There were some exceptions to this general rule when
offenders were inebriated or acted out of habit. The decision to commit an
offense was followed by the actual commission of the offense, which could be
carried out in three different ways: the opportunistic offense, the search, and the
planned offense.
Later, Rengert and Wasilchick’s (1985) ethnographic study of the thought
processes and habits of suburban burglars gave one of the first in-depth looks at
the matter. Their data came from in-depth interviews with 35 convicted and
sentenced burglars serving time in Delaware County prison, located near
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Considerations of space in burglary come into play
during the step when offenders made an impulsive decision about where commit
the crime. Rengert and Wasilchick (1985) examined this by using a “semantic
differential scale” to rank each offender’s familiarity with local areas and then
they were asked to evaluate areas with which they were familiar in regard to their
appropriateness for burglary (p. 59). The researchers found that the most favored
areas were not the most affluent but were those with mid-range houses close to
the burglar’s own residences. Burglars in this study were also more likely to
commit their activities in areas that were familiar to them instead of going to an
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area that they knew little about. Burglars, therefore, committed unplanned crimes
- which occurred when just the right opportunity was presented - well within the
routes that they traveled on a regular basis. The offender search strategy also
kept mainly to these daily activity spaces.
The offenders also considered the physical features of the home and its
location within the larger geographic context as they made their target selections.
Houses situated directly on the corner of two streets offered offenders better
visibility and escape routes than houses towards the center of a street. Offenders
often selected houses near a major highway and favored properties that provide
limited exposure, at least on one side of the house, and landscaping that hinders
visibility from the street, such as overgrown shrubbery.
Wright and Logie (1988) revisited the issues discussed by Bennett and
Wright (1984) with their study of juvenile burglars. In this study, 10 juvenile
burglars in custody in East Anglia, Great Britain were contrasted with a sample of
adult, non-offenders who functioned as their symbolic opposites. Using the same
methodology as Bennett and Wright (1984) by showing each group manipulated
pictures of homes, the researchers discovered that both juvenile burglars and
non-offending adults found the presence of an alarm system and or a dog on site
were effective deterrents against burglary. Group differences emerged when they
were asked about other factors such as the presence of a lock, hedges and a
vehicle. Members of the offending group were more likely to be attracted to
houses with overgrown hedges, no vehicle in the driveway and those displaying
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signs of wealth. Bennett and Logie (1988) caution, however, that given the small
sample size these findings should not be overgeneralized.
Examinations of robbers’ assessments of places and people have some
elements in common with assessments made by burglars. Burglars also use their
accumulated knowledge of the environment to help them chose the best
offending situations based on their familiarity with the area, likelihood of success,
and physical characteristics of the home, in line with environmental criminology
theories. It is possible that some of the same kinds of factors that shape burglars’
perceptions also apply to robbers in their identification of ideal offending
scenarios.
Redefining Offender Images through the Mental Template
There is more detailed theorizing regarding how offenders see the
features in their immediate environments. As part of their discussion of important
concepts in environmental criminology Brantingham and Brantingham (1978;
1981) refined the offender’s mental image of his or her surroundings, which
inform that individual’s operations. They noted that the image functions as a
template, or blueprint of his or her environs and their distinctive characteristics,
and each offender is responding within its unique bounds. This template is
developed over time in response to his or her recognition and assessment of the
physical, spatial, cultural, legal and psychological “cues,” or useful information
from the person’s perspective, emitted by the environment (1978, p. 111). Just as
these images help members of the general population navigate their
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environments for legitimate purposes, these tools help guide offenders on their
quest to locate appropriate targets.
The environment emits cues and signals that impart meaning to each
person who interacts with it (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1978; 1984). For an
offender, these indicators contain information about which situations provide the
best opportunities for crime. These cues are not always physical but can be
social in nature, as well. The information provided by these signs can be learned
through the experiences that offenders acquire in that space or offenders can
learn about them through social connections. Individual features, clusters of
features or certain cues occurring in an anticipated order can signal a good or
bad target for the potential offender. Taken together, this environmentally based
knowledge is woven into a unique template or varying templates that each
offender uses to size up the appropriateness of potential victims that he or she
comes across. Any potential victim that is encountered during an offender’s
search is measured against this template, which incorporates environmental
cues and their interpretation. This judgment will either encourage or discourage
the offender from approaching the victim with intent. Templates are somewhat
stable and become self-reinforcing and refined over time and with additional
experience. Though each person’s template is distinct, the form and function of
the urban landscape is not endlessly diverse so there are similarities in offender
templates that can be observed.
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Although the mental template is often invoked in background discussions
of studies describing the spatial patterns of offending or travel paths of offenders,
it is largely conceptual and, to this author’s knowledge, has not yet been fully
operationalized. Furthermore, Brantingham and Brantingham (1978; 1981) do
indicate that there are individual differences in how these tools are constructed
but their theoretical model does not provide a framework that indicates which
person level factors are responsible for the different ways in which offender
templates get organized. What is left unanswered is whether an individual’s
criminal propensity affects the formation of his or her mental template, and if so,
how this occurs. Furthermore, it is unclear which elements in the physical and
social environment interact with an individual’s criminal propensity and shape the
development of these templates.
The Current Theoretical State
Routine Activity Theory (RAT)
Current environmental criminology theories are oft cited explanations for
acts of robbery. Perhaps the most well-known environmental criminology theory,
RAT, posits that for a crime to occur three elements must coincide in time and
space: a motivated offender, a suitable target and the absence of a capable
guardian (Cohen & Felson, 1979). Often referred to as the “crime triangle”, this
convergence provides opportunity for offenders and, thus, the incident will not
occur if any one of these factors is absent. For an offender to be considered
motivated, he or she must have the propensity and ability to commit a crime.
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When targets are perceived by the offender they will appear more attractive if
they are valuable or have items of value, are easily obtained and transported and
can be seen by the offender (or value, inertia, visibility and access, often referred
to by the acronym VIVA) (Cohen & Felson, 1979, p. 591). A guardian can be any
person who could potentially protect a target such as a friend, family member or
co-worker. Police are formal guardians but, given their limited number and
inability to oversee all locations and activities, they are usually unable to
intervene as a crime is happening. It is important for guardians to be considered
capable by the offenders for them to effectively deter the crime.
More recent revisions of the theoretical concepts originating from Hirschi’s
(1969) control theory state that intimate handlers, when present, can influence
and restrain a potential offender from committing the offense (Felson, 1986).
Family members, peers or certain community members can function as intimate
handlers if they are in the offender’s immediate presence. Eck (1995a) added the
concept of the place manager to describe a person who is responsible for
controlling or has a vested interest in maintaining order in the setting where the
crime could take place. An example of a place manager might be a shop owner
or block captain. These protective elements, commonly referred to as “Eck’s
triplets” (the capable guardian, the intimate handler and the place manager), can
be present in the setting along with the motivated offender and target.
Given these developments, the updated version of RAT has six
components (Felson, 1995). Three of these pieces are necessary and sufficient
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components which set the stage for an offense: the offender, target and a lack of
a capable guardian. The other three, the handler, guardian and place manager,
when present, can prevent crime from occurring by exercising informal social
control. These protective influences, however, can vary in terms of the amount of
responsibility they have to prevent crimes occurring at a certain time in a setting.
Rational Choice Framework (RC)
RC has also been adopted by RAT as a set of broader assumptions that
underpin its tenets. This perspective assumes that people try to accomplish tasks
in the manner that requires the least amount of effort in furtherance of their own
interests. Before proceeding with any action people contrast its potential benefits
against its possible costs (Clarke & Cornish, 1985). The characteristics of the
environment are important because offenders examine its signals and use this
information to compare current contexts to past experiences before engaging in
any illegal behavior. This rationality is not perfect but is “bounded” by whatever
information about the setting is available to them at the time in a way that
optimizes the outcome for themselves (Clarke & Cornish, 1985, p. 161). Rational
choice assumptions have been incorporated in simulation studies testing the
merits of RAT in explaining robbery and burglary offenses (Birks, Townsley, &
Stewart, 2012; 2014; Groff, 2007a; 2007b; 2008a; 2008b).
Some substantial criticisms of the RAT approach have been offered.
Because RAT is generally known as a macro-level theory explaining crime shifts
accompanying cultural changes in normal societal routines, tests of the theory
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are normally conducted with aggregate neighborhood and city data. Since
relevant tenets of the theory refer to micro-level interactions and time scales,
more tests need to be performed in small scale places such as intersections or
block groups and using very narrow time intervals (Eck, 1995b). Recent
research, however, has provided some tests of and support for these
assumptions at smaller units of analysis such as street segments, street corners
and on a simulated grid (Birks, Townsley, & Stewart, 2012; Groff, 2007a; 2007b;
2008a; 2008b; Weisburd, Groff, & Yang, 2012).
Crime Pattern Theory (CPT)
With its roots emerging from applications in behavioral geography, which
generally examines how people interpret and move throughout space (Spencer &
Blades, 1986), CPT describes the different distributions of street crime in space
(Brantingham & Brantingham, 1978). Its focus is not on explaining the motivation
of the offender, as the theorists claim that other theoretical explanations do this
well enough (for example, learning models and anomie models). They instead
attempt to explain how offenders pick some areas over others in their search for
targets. With the assistance of the previously described mental template,
environmental “cues”, or signals, direct offenders to appropriate targets within
time and space (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1978, p. 112). If preferred targets
are located during their search activities, there is good chance that crimes will
occur.
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Offender Search Areas and Awareness Spaces
The basic search area for the individual offender does not lead him or her
very far from home and the pattern of the search radius forms a circle. As a
function of “distance decay”, being farther from the middle of the circle decreases
victimization likelihood because offenders know more about locations near their
homes (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981, p. 30). From this basic search shape,
Brantingham and Brantingham described much more complicated patterns to
which offenders generally adhere in their search for targets. More common,
complex geometric search areas for offenders occur when there is a non-uniform
distribution of potential victims and when offenders travel from their homes to
other locations on a routine basis.
Movement between home and the locations of work, school and leisure
activities allows offenders to create an “awareness space,” that includes
information about the places surrounding them (Brantingham & Brantingham,
1981, p. 35). This space often extends to include areas on the periphery of
residential and commercial sites that are located along the offender’s normal
travel routes and can change as an offender’s experience grows. When
committing crimes offenders normally stay within the bounds of this awareness
space. In the case of robberies, the distribution of these offenses is associated
with the concentration of targets in time and space. This explains why these
incidents are often temporally and spatially clustered instead of being randomly
distributed.
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Features of the Environmental Backcloth
Additionally, an offender’s search area is defined more clearly by macrolevel features in the “environmental backcloth”, or “the uncountable elements that
surround and are part of an individual and that may be influenced by or influence
his or her criminal behavior” (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993, p. 6). Offenders
are attracted to familiar “nodes”, or high activity centers, that draw a diverse array
of people to them. Examples of nodes include shopping malls, bars, recreation
centers, and other leisure sites. An offender’s home, school, and work locations
are also considered nodes because he or she frequently travels to them and
spends a lot of his or her time at these locations. Specific land uses that draw
people are also considered to generate crime (known as “crime generators”) for
these reasons while others attract motivated offenders (known as “crime
attractors”) because they provide opportunities to engage in specific crimes
(Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995, pp. 7-8).
When moving around to complete their daily activities offenders travel on
“paths” between these nodes. Offenders will normally search for targets along
these same paths that they traverse to conduct their ordinary, legitimate
activities. There is evidence that they will also travel two blocks beyond their
normal travel paths as they search for targets (Brantingham & Brantingham,
1981). Street crimes frequently occur along “edges”, or natural and man-made
barriers, that distinguish one space from another. Brantingham and Brantingham
(1993) suggest that some of the reasons crime occurs more frequently along
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edges may be because outsiders frequent these areas as they move from place
to place and nearby land uses are more likely to be mixed, both of which are
factors that can attract motivated offenders.
Later work by Beavon, Brantingham and Brantingham (1994) empirically
examined these ideas. They differentiated several types of street segments in
two municipalities in British Columbia by ranking of their accessibility and traffic
flow. They also measured the potential attractiveness of the various types of
structures and land uses on the streets and the awareness that criminals had of
opportunities present. The results indicated that higher levels of crime occurred
on more accessible and more heavily travelled areas. Offenders using vehicles in
some aspects of their crimes were more influenced by the layout of street
networks than those on foot because the former types of offenders had more
travel paths that they could utilize.
Cognitive Images and Awareness
Other studies of human perceptions rooted in psychology also have
contributed to the state of current knowledge. Taylor and Gottfredson (1986)
argued that offenders choose their offense locations through a multi-stage,
sequential process where areas of different size and scale are assessed. The
authors separated these unique levels of cognitive awareness into mental
images of neighborhood, street block, and site areas. During his or her search
process prior to a premeditated offense, each of these locations has different
features that the offender perceives as attractive or dissuasive. A site is selected
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based on information in cognitive images that an offender amasses over time.
These images include information about the features of the physical
environment, the socio-demographic characteristics of the residents and their
normal behaviors, the intensity of policing in the area, the collective social
knowledge about the location, and any unique knowledge that the offender learns
on his or her own.
At the street block level, several visible and subjective factors come into
play. Offenders evaluate the degree to which residents form bonds with one
another and how well they protect their possessions and survey the area.
Physical features matter such as the noticeable delineations between public and
private areas, the effort required to enter and leave their confines, the number of
non-residents traversing them and the exposure to surveillance. Other factors
such as information they obtained from acquaintances about the street block and
their own familiarity with the location are considered. Though Taylor and
Gottfredson (1986) do not discuss site-level features, they do mention that
images at the site-level are not as stable as and are prone to change at a faster
rate than are images at the street block and neighborhood levels.Some other
theoretical perspectives focus specifically on the actions or inactions of the
victims and uninvolved observers during the commission of a crime. These
include the Lifestyle-Exposure (Hindelang, Gottfredson, & Garofalo, 1978) and
Diffusion of Responsibility (Darley & Latane, 1968) frameworks.
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Summary of Current Theoretical State
So far, diverse qualitative and mixed-method studies and various
theoretical frameworks have proposed which specific site-level factors are
relevant to potential robbers. In general, it has been found that robbers commit
their offenses because they suffer from an immediate need for money and they
cannot obtain the amount needed through legitimate means or within the amount
of time they desire. As they search for their victims, offenders refer to imagery
and other area specific information contained in their own mental templates that
they have constructed over time. The formation of the details in these templates
depends upon each person’s previous experiences and perceptions and what he
or she is told by acquaintances. These constructions are, therefore, firmly
influenced by the offender’s own individual characteristics.
Offenders assess their environments while regarding their physical, social
and cultural characteristics. When considering physical attributes, robbers tend to
prefer to operate in areas near, but not too near, their own residences. Most
often they ply their trade in familiar locations along or close to their normal
activity paths. When selecting specific sites, robbers are drawn to activity nodes
that attract large numbers of targets carrying money and other valuables. The
best areas fall along heavily trafficked routes with easily accessible entrances
and escape routes, limited surveillance and more public than private spaces.
When selecting specific targets, robbers often look for people they believe
will be compliant and that they can control. Distracted individuals or those
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carrying valuables who are not in the immediate presence of a capable guardian
often catch their attention. The social and cultural aspects of a setting are
relevant as well and include the context of the activities occurring within the
place. Robbers often approach victims who are themselves involved in illegal
activity or who are in a setting where uninvolved witnesses are deemed less
likely to intervene or report the incident to police.
Gaps Left Unfilled by Environmental Criminology Theories
These previously described criminological theories generally seek to
explain incidents of robbery by highlighting either characteristics of the individual
or features of the environment (Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012).
In their current states, these perspectives fall short of adequately incorporating
both influential aspects. In RAT, specifically, the mechanism that connects the
individual and the environment and the causal process that brings about the
offense have not been adequately explained (Wikström, Ceccato, Hardie, &
Treiber, 2010). The theory’s attempt to do this by adopting of some of the
postulates of RC has not been well integrated. Eck (1995b) notes that most of
the empirical tests of RAT have examined aggregated data. Given the theory’s
emphasis on interactions at the micro-level occurring within strict temporal
constraints, many studies have incorporated the wrong unit of analysis and, as a
result, their findings are not substantially meaningful.
Though RAT does not specifically focus on the motivation of an offender,
and just assumes that motivated offenders are in steady supply, the interaction
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between an offender’s unique readiness, commitment to engaging in a crime and
the criminogenic elements of the setting needs further consideration. Is it
possible that some offenders are simply more prone to commit a robbery given
certain situational circumstances or are some environmental features more
relevant to certain offenders?
Current environmental criminology theories also do not adequately
consider important moral elements, or rules about what is right and wrong to do
(Wikström, 2006). CPT does state that non-physical cues from the environment
matter in the offender search process, but this introduction calls for more
elaboration about the makeup of these cues and the process by which they
influence offender decision-making. Does the morality of the offender or the
likelihood that the moral rules in a setting will be enforced have any influence on
his decision to commit an offense? Recent advances in theory may provide the
possibility of addressing these looming questions.
Situational Action Theory (SAT)
A more recent theoretical perspective views crime in a different context.
Instead of seeing crimes as violations of laws that are codified by societies, SAT
views crime as acts that constitute moral rule breaking (Wikström, 2006). Extant
theory is not adept in explaining crime as an action since it only focuses on part
of the process, either the person or the setting (Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, &
Hardie, 2012). According to SAT theorists, those few explanations that discuss
the person and environment interaction do so without specifically detailing the
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process by which this occurs and how it leads to criminal acts. Instead of
following the trend set by other theories in adding up appropriate individual “risk
factors” that would make one more or less likely to commit a crime, this general
theory attempts to specify the causal mechanisms that tie the individual and the
environmental inducements and constraints to an action (Wikström, 2006, p. 68;
Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012). It views humans as rule-guided
beings, behaving according to or against the rules constructed by society.
SAT builds on many of the ideas developed in action theory (Searle, 2001;
1983). It is assumed that humans exercise agency and engage in behavior that is
voluntary and intentional to achieve an outcome. One of the main foundations of
action theory is an individual’s deliberation prior to engaging in an act. This
theory, therefore, does not apply to actions that are forced or those that are
made from habit. The interaction of the individual with the criminogenic features
of the immediate setting leads to his or her perception. This perception is not
independent of the individual, as his or her knowledge, experience and morality
help to shape it. The perception of action alternatives, or different choices in how
to act, create the situation. This, along with the decision-making process,
functions as the situational mechanisms connecting the individual and the setting
to the immediate action (Wikström, 2006; Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, &
Hardie, 2012).
In this theoretical perspective, the environment initiates the action process
(Wikström, 2006). Features in the setting are both social and physical and
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include opportunities, temptations, frictions, and provocations. The setting also
has a specific moral context in which moral rules guide the behaviors of people
within them, though settings do vary in their enforcement of these rules and the
severity of the consequences that follow subsequent violations. The moral
context of the setting is an important part of the offender’s assessment and is
factored into his perception-choice process3.
The Interaction of Moral Context and Criminal Propensity
SAT views moral context as comprised of two things: the law-relevant
moral rules of behavior within the setting; and whether they will be enforced
(Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012). Like Park’s (1926) idea of
“moral order” (p. 17) of a culture, moral context is attached to a place and grows
out of the social processes occurring within it. SAT’s focus, however, is
specifically on a place’s tolerance for breaches of moral rules. It assumes that
this characteristic can be observed by individuals and influences their
deliberative decisions about how to act.
Wikström’s (2006) theory adds many components applicable to the
individual to help describe why and how a person will commit an act that violates
a moral rule. Table 1 outlines two important SAT concepts which interact
to result in crime commission and how they have been operationalized in
previous research. Each person has a “crime propensity,” or the likelihood that

See Figure 28 in Appendix A for a diagram depicting the elements that make up the perceptionchoice process.
3
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Table 1: SAT Principal Concepts which Drive Interaction
SAT
Concept

Criminal
propensity

Moral
context

The tendency to
see and, if so,
choose acts of
crime as a viable
action alternative in
response to a
motivation.

Main
components

Wikström et al. (2012)
operationalization

Moral emotions
and ability to
exercise selfcontrol

Scores on two indices,
measuring (1) morality
and (2) self-control

The extent to which
breaches of rules of
conduct are
encouraged or
discouraged in
relation to the
opportunities they
provide and the
level of friction they
create.

The setting’s
moral rules and
their likelihood of
enforcement

Commercial/city center
areas and residential
areas scoring in the
highest 25% on poor
collective efficacy are
designated as low
moral context.
Participation in
unstructured peeroriented activities
increases the
criminogenic influence
of low moral context
areas.

Definition

he or she will break moral rules given his or her morality and ability to exercise
self-control (Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012, p. 11). An
individual’s morality is comprised of his or her moral emotions. This is the amount
of guilt or shame felt after he or she engages in moral rule breaking. Individuals
are also equipped with moral thresholds, or a limit to his or her morality. After
exceeding them he or she will be inclined to break a moral rule as opposed to
abiding by it. Generally, stronger environmental enticements are needed to
provoke an individual with a higher moral threshold to break a rule. A person’s
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moral perceptions reflect the action alternatives and their moral characteristics
that he or she sees as possible behavioral responses to a certain setting. SAT
states that when the enforcement of moral rules of the setting align with the
person’s own pro-social moral compass it is unlikely that he or she will consider
breaking them.
When the moral rules of the setting, however, do not correspond with the
person’s own moral rules, he or she must deliberate and engage in the
perception-choice process to determine how to act. A person exercises selfcontrol in a setting when its moral rules encourage a behavior in opposition to his
or her morality but he or she acts in a manner consistent with his or her morality.
Contrary to what is argued by Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990), SAT does not see
self-control as an inherent trait but instead as something that results after a
person’s deliberation over an action alternative. If an individual possesses
executive capacities, self-control can be successfully practiced (Wikström, 2006).
Deterrence in a setting occurs when monitoring takes place and the
administration of consequences follow the breaking of a moral rule. It should be
noted, however, that the actual deterrent characteristics of a setting and the
individual’s assessment of a setting’s deterrent characteristics are not the same
thing. Effective deterrence occurs when an individual is motivated to violate a
moral rule yet adheres to the setting’s rules. In this case he or she is guided by a
morality that is not in line with the moral rules of the setting. Wikström and
colleagues (2012) state that individuals who spend a great deal of time in
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settings where deterrent qualities are lacking may engage in moral rule breaking
as a habit. These people also have higher levels of criminogenic exposure.
Overall, Wikström (2006) and his colleagues have described the
mechanisms linking an individual with a setting and describe the process by
which a decision to commit a crime is made. They have also posited that
variations in the spatial distribution of crime can be explained by examining the
important interaction of types of people within types of places:
Explaining area and place variation in crime rates is fundamentally
a question of explaining why areas or places differ (i) in the morality
of the people who reside or visit the area or place, and (ii) in their
moral context. It is a question of addressing how systemic factors
and their related social processes influence the distribution in space
of individuals with different morality and how they create spatially
different moral contexts (settings). (Wikström, 2006, p. 104)
Though SAT has used some familiar ideas from extant theories, its unique
contributions to the field are notable. In their review of the scientific tests of the
theory to date, Pauwels, Svensson and Hirtenlehner (2018) note, “SAT […] has
provided sound theoretical arguments for the redefinition of some key concepts
in criminology (in a way that improves the understanding of the aetiology of
crime) and it has foregrounded the interactive interplay of the mechanisms (that
is, processes that bring about action) involved in crime causation” (p. 33).
To date, empirical tests of SAT have overwhelmingly found support for
many of its elements (Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012; Pauwels,
Svensson, & Hirthenlehner, 2018). Data from the Peterborough Community
Survey, a component of a large research effort called the Peterborough
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Adolescent and Young Adult Development Study (PADS+) conducted in the
United Kingdom, provided the first evidence in support of the theory (Wikström,
Ceccato, Hardie, & Treiber, 2010; Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie,
2012). This study provided information about responding youths’ perceptions of
local social settings, and space-time budgets describing their activities and the
locations of those activities over a four-day period. The moral rules of the setting
and their relevance to youth were operationalized using measurements of
collective efficacy, land use and presence or absence of adult supervision.
Findings from the analysis indicated that youth with higher criminal propensities
spent more time away from their homes and schools and more unstructured time
in criminogenic settings than those with lower criminal propensities (Wikström,
Ceccato, Hardie, & Treiber, 2010). The places where they spent their time were
also largely influenced by their closeness to the youths’ routine activity spaces.
The high criminal propensity group also committed more offenses than those with
lower crime propensities.
A key point, however, was the number of crimes committed by youth was
not solely explained by their amount of exposure to criminogenic settings. Those
with lower crime propensities tended not to offend regardless of their exposure
while the offense rates of youths with high criminal propensity were influenced by
its interaction with the amount of their criminogenic exposure. The authors of this
study noted that their method of describing a criminogenic setting was very
“general” (Wikström, Ceccato, Hardie, & Treiber, 2010, p. 80). They predicted
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that future research in this area will be able to offer more detailed descriptions of
criminogenic features in a setting that give rise to criminal behavior.
The interaction between criminal propensity and exposure to criminogenic
settings was the most commonly tested component of the theory and has
received the most empirical support. In addition to the first study conducted by
Wikström and colleagues (2010), investigations in other countries using different
variations of the propensity scales and measures of exposure to criminogenic
settings also found evidence that there was a significant interaction between the
two key independent variables that shape the perception-choice process
(Pauwels L. , 2011; Svensson & Pauwels, 2010; Wikström & Svensson, 2008).
Pauwels, Svensson and Hirthenlehner (2018) conducted a review of
published studies with a special focus on testing the components of SAT. They
identified three different areas in which the 35 different studies have focused:
tests of the interactions between exposure and propensity, perceived deterrence
and propensity, and morality and self-control. Of the 17 different applications
which focused on the interaction of criminal propensity and exposure, they found
that 16 of them fully supported SAT, and the remaining study found partial
support.
In order to examine the perception-choice process more directly, several
studies testing SAT used factorial surveys (situational vignettes), in which
theoretically relevant elements of the setting were manipulated and their impacts
on the resulting action estimated (Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie,
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2012). One such effort used logistic regression and Rasch models to test the
importance of an individual’s morality and ability to exercise self-control when
faced with provocations (Haar & Wikström, 2010). PADS+ study respondents
were presented with a scenario in a vignette format where they were taunted by
another student. The presence or absence of teachers during this confrontation
was varied. The results confirmed that both the individual’s morality and
adeptness in exercising self-control were influential in how the youth responded.
Gaps in Empirical Support for SAT
Though SAT offers a great deal of promise in explaining robbery as an
action, its tenets have predominantly been examined in studies looking at
juvenile delinquency using school-based samples. A greater number of tests of
the theory using the perceptions of adults is needed to see if its assumptions can
be expanded to this population. Presumably, they can (Wikström, Oberwittler,
Treiber, & Hardie, 2012). Many studies examining the interaction of criminal
propensity and exposure have relied on retrospective self-reporting of crime and
delinquency. This assumes that the reported rule breaking occurred during time
spent while exposed to criminogenic settings, but this cannot be assured
(Wikström, 2006). Studies in this area have mostly used OLS regression as an
analytical method. Svensson and Pauwels (2014) have stated that these
statistical tests can be conservative in their estimation of effects and interactions.
They call for more studies that use different samples, measures and techniques
such as multi-level modeling to examine “between-person differences and within
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persons situational variation” (p. 18). What is unknown at this juncture is whether
the setting-based determinants of robbery which offenders perceive align with
those inducements identified by SAT. The theory will be supported if the
perception of whether moral rules will be enforced contribute to this decision and
if this varies between individual perceivers based on differences in criminal
propensity.
How the Present Study will Contribute
This study addresses some of these issues by testing important
assumptions of SAT using a different population of respondents, which speaks to
whether the assumptions hold for adult offenders and college students in
America; a different survey methodology, which experimentally controls the
elements of the setting to which the respondents are exposed; and different
analytical techniques, which allows the examination of between-person and
within-person differences in assessments of robbery potential of streetscapes in
pictures. The findings from this piece of the investigation then inform the
development of an agent-based simulation model which tests the ability of SAT
versus environmental criminology theories to generate realistic concentrations of
robberies, offending and victimization.
Until this point, most theoretical work has examined robbery through two
different lenses: at the individual level of offender characteristics and at the
ecological level of spatial patterning of these incidents. The present study aims to
determine how offender perceptions of the robbery potential shown in street
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scenes inform the commission of robberies, a process which ultimately tests the
ability of criminological theory to explain these occurrences. Using these different
theoretical frames, the objective at hand is to look at how one critical element of
CPT gets weighted by potential offenders. While this discovery is meaningful on
its own, it also is used to construct an ABM based on environmental criminology
elements and contrasting them with SAT to see which better approximates
empirically derived crime concentrations. The latter part of this endeavor
conducts virtual experiments which involve the selective activation of different
elements specified in theory to generate simulated robberies at intersections
within an urban streetscape.
Regardless of how the experiments turn out, the process of contrasting
theories in this strong inference manner is still informative (Platt, 1964). One
method capable of contrasting the merits of different theories at the micro-level of
analysis in line with the strong inference approach is agent-based simulation
modeling. This is informed, in part, by the perceptions of real offenders.
Agent-Based Modeling (ABM)
The second study uses a technique that may not be familiar to many
readers even though it has been applied extensively to problems in many
disciplines, including criminal justice and criminology. That technique is called
agent-based modeling (ABM). This sub section provides general background
about uses of this technique to analyze crime and references, at the end, one
study using this technique to test SAT. Conducting an empirical analysis of the
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decision-making processes exercised by robbers to test the explanatory merits of
competing theories presents a variety of challenges for traditional research
methodologies. Given these practical limitations, a simulation experiment using
ABM provides a unique opportunity to accomplish this goal. ABM is a new
examination technique where a “purposeful representation of some real system”
has been used to answer a variety of questions that current research
methodologies using real data cannot (Railsback & Grimm, 2012, p. 4). It has
been suggested that this technique is, “the most radical methodological
revolution in the social sciences of the past 50 years” (Elsenbroich & Gilbert,
2014, p. 4). Perhaps the most important strength of this methodology is that it
can overcome limitations plaguing standard experimental protocols.
In this technique, a researcher uses a computer program to design a
model that will allow virtual people (agents) to interact in a virtual universe
(environment) (Epstein & Axtell, 1996). Their interactions within that space result
in many different types of outcomes; and the information about these outcomes
can be collected for further examination. Not only can the outcomes themselves
be examined, information about the characteristics of significance, as assumed
by the researcher, can also be collected and inspected in order to determine
which were important in generating the outcome. The researcher maintains total
control over his or her agents and the environment in which they interact, so any
possible scenario can be programmed and allowed to exist in the computational
world.
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The application of this technique in examining important unanswered
questions is widespread. ABMs have been used in a variety of fields including life
sciences, economics, psychology and political science (Auchincloss & Diez
Roux, 2008; Epstein & Axtell, 1996). They have also been used in social science
to study phenomena including the generation of macro-level burglary and
robbery patterns (Birks, Townsley, & Stewart, 2012, 2014; Groff, 2007a; 2007b;
2008a; 2008b) and in other areas including housing preference based on
neighborhood segregation, food preferences in disadvantaged and segregated
communities, the transmission of cultural traits across societies and many others
(Auchincloss, Riolo, Brown, Cook, & Diez Roux, 2011; Axelrod, 1997; Schelling,
1971).
ABM requires the researcher to initially state the specific theoretical
mechanisms and processes that, once quantitatively mobilized in the model via
set parameter values at initialization; create a behavior or phenomenon (Eck &
Liu, 2008b). As such, it allows the researcher to “grow” a macro-level outcome by
setting in motion micro-level processes in a virtual environment that is
representative of reality (Epstein & Axtell, 1996, p. 20). This principle of
“emergence” (Eve, Horsfall, & Lee, 1997, p. 31) guarantees that if macro-level
patterns of a certain event do come to fruition after a model is programmed using
the necessary assumptions as stated in theory, it provides important support that
the mechanisms of the theory are correctly specified (Eck & Liu, 2008a;
Railsback & Grimm, 2012). On the contrary, if the pattern of events generated
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does not match what is observed in reality, serious questions about the validity of
the theory surface.
When using an ABM, the researcher can also sidestep many common
problems plaguing field research. Since the environment is simulated, random
allocation of less desirable treatment assignments and negative individual and
setting-based characteristics can be programmed into the model. This
overcomes the ethical dilemmas that would prevent true tests of criminological
theories from being conducted in a real urban environment with real participants
(Eck & Liu, 2008a). In this instance, it would be impossible to randomly assign
robbery victimization to a certain group of pedestrians in the population and then
interview offenders after committing this crime. ABM, however, allows the
researcher to do that and examine the transparent data to determine which
elements combined to influence an agent’s decision to commit a robbery.
Because the researcher essentially has no limits in designing the
environment and the agents that interact within it, heterogeneity in all important
characteristics that are assessed in the model can be programmed (Eck & Liu,
2008a). Any combination of robbers and potential victims and types of street
networks can be realized in an ABM. They can also be changed with relative
ease. Field based research, even when using randomization of subjects to
interventions, cannot endeavor to ensure total randomness in all aspects of the
agents and the environment. ABM, however, can.
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ABM has already been used in many studies that have assessed the
validity of popular theories in environmental criminology. Groff (2007a; 2007b;
2008a; 2008b) has simulated patterns of street robbery using a theoretical
framework that included assumptions stated in RAT, RC and CPT to design her
model. In all these explications realistic macro-level robbery patterns emerged
and she found support for the theories’ abilities to explain the behavior. In the
first study, the spatial distribution of the simulated robbery incidents was
concentrated after each sub model was run and there was a statistically
significant positive association between the number of robberies and time spent
away from home, as predicted by RAT (2007a). In her second study, she found
the same spatial concentration and support for these theories when agents in the
model completed directed movements along a real streetscape of Seattle that
was imported from ArcGIS software (2007b). Later developments to these
models incorporated activity spaces and time schedules within those spaces so
that agents spent varied amounts of time at locations (2008a; 2008b).
Through her progressive work, Groff (2007a; 2007b; 2008a; 2008b) was
able to provide additional support for one of the core assumptions of RAT, that
crime rates were linked with the amount of time members of the population spent
away from their homes. She was also able to produce realistic macro-level
robbery patterns by modeling individual decisions of virtual agents. Additionally,
she demonstrated how varying one aspect of her model – modes of travel in the
virtual world – according to theoretical assumptions produced different robbery
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patterns. Groff’s contributions provide an important foundation for the simulation
efforts proposed here.
Birks, Townsley and Stewart (2012; 2014) have also used environmental
criminology theories to model criminal behavior. Their earlier study used an ABM
to examine burglaries occurring on a grid network of cells. They too found
support for the abilities of RAT, RC and CPT to generate spatial clustering,
repeat victimization in these incidents, and the offender journey to crime curve in
target selection (2012). Using the same underlying assumptions and strategies
put into practice in the previously mentioned study, they later used an ABM to
examine the distribution of street robberies on an environmental lattice (2014).
Once again, these researchers found statistically significant evidence of the three
characteristics of robbery patterns emerging from the model specifications that
were based on the tenets of environmental criminology theories. Other criminal
justice studies have used ABM to answer both theoretical and applied questions
(Camacho, Lee, & Smith, 2016; Devia & Weber, 2013; Elffers & Van Baal, 2008;
Wang, Liu, & Eck, 2014; Weisburd, Braga, Groff, & Wooditch, 2017)
To this author’s knowledge, there has only been one agent-based
simulation that has tested the assumptions of SAT. The model attempted to
replicate the frequency of self-reported delinquent events that was discovered in
the PADS+ study (Elsenbroich & Gilbert, 2014). It specifically allowed agents with
varying criminal propensities to spend time in locations with three different set
variations of temptation, rule-strength and deterrence-strength. The environment,
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in this case, was represented as a four-section grid in which there was a 33 by
33 lattice of nodes on which agents spent time. PADS+ data from the youth’s
space-time budgets were used as parameters that conditioned how much time
agents spent in each location in the environment. The simulation was able to
successfully reproduce the number of crimes committed in certain settings. While
this model is an impressive first step in simulating elements of SAT, it did not use
a street network on which agents moved. So, the convergences of agents were
randomly determined by the model’s node selection process instead of natural
movement which emerged from the agents’ goal directed travel paths.
Furthermore, while it did include some elements of randomization in agent
location selection, it may have been too deterministic since it did not allow for
random influences (via a random error term) in its agents’ decision-making.
None of the previously mentioned studies, however, have attempted to
model robbery incidents to contrast SAT and environmental criminology theories
in a test of the adequacy of one framework against the other. From a theoretical
standpoint, this effort is also poised to assess whether the processes defined by
SAT, when set in motion, can produce realistic concentrations of robberies in a
virtual environment. The model in this study begins by replicating the decisionmaking process from Groff (2007a; 2007b; 2008a; 2008b), which uses the same
rules and parameters suggested by environmental criminology theories. It then
builds upon this foundation by iteratively incorporating key ideas from SAT in
subsequent model versions.
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Focus of the Present Study Revisited
This study seeks to fill the gaps mentioned by using a mixed-method
approach to test the applicability of the previously identified theories in explaining
participants’ assessments of a setting’s appropriateness for robbery. Figure 29 in
Appendix A illustrates the differing theoretical explanations for robbery events
that create the theory testing space for this study.
The first part of the study seeks to determine how participants assess the
robbery potential of a variety of synthetic streetscapes, presented as pictures.
The land uses within the pictures vary to illustrate distinguishing assumptions
made by CPT and SAT. Some of the images show crime generators and crime
attractors as criminogenic features, in line with CPT. Others show land uses in
commercial centers, to suggest low moral context, according to SAT. The
information provided by the respondents in the form of ranking and grouping
these images allows the researcher to determine how they are organizing the
images along different dimensions that are theoretically meaningful, and whether
those dimensions align more readily with CPT’s or SAT’s ideas about which
features make a setting criminogenic. Then participants’ rankings of the robbery
potential of the images are predicted using key elements of SAT. This reveals if
criminal propensity, moral context, and the interaction of the two, are influential in
shaping perceived robbery potential.
Information gained from the first part of the study then informed the
creation of an ABM model which was used to simulate robbery on a realistic
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streetscape. Assumptions made by RAT, RC and CPT guide the movement and
decision-making processes of agents in the base model. In later sub models,
assumptions made by SAT were progressively introduced and varied so that the
resulting robberies could be analyzed and compared to ascertain which
theoretical explanations best reproduced concentrations of robberies across
space that align with empirical work. Introducing different assumptions about
agent decision-making is analogous to conducting experiments within the
simulation. Results from this study further our theoretical understanding of
robbery dynamics and suggest implications for promoting public safety.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY
Research Questions
This chapter provides the main research questions this study seeks to
answer. For each, a hypothesis is provided along with a rationale. Questions 1
through 3 are answered by the structured interview component and Question 4 is
answered by the ABM.
Question 1: Are some features in a setting where robbery might occur
relevant for SAT but not for CPT?
Interest centers on concepts identified and discussed in SAT such as the
moral context of the setting. Are they recognized by would-be offenders and used
in their assessments of the surrounding’s appropriateness for robbery? This
question seeks to understand what the true main effect of exposure to a
criminogenic moral context on a motivated offender.
SAT predicts moral context of the setting will significantly impact the
likelihood that a potential offender views a situation as satisfactory for committing
a robbery. SAT posits that moral rules shape the behaviors seen as normative in
a setting. The likelihood of rules enforcement is perceived by potential offenders
and is an important part of their perception-choice process (Wikström, 2006;
Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012). Prior work (St. Jean, 2007;
Wright & Decker, 1997) on offenders’ perceptions also has hinted at influential
contextual attributes beyond those described in CPT (e.g. amount of activity and
foot traffic).
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Question 2: Does the offender’s propensity have an impact on his or her
assessment of the appropriateness of a setting for robbery?
This question investigates the influence of this important individual level
factor on perceptions of the criminogenic nature of the surroundings. Are those
who have higher criminal propensities likely to assess a setting differently
compared to those with lower criminal propensities?
It is expected that individuals with higher criminal propensities will be more
likely to consider the same setting as more appropriate for robbery than those
with low criminal propensities. They also will be more likely than their
counterparts to see a setting with low moral context as an opportune location for
robbery. So as discussed above when reviewing findings from the PADS+ data
testing SAT, youth with lower criminal propensities were less likely to commit
delinquent acts, regardless of their exposure to settings identified as
criminogenic using external criteria (Wikström, Ceccato, Hardie, & Treiber, 2010;
Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012). The researchers reasoned that
those with lower criminal propensities were unlikely to see the breach of a moral
rule as a viable action alternative even when they were in settings with
inadequate deterrent capabilities. That pattern of findings and the linked
reasoning ground the rationale described here.
Question 3: Is there a difference in the relevance of the observable
situational factors across the individual perceivers when they assess a
setting’s appropriateness for robbery?
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More specifically, do offenders with high criminal propensities apply more
weight to certain temptations within a setting in their decision-making processes
than do those with low criminal propensities? Do they cue into specific features
that those with low propensities do not? This question will test the effects of the
interaction of the person with the features of the place in the perception-choice
process.
It is hypothesized that moral context will be more influential in judgments
made by those with higher criminal propensities than those with lower criminal
propensities. Those in the former category will be more aware of how this settingbased factor shapes chances of committing a successful offense. Perhaps
individuals with higher criminal propensities, more likely to commit a robbery in
the first place, generally tune in to key setting features, and thus can better
distinguish subtler environmental features affecting robbery feasibility.
Question 4: When the findings of questions 1 – 3 are incorporated into an
agent-based simulation model, are environmental criminology theories or
SAT better able to produce realistic concentrations of robberies?
This question aims to uncover what patterns in robbery occurrences
emerge naturally when the processes specified in the first part of the study come
to life in a virtual environment populated by individual agents moving around.
Theories generating realistic outcomes are considered more plausible. One of
the strengths of this study is that it puts in motion some of the person-based,
place-based and interactive processes giving rise to an offender assessments of
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robbery opportunities. Extant theory in this area often obscures key mechanisms
leaving key theoretical dynamics untested and unsubstantiated (Wikström, 2006).
ABMs can help as it promotes greater theory specification; it allows the
researcher to create and control a sophisticated environment where key features
are programmed, agent interactions initialized, and thus produces events that
could not be created in any other research setting (Eck & Liu, 2008a).
An ABM for urban street robbery, representing SAT dynamics which may
be further fine-tuned based on information from potential offenders’ assessments
of streetscapes, will produce street robbery patterns better mimicking
concentrations of robbery seen in extant research compared to an environmental
criminology model. Recent work on the concentrations of offending across space
and victims provides external benchmarks for model outcome assessment (Eck,
Lee, O, & Martinez, 2017).
Methodology
Overview
This mixed methods study has two components: structured interviews with
offenders currently under community-based sentences and a comparative
sample of college students to collect their assessments of a setting’s potential for
robbery, and an agent-based simulation designed to model robbery incidents on
a realistic, urban streetscape. The multimethod nature of this study is necessary
given its scope. Research questions 1 through 3 asked which personal and
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setting based factors are important in driving robbery decisions. The Part I
interviews solicited individual judgments about a series of carefully designed
street segment pictures from two distinct respondent groups. In addition to
providing respondents a set of researcher-supplied benchmarks by which to rate
these stimuli, it also elicited their subjective perspectives about which setting
based features were important. In Part II, specific findings from these data were
used to inform the construction of an ABM which replicated a realistic virtual
environment. This set the stage for a series of simulated experiments that
contrasted the ability of processes informed by different theories to generate
plausible concentrations of street robbery, which addresses research question 4.
According to Palinkas and colleague’s (2011) assessment of the structure
of different designs in mixed methods implementation studies in the mental
health field, this proposal best adheres to the “qual → QUAN” category where
qualitative data are collected prior to quantitative data for the primary purpose of
strengthening the quantitative component designed of test a hypothesis (p. 45).
One of the strengths of this methodology is that the computer-based simulation is
informed by the assessments of a real population of offenders and a comparative
sample of college students who represent members of the general population.
The proposed simulation investigated some of the underlying assumptions
made by environmental theories and SAT. The interviewee results from Part I of
this study informed the development of an agent-based simulation model. This
investigation allowed some of the claims made by environmental criminology
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theories and SAT to be tested without having to spend great time and effort
gathering data on the micro-level processes it seeks to explain (Eck & Liu,
2008a). In general, if the simulation based on a theory is effectively able to
“grow” the events that it seeks to explain, the case for its explanatory power is
certainly strengthened (Epstein, 2006).
Data
Data for the first part of this study were collected from structured
interviews with probationers and parolees under the supervision of a large midAtlantic probation department in 2015. This city agency is responsible for the
monitoring of men and women who have been granted conditional release from
the county prison system or have received a county probation sentence. Another
sample of college participants was recruited from the main campus of Temple
University in Philadelphia. Members of the student sample completed the same
structured interview as the probationers and parolees.
Study Setting
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
In 2015, the year in which Part 1 data were collected, Philadelphia was the
5th largest metropolitan area in the United States (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). In
2018 the estimated population of the city was 1,584,138, which constituted the
largest population center in Pennsylvania (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019). Findings
from the 2017 American Community Survey showed the city had slightly more
female residents (52.7%) than males and the largest race / ethnicity represented
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in the city was Black / African American (42.6%), followed by White / Caucasian
(41.6%) and Asian (7.1%) (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.). Just over 22% of the
residents were under the age of 18.
The city also suffered from well known, continuing crime problems. In
2014 Philadelphia had the 5th highest crime rate ranking of United States cities
with populations over 500,000 people (CQ Press, 2014). In 2017, there were
14,935 violent crimes in the city and 310 of those were homicides (Philadelphia
Police Department, 2018). As with crime in many cities, these events were not
evenly distributed and were concentrated in a smaller number of neighborhoods.
As stated previously, Philadelphia also had many robberies occurring each year
and in several different areas throughout the city. Given the prevalence of the
city’s crime problem, Philadelphia was the site of many local, state and federal
crime prevention programs including Operation Safe Streets, Operation Sunrise,
Operation CeaseFire, Operation Pressure Point and SafeCam, to name a few
(Lawton, Taylor, & Luongo, 2005; Newsworks, 2012; Philadelphia Police
Department, 2018; PhillyPolice.com, 2010).
Description of the Probation Department
The agency at which the interviews were conducted is responsible for the
supervision of those individuals receiving county sentences of incarceration upon
their release and those receiving sentences of probation. The main goal of the
agency is to enforce the court’s orders while promoting public safety, aiding
sentenced offenders in the community, holding them accountable for their actions
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and assisting the victims of crime. In 2015, when the first part of this project was
completed, the agency was responsible for supervising over 40,000 offenders. At
the time, there were over 200 probation officers with caseloads.
This community corrections agency is unique in that most of its
supervision units are structured around the use of an evidence-based risk
assessment model that was designed specifically for the agency by researchers
from the University of Pennsylvania. This model was developed using offender
data from all new cases generated in the probation records system between
January 1, 2002 and June 30, 2004, which were evaluated using the random
forest modelling technique (Berk, Sherman, Barnes, Kurtz, & Ahlman, 2009)4. A
number of research studies have supported the use of this instrument as
appropriate in assessing an offender’s likelihood of being arrested for serious
recidivism within two years of the start of his or her sentence and assigning that
individual to a particular supervisory unit (Barnes & Hyatt, 2012; Barnes, Hyatt,
Ahlman, & Kent, 2012; Berk, Sherman, Barnes, Kurtz, & Ahlman, 2009).
Offenders who do not receive sentences which dictate their supervision by
a specialized unit (e.g. sex offenders, domestic violence offenders, offenders
suffering from mental illness) are sorted into high, moderate and low risk
designations and supervised by anti-violence, moderate and administrative
officers, respectively. Given the need to maximize the efficiency of their limited
resources, the daily operations at the agency are structured so that the highest
For a more detailed description of the creation and the different iterations of the model see
Kristen and Peter (2013).
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risk offenders receive the most officer attention. At the time of data collection for
this study, only high and moderate risk offenders were required to complete
routine, face-to-face meetings with their assigned officers at the agency’s main
office. Most administrative offenders were monitored exclusively through online
or phone communications and would only appear in the office for specific
engagements, such as reporting for their initial meeting after they are placed on
community supervision, being taken into custody for a potential violation, or for
other special services.
Part I: Offender Assessments of Settings
Sampling Technique
This study employed an opportunity-based sample of a population of
probationers and parolees. Because this study aimed at gaining insight into the
ways in which offenders interpret street scenes regarding robbery likelihood but
was not externally funded, it was not possible to obtain a random sample of
offenders with different risk designations and criminal histories. Because the
agency’s current reporting requirements only mandate that high and moderate
risk offenders appear for routine office visits, however, the probationers and
parolees most likely to be recruited for the study were those who had been
identified by the agency as higher risk for future offending when compared to
their low risk counterparts. This maximized the likelihood that participants in the
study had direct experience with robbery, both by committing the offense and
being arrested for it. This sampling technique permitted obtaining the necessary
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number of offenders without being coercive and infringing upon the daily
procedures and normal functioning of a highly active, urban community
supervision agency.
The researcher directly recruited probationers and parolees when they
reported for their scheduled office visits. Recruiting took place in the waiting
areas of the building and was supplemented by a flyer with information about the
study. A total of 20 probationers and parolees were interviewed at the agency’s
office and made the offender sample.
Another comparably sized, convenience sample of college students
comprised the comparison group. It was assumed that these participants
represented members of the general population and, therefore, provided
additional variation on the criminal propensity measure. It was also assumed that
this group would score lower on the previous measure than their probationer and
parolee counterparts. Conducting interviews with them allowed the researcher to
see if this difference was noticeable and if the two respondent groups differed in
how they holistically judged the robbery potential of everyday street scenes.
These individuals were recruited through advertising the study on flyers posted
around Temple University’s main campus and announcements made in classes.
All study participants provided basic information about themselves at the time of
the interview including their sex, age, race and ethnicity, area of the city where
they resided, and prior experience with robbery. Probationers and parolees
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additionally reported the floor of the probation department building that they
accessed to see their officers. 5
Data Collection Methods
Data collection involved structured interviews with the probation and
parole respondents and college students. Each was provided with a copy of the
informed consent form, which he or she was instructed to read, or the interviewer
read the document to him or her. The respondent could ask any questions that
he or she had regarding the research. All information obtained during the
interview was kept confidential according to the requirements of Temple
University’s Institutional Review Board 6. The interview began after the interviewer
was satisfied that the respondent understood the important components of the
research and had obtained his or her consent to participate 7.
Interview Section 1: Ranking the Dependent Variable
The interview was designed to elicit the respondent’s opinions about a
variety of different street scenes regarding the potential for robbery. These
opinions were collected in sequential order in the form of rankings of each image
on the potential for robbery compared to all the others, subjective assessments
of the similarities between images presented in groups of three, and rankings of

This information provided the researcher additional information about his or her risk designation
because, at the time of data collection, the building’s floors were organized according to these
distinctions.
6 Appendix 3: IRB Certification of Approval presents the study approval documentation from
Temple University’s IRB.
7 Given the sensitive nature of the study, formal written consent was waived by the IRB.
5
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each image on theoretically important factors. Additionally, at the end of the
interview, measurements of each respondent’s morality and ability to exercise
self-control, key factors according to SAT that combined to make up his or her
criminal propensity, were determined by answers to questionnaire scales based
on those used in related studies.
The first part of the interview involved asking the respondent to directly
assess the robbery potential of each of the twelve provided images showing
specific theory contrasts. Each person reported the appropriateness of the
streetscape depicted in an image for robbery8 using the Q-Sorting technique.
Generally, in this technique respondents are asked to arrange a group of
statements according to a pre-determined hierarchy about some stated directive.
The strength of this methodology is that it allowed the participant to provide
information about the dependent variable at the beginning of the interaction,
communicate a subjective point of view and opinions while also providing the
researcher an objective reference frame in which to examine this information
(McKeown & Thomas, 1988). The decision was made to employ this test to
eliminate the possibility that there could be no variation, and therefore no
differentiation between the images provided, in responses given by a respondent.
Because respondents were required to sort the images according to a more
normalized distribution, differentiation between images could be more readily

8 An easily interpretable definition for robbery was provided. A standard instruction was given
indicating that the potential robber has a “need to obtain money in a hurry”. This allowed the
researcher to examine the impact of financial desperation on the part of the offender in his or her
decision to commit robbery, as suggested by Wright and Decker (1997).
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assessed. Using the same response matrix as Ratcliffe (2016) and Ratcliffe,
Strang and Taylor (2014), the theory contrast (Bannister & Mair, 1968) images
were ordered into 6 different levels based on the degree to which they were
viewed to be appropriate locations to commit a robbery (see Figure 1).
One image was ranked most likely for robbery to occur, followed by two
others that were likely, three that were somewhat likely, three that were
somewhat unlikely, two that were unlikely and one that was most unlikely for the
offense. Each of these levels received a numerical score of +3 (most likely) or -3
(most unlikely), +2 (likely) or -2 (unlikely) for the next adjacent levels, or +1
(somewhat likely) or -1 (somewhat unlikely) for the middle levels which
comprised the center of the structure 9. To gain more information about their
justification for their choices in this part of the interview, the respondents were
asked why they selected the images placed in the extremities of the matrix as
most likely and most unlikely for robberies. Their responses were written down by
the researcher.
Interview Section 2: Eliciting Constructs
Next, the respondent described the presented setting / situational images
according to his or her own personal constructs. The purpose of this component
of the interaction involved eliciting the respondent’s uncoerced and unprompted
perceptions of these images using a Kelly Repertory Grid technique

9

Figure 2 provides an example of a Q-Sort response completed by a probationer/parolee.
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Figure 1: Q-Sort Matrix of Robbery Potential Questions

Figure 2: Q-Sort Results from Probationer/Parolee #7
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(Bannister & Mair, 1968; Kelly, 1953). Here, this method elicited constructs the
participants used to group similar pictures. These helped the researcher
understand how respondent-generated judgments link up with the theoretically
relevant, supplied factors.
To capture these cognitions the experimenter showed the respondent a
pre-determined set of three different images representing settings where a
robbery could occur 10. These triad sets were presented to each respondent in a
randomized order. Each image represented a contrasting element that was
hypothesized by CPT and SAT to drive robbery decisions. The respondent was
then directed to: “take a look at these three images and then select two of the
three images that are similar to each other in some way that the remaining image
is not.” Once the respondent performed the task the interviewer recorded which
items were grouped together by the respondent and which item was left isolated
for each image triad presented. Once the respondent made his or her selection
the interviewer asked the respondent to share the reason that prompted him or
her to make these choices and recorded his or her reasoning. That reasoning
was considered a descriptive construct provided by the respondent. For example,
if a respondent regarded two pictures as showing areas where the
establishments may draw lots of pedestrian traffic and the other did not the
construct contrast solicited distinguished, “lots of customers” versus “no
customers”.
The Picture Rationale section, which is subsequently discussed in the Part I Methodology
chapter, provides a description of each image.
10
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Later in the interview, this respondent applied the supplied construct to the
remaining images representing each of the theory pair contrasts. He or she rated
each image using a 10-point, bipolar scale where 1 and 10 represented different
extremities of the elicited construct poles. All these responses were recorded by
the interviewer. This method was more structured than simply asking the
respondent to describe each picture (Bannister & Mair, 1968).
This entire procedure was repeated with other groups of images11. When
two construct pairs were similar, the interviewer probed the respondent to
determine whether they were indeed distinct or the same construct. One way that
the experimenter accomplished this task was by asking whether each pole of a
construct pair always represented the other and vice versa. For example, if a
respondent provided the following construct pairs of “safe – unsafe” and “good to
walk around in at night – bad to walk around in at night”, the interviewer would
ask whether a place that is “unsafe” is always “bad to walk around in at night”
and a place that is “safe” is always “good to walk around in at night”.
Interview Section 3: Rating Images on Supplied Constructs
Once the distinct construct pairs were provided by the respondent he or
she was asked to rank each image showing a specific theory contrast on those
elicited dimensions and on a series of pre-determined, experimenter-supplied 10point, bipolar scales12 (such as “Police are probably rarely called here” versus

11 The researcher attempted to obtain one respondent generated construct for each triad of
images.
12 For a list of these bipolar scales, see Figure 3.
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On a scale of 1 to 10 please give each picture a score based on the following
descriptions:

Most people walking here are not from
the neighborhood
On a typical weekday afternoon, probably
a few people walk through here

Most people walking here are from
the neighborhood
On a typical weekday afternoon,
probably a lot of people walk through here

Police are probably rarely called here

Police are probably called here a lot

If there’s minor trouble here someone
will step in

If there’s minor trouble here people
look the other way

People here get along with each other

People here go their own way

Figure 3: Supplied Construct Scales
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“Police are probably called here a lot”) where 1 and 10 represented different
ends of the construct poles. This exercise provided quantitative information about
how participants used these supplied constructs to describe what they were
seeing. Analyses were performed to determine how well they aligned with those
that were respondent provided and how important they were in determining
individual assessments of robbery potential. If certain scales had a significant
impact on this assessment, that informs how people perceive these features of
locations within their environment.
Results comparing the rankings of each of the images on the respondentgenerated constructs to the same rankings on the researcher supplied constructs
were informative, regardless of the outcome. If the respondents distinguished the
images in a manner consistent with current theoretical ideas, the use of these
distinctions in research of offender assessments was supported. If they
organized the images along entirely different dimensions this suggested that
theoretical assumptions of how these individuals imparted meaning to the built
environment and its related social rules were misinterpreting the processes that
were really occurring. For example, if the most influential constructs provided by
the respondent did not group closely with the researcher-supplied, theoretically
relevant constructs along the principal component, this may indicate that current
theory does not capture all the factors that drive peoples’ perceptions of places.
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Interview section 4: Additional information
The final part of the interview involved a written questionnaire which
included questions about the respondent’s individual characteristics. Questions
solicited information about the respondent’s sex, age, race, assessed level of risk
(gained from asking those in the probationer/parolee sample to which floor of the
probation department he or she reported) and area of residence within the city.
The respondents also completed a self-control and morality scale that constituted
one measurement of his or her criminal propensity 13. Although these scales were
based on the same ones used in Wikström and colleagues’ (2010) study, the
morality scale was adapted to ask questions that were more representative of
adult activities and outlooks. A composite measure of criminal propensity was
created by adding the two averaged scores on each scale together.
Additionally, all the respondents were asked in the questionnaire if they or
someone they knew had ever committed a robbery and ever been arrested for
robbery. They were not asked to specify to which entity they were referring. The
randomized response technique used here is a variation of one that is widely
used in sensitive surveys (Stem & Steinhorst, 1984; Warner, 1965; Zdep &
Rhodes, 1976). No personal information was revealed because the researcher
did not know if the respondent was reporting about himself or herself or someone
else. This method was selected because asking these questions directly would
most likely increase the respondent’s sense of personal vulnerability, would be a

13

These scales can be found in the Morality and Self-Control Scales section in Appendix B70.
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sudden departure from the entire tenor of the preceding interview, and might
have jeopardized future recruiting efforts; information about the content of the
interview may have been shared with other probationers, parolees, and students
by previous participants. Further, the former two groups of individuals could have
been worried that their probation or parole officers could find out how they
responded. While the specific wording of these questions limited the researcher’s
ability to determine each respondent’s personal experience with robbery, it
minimized refusals and may have reduced misleading responses.
At the end of the interview each participant was compensated with a
$25.00 gift card. Following the interview, the interviewer recorded all the image
comparison data on grids, which will be described later in this document. To fill in
the grid, the interviewer put the numerical ranking (1 - 10) in each cell, indicating
whether the respondent identified each picture as being on one end of the
construct pole or on the other. These repertory grids allowed the experimenter to
create a stimulus similarity / dissimilarity space for the common data set and
examine the structure and content of an individual’s specific construct systems.
Picture Rationale
The following provides a description of each of the images that
represented the theory pair contrasts, which were presented to the respondents
in Part I of the study. Each of these images showed three different, front facing
land uses situated in either a residential, commercial, or mixed land use setting,
usually at a street corner. The viewer’s perception was from the street level,
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looking directly at the front of the structures. There were no people shown in any
of the images. These images contained real storefronts and houses located in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania but were synthesized using Adobe Photoshop. For
example, to create one image a picture of a bar from one area was placed next
to a corner store from a different area of the city which was next to a residence
from another area. This method of image construction was chosen for two
reasons: first, to ensure that the combination of land uses within each picture
closely corresponded to assumptions made by either CPT or SAT and, second,
to prevent the participant from recognizing a location that was shown in the
pictures. Distinguishing features within the pictures, such as street names and
other distinct location related signage on buildings (e.g. addresses) were
obscured wherever possible.
The images were shown to the participants individually and then in a
group with two other images. The triad groupings were presented in accordance
with Kelly’s Repertory Grid Test, where data were obtained regarding how
participants organized these different images along meaningful dimensions,
which were later determined through principal components analysis. In each triad
grouping, the images were rated differently on robbery potential according to the
theoretical assumptions of CPT and SAT. The manner in which the participants
arranged these images along important dimensions uncovered in the principal
components analysis provided information about whether this arrangement
aligned with these theoretical distinctions.
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The CPT ratings were constructed using an additive scale where each
picture received 1 point for every land use that would be considered a crime
generator or attractor, forming a range of values from 0 – 3. Higher values were
indicative of greater appropriateness for robbery. For example, a commercial
corner with a bar, bodega, and check cashing establishment would have a score
of 3 while a residential corner with three row homes would have a score of 0. The
SAT ratings 14 were constructed using a scale of 1 – 3, which corresponded to the
likely enforcement of moral rules. Higher values meant that these rules were less
likely to be enforced. Completely residential corners were scored 1 (low), corners
with mixed land uses received a score of 2 (moderate), and completely
commercial corners were scored as 3 (high). To obtain some objective input in
this process, subject matter experts reviewed the researcher’s rationale for the
picture ratings.
A quick refresher on how picture features link to expected theoretical
attributes may help the reader better understand image selection and image triad
construction. CPT and SAT differ in their explanation of the processes that make
a location more likely to experience street crime. According to one assumption of
CPT, crime generators and attractors are features within the environmental
backcloth that, because of their functions and locations relative to other land
uses and paths of travel, create opportunities for crime to occur (such as a

14 Also referred to as a Partial SAT score (PSAT score) because it only accounted for the main
effect of the setting moral context and not the interaction of this feature with the person’s criminal
propensity.
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shopping mall, entertainment complex or stadium) (Brantingham & Brantingham,
1995). The former brings together large numbers of people conducting their
routine activities and, as a result, provides ample temptations for criminally
motivated individuals who are in the area for legal purposes. The latter draw
motivated offenders who know that these locations provide opportunities for
specific crimes. The key element in CPT’s discussion of the process that
produces crime at these locations is the amount and type of activity that occurs
there. The fact that many people use these facilities at certain times during their
daily routines make them more criminogenic than facilities that do not see as
much activity.
SAT’s assumption differs. The moral rules of the setting and their
likelihood of enforcement drive offender perceptions of its moral context
(Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012). The focus here is not on the
routine activities or volume of activity at a location but the extent to which setting
norms are congruent with rule breaking or rule adherence. The moral context has
been operationalized in past SAT studies (Wikström & Svensson, 2008;
Wikström, Ceccato, Hardie, & Treiber, 2010; Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, &
Hardie, 2012) by using indicators of collective efficacy for residential
communities, and whether a location was situated in a city center or local
commercial center. For the former, SAT assumes that in a residential area with
low collective efficacy (i.e., little social cohesion or informal social control),
residents are unlikely to intervene to disrupt crime or disorderly actions
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(Sampson, Raudenbush, & Earls, 1997). These would also be areas where law
relevant, moral rules are unlikely to be enforced. The latter small commercial
areas and city commercial centers are similarly expected to have weaker moral
contexts, “because these are areas with large non-residential populations less
likely to be socially cohesive and trusting, […], and are, therefore, (presumably)
less inclined to exercise informal social control” (Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, &
Hardie, 2012, pp. 146-147).
Taylor (1997: Table 2) found support for this presumption in his study of
residential perceptions of territorial cognitions and informal social control in
locations near their homes. Using data on small commercial centers (McPherson
& Silloway, 1980; McPherson & Silloway, 1986), he showed that residents felt
significantly less responsible for what occurred in nearby small commercial
centers than they did for what took place nearby down the block15.
The following pictures were grouped so that CPT and SAT would draw
opposite conclusions about the criminogenic nature of at least one of the settings
depicted. This exercise is informative because how the participants make this
distinction may have provided support for one theory over another. The following
section provides additional detail on the content of the pictures.

Resident interviews were clustered around 24 small commercial centers. Differences after
controlling for race, gender, and distance to small commercial center.
15
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Triad 1

Figure 4: Picture Triads
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Triad 2

Figure 4 continued: Picture Triads
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Triad 3

Figure 4 continued: Picture Triads
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Triad 4

Figure 4 continued: Picture Triads
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Picture Triads (per Kelly’s Repertory Grid Test)

Triad 1 (high crime generator/attractors vs. low activity/foot traffic vs. all
residential)
Image A: Check cashing outlet / ATM / pawn shop
Image B: Abandoned storefront / closed store with metal grate down
/ empty storefront for lease
Image C: Rowhome / rowhome / rowhome
Theory correspondence – SAT groups images A and B (high
robbery potential), CPT groups images B and C (low robbery
potential)
Triad 2 (high crime attractors vs. low crime attractors vs. all residential)16
Image D: Check cashing and pawn shop / ATM / bar
Image E: Pharmacy / clothing store / pizza place
Image F: Rowhome / rowhome / rowhome
Theory correspondence – SAT groups images D and E (high
robbery potential), CPT groups E and F (lower robbery potential)

Figure 4 continued: Picture Triads

This grouping arises from this specific triad’s focus on crime attractors, not generators, in CPT.
As crime generators, CPT would classify D and E together.
16
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Picture Triads continued (per Kelly’s Repertory Grid Test)
Triad 3 (crime generator/crime attractors in commercial area vs. crime
generators/crime attractors in residential area)
Image G: Furniture store / check cashing store / pawn shop
Image H: Rowhome / rowhome / check cashing place
Image I: Rowhome / rowhome / rowhome
Theory correspondence – SAT groups images H and I (low
robbery potential), CPT groups images G and H (high robbery
potential)
Triad 4 (High crime generators vs. low crime generators – mixed land
use)17
Image J: Wine and spirits store / Chinese take-out restaurant /
dentist office
Image K: Tax preparer / closed variety store / laundromat
Image L: Rowhome / pizza restaurant / rowhome
Theory correspondence: SAT groups images J and K (high
robbery potential), CPT groups K and L (lower robbery
potential)

Figure 4 continued: Picture Triads

17 According to CPT’s description of crime generators, the businesses in picture K draw lower
volumes of people than those in picture J.
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Part II: Agent-Based Simulation (ABM)
The Part I findings from the structured interviews informed the design of
an ABM, which simulated street robberies in a virtual environment. Input from the
interviews helped guide the development the digital landscape in which the agent
interactions took place. As will be further described, important information about
how agents should move along the street grid and how to distribute low moral
context to different types of intersections was obtained.
Model Set Up and Assumptions
The Overview, Design Concepts, Details and Decision-Making (ODD + D)
Protocol (Müller, et al., 2013) helped structure the agent-based simulation model
and is included in Appendix E. This protocol was chosen for its specific emphasis
on the decision-making process as it unfolds in ABMs. The researcher worked
with a computer programmer to design and build the model in Go, a
programming language developed by Google (Google, n.d.). In all, five different
versions of the same model were constructed. Only three of these sub models
(the EC, Partial SAT and Full SAT versions), however, are further examined as
the focus of this research 18. Agents in all sub models move along a street
network between different activity sites, representing home, work and a few other

18 This choice to remove two sub models from the discussion of the main findings was made to
keep the focus on the clearest theoretical contrasts between EC and SAT. A description of and
high-level results from both the Partial SAT, Adjusted and Full SAT, Adjusted sub models are
detailed in Appendix I.
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activity locations that are visited on a regular basis 19. During their journeys they
interact, and criminally motivated (high criminal propensity agents, HCP) agents
assess the target value of another nearby agent and make decisions about
whether to rob that person. All HCP agents are potential offenders; all low
criminal propensity (LCP) agents never offend. The terms HCP and LCP are
retained throughout because they align with SAT’s concepts. “Nearby” means at
the same intersection in the street grid. The programmed elements of these
decisions change from sub model to sub model. The rules that guide these agent
decisions are informed by environmental criminology theories and SAT and are
incrementally manipulated to examine their individual impact on the emerging
robbery patterns.
In all sub models, each agent is assigned a specific criminal propensity,
low or high, that shapes robbery decisions. Also, in the Partial SAT and Full SAT
sub models, intersections in the streetscape have assigned moral contexts that
are perceived by the agents and contribute to their decision-making processes20.
Models
Figure 5 presents a list and definitions of specific terms which are used to
describe important components of the simulation model.

Such as shopping, entertainment, 2nd job and other leisure-related locations. Some dynamism
is included in these daily routines, however. Each day agents randomly select several locations
(mean = 3, SD = 1) to which to travel for leisure-related activities.
20 For a table with descriptions of the agent, street and intersection attributes in the model and
which elements of the simulation are informed by the offender interactions in Part I of this study
see Table 75 in Appendix E.
19
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Activity sites – places located within nodes throughout the environment that
agents travel to and from and where they spend varied amounts of their time; for
example, home, work and school
Activity time – total number of time steps required for each agent to complete all
its time spent at each activity site within one model day
Commute time – total number of time steps required for each agent to complete
its combined travels to daily activity sites within one model day
Edges – lines in the environment connecting two nodes; agents travel along
these to get to their next activity, so they represent streets
Edge weights – varied values given to each line connecting two nodes to
represent different degrees of convenience for travel
Moral context value – dichotomous value (0 or 1) assigned to each node
representing moral context (or the likelihood that moral norms will be enforced at
the location), according to SAT. This value is randomly assigned to nodes based
on proportions linked to the travel density at the intersection (major-major, majorminor or minor-minor).
Nodes – areas within the environment where edges cross, representing street
intersections; activity sites are located here
Minor streets – lines on the environment connecting two nodes that are not part
of a major street and, therefore, have fewer agents traveling along them
Major streets – connected series of lines between nodes that function as the
main north-south or east-west travel arteries through the length and width of the
environment and, therefore, have more agents traveling along them
Travel routes – paths along which agents travel as they traverse edges and
nodes to reach their next activity site
Figure 5: Important Simulation Terms
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Model Environment
The environment is a configurable graph of nodes connected by edges.
The edges represent streets and the nodes represent street intersections. There
are 25 edges along the x-axis and 25 edges along the y-axis, which combine to
create an environment of 625 connected nodes (or intersections). The nodes
contain all locations of interest (which are further referred to as “activity sites”
which can be either home, work or other activity locations) to and from which
agents travel and spend time. The distribution of these activity sites is randomly
assigned throughout the environment at initiation 21. Programmatically, more than
one activity site can exist at each node. This activity site location information is
housed in related data tables (one for each agent) and is referred to by agents as
they spend time at and move between activity sites within the environment.
At each time step agents can move from one node to another or stay in
place at the same node, depending on their activity site schedules. All robbery
deliberations occur at nodes and any agent can travel to any node throughout the
simulation. The edges, which connect nodes to each other, form travel routes
for moving agents. Likelihood travel, however, is conditioned by edge weights
that are assigned to each edge between two nodes, which is a static property
within the model with a value of 1 (major) or 5 (minor).

There are some restraints exercised in the assignment of work activity sites, which will be
discussed later.
21
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There are two types of edges within the environment: major streets and
minor streets. All minor streets have the same weight of 5. Major streets
represent travel arteries for agents and function as the shortest paths by which
agents can move from one end of the environment to the other. As such, they all
have a weight of 1. Like main roads through a downtown area, they create
variable pedestrian traffic densities within the environment. A similar approach
was used in Birks (2011) where agents moved along a transport network as they
traveled between locations in his simulation. In that study the transit network was
put in place to realistically constrain human movement. That simulation assumed
that agents traveled in accordance with the principle of least effort.
Consequently, some main routes become more frequently traveled when
compared to others. Though agents in this study can move along any street to
reach their next activity sites (as can be seen in most US large city
environments), certain streets are major travel arteries offering people greater
numbers of possible destinations and, thus, experience more foot traffic than
others.
All major and minor street designations are assigned at model
initialization. This is accomplished by allowing the user to configure the desired
number of major streets 22 along both the x- and y- lines which traverse the entire
graph. Then that specific number of x- and y- lines is randomly selected within

22 The final number of major streets is 5 along the x and 5 along the y axes. This generates a total
of 25 major-major intersections, 200 major-minor intersections and 400 minor-minor intersections
within the 625-intersection grid.
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the environment and all the between node edges that lie along that selected path
are identified as major roads. Finally, all edge weights along these major roads
are set equal to 1. This ensures that varied densities of agent movement in the
model are influenced by established, connected, and cost-saving routes.
Given the random assignment of the major and minor streets at model
initiation, a new landscape is created with each unique random number seed.
One intersection may connect a major street with another major street (majormajor intersection) in one run but then may connect a minor street with a major
street (major-minor intersection) in a subsequent run. The shifting nature of the
environmental context here precludes the possibility of a spatial analysis of the
outcomes. While the spatial location of each intersection was constant between
different iterations of the same sub model run, its distance from the main travel
arteries and assigned moral context value could change. This prevented any
analysis which could adequately control for the sustained influence of these
environmental features on the outcome. One benefit of this approach, however,
is that it ensures the street network configuration, because it is varied, is not the
main driver of the outcomes.
Each node in the environment is assigned a moral context value, which
is a static property within that run for that model. This is a dichotomous variable
with an assigned value of 0 or 1; 0 represents high moral context and 1
represents low moral context. This moral context value signifies the likelihood
that moral rules at the setting will be enforced. As it has been operationalized in
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previous studies, this value is a proxy measure for both collective efficacy and
commercial land use at the intersection (Wikström, Ceccato, Hardie, & Treiber,
2010; Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, & Hardie, 2012). When activated in certain
sub models, this context is incorporated in the robbery value calculation
performed by criminally motivated agents in the model.
Agents
The agents in this model represent pedestrians, some of whom can act as
robbers and victims since criminal propensity will vary, and police officers on foot
patrol who move about the grid and prevent robberies. At the beginning of each
model run there are 12,000 non-police agents and 150 police officers. All these
agents move along a simulated, streetscape and between pre-designated nodes
and converge at intersections as they travel along the grid. If there is more than
one agent at an intersection a robbery could occur 23. Agents designated as
police officers have no other assigned characteristics. Officers move about the
grid randomly and prevent criminally motivated agents co-located at an
intersection at the same time from committing robbery. Police officers do not
commit robbery and cannot be robbery victims.
All non-police agents are assigned a wealth value that represents the
amount of money or other valuables on hand. This value is randomly assigned
according to a normal distribution at model initiation with a mean value of 50 and
a standard deviation of 20. This value is dynamic because agents gain 5

23

Robberies can only occur at intersections in this model.
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additional value increments for every 2 weeks in the model run time frame to
represent income gained through productivity. If an agent is the victim of a
robbery it loses one unit of its value (1/5 of two weeks’ pay) to the offending
agent.
When agents are being evaluated as robbery targets the criminally
motivated agent perceives that each potential victim has a unique suitability
value ranging from -1 to 1, in increments of 1. This randomly assigned, very
roughly normally distributed value represents the perceived appropriateness of a
target for robbery. Higher values on this characteristic translate to a lower
perceived appropriateness for robbery and vice versa. This value changes with
each tick of the model because it corresponds to each robbery decision made by
the potential offending agent in each unique situation.
Non-police agents also have assigned criminal propensities that factor into
their robbery decisions. Criminal propensity is operationalized as a dichotomous
variable where 0 = LCP and 1 = HCP and it is randomly distributed among the
agents. HCP agents are assumed to be motivated offenders, according to RAT,
in the EC sub model; and in the Partial SAT and Full SAT sub models have lower
self-control and morality. Thus, these agents have a greater motivation to commit
robbery. Five percent of agents are assigned high criminal propensity values
(600 out of 12,000 total non-police agents). The remaining non-police agents (N
= 11,400) are assigned low criminal propensity and cannot commit robbery.
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Movement within the Model
All non-police agents start at home nodes; police agents start at randomly
assigned nodes. Police move randomly throughout the simulation while, after
model initiation, each non-police agent proceeds to its work activity site 24. Each
agent has a randomly assigned home activity site and, if employed, a randomly
assigned work activity site determined at simulation start. The locations of work
activity sites are additionally conditioned by certain intersection attributes such as
moral context value and the nearby travel densities, both of which are influenced
by adjoining street types 25. These two activity sites are static throughout the
entire model run. Unemployed agents are not assigned a work activity site.
In addition to these two activity sites each agent randomly picks between
zero and six additional activity sites, which are located at any other node in the
environment. Each day the agent travels to those nodes. Agents select their
routes from one node to the next according to the smallest cost incurred over the
entire journey, as determined by the combined individual edge weights between
nodes 26. After completing its travel routine for the day, each agent returns home
and stays there until the next model day begins. This process repeats itself until
the model performs its total elapsed time.

24 If the agent is unemployed during the model day in question, it will instead visit its first activity
site (if it has been assigned one) after leaving its home.
25 See Appendix G: Simulation Model Initialization Values for information about the model
parameterization at initialization.
26 For a visual example, see Figure 6 for a more detailed depiction of this type of movement.
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Figure 6: Agent Movement Between Intersections
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Programmatically, at simulation start, the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm
(Weisstein, n.d.) determines the shortest routes between each pair of nodes,
taking edge weights into account. Since node locations and edge weights do not
change during each unique run of the simulation, this can be done once at the
start of a run. All agents have access to the results of this algorithm and, at each
time step, look up the next node along the route to their next activity site. Once
an agent reaches its next activity site it cannot commit a robbery or be the victim
of a robbery until it begins traveling to its next assigned activity site. Only those
agents that are actively moving between nodes, considered “at risk” for robbery,
can commit or become victims of robbery.
The amount of time agents spend at activity sites is configurable, based
on a schedule fixed at model initialization, and related to the total number of time
steps within one model day and the total time spent at home. The total time spent
at home is a randomly distributed, agent-based attribute with a mean of 700-time
steps and a standard deviation of 200-time steps. There are 1,440-time steps in
each 24-hour day, with each time step representing one minute of elapsed time.
Time spent at activity sites is then mathematically linked the combined
configuration of the total number of time steps in a day and the total time spent at
home. The total commute time between activity sites, and total within one-day
time spent at home is subtracted from this figure. The time remaining (activity
time) gets randomly distributed amongst the total number of non-home activity
spaces for that agent for that day. In circumstances where the commute time for
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some agents is greater than or equal the total number of time steps selected in
the model day, these agents continue to randomly select different activity sites
until a combined set of locations that can be traveled to and from within one
model day is achieved.
To ensure that all agents do not travel home at the same time, time spent
at home is split between the beginning and the end of the model day. This value
is assigned to agents using a normal distribution, with a mean of 50% of time
steps within the 24-hour day and a standard deviation of 10%. For example, one
agent spends 100% of its home time at that location before leaving for its first
activity site and, thus, leaves home late in the model day. Another agent
immediately leaves home at model initialization for its first activity site and
spends 100% of its home time at home after it visits all three of its activity sites.
Each unique run of the model constitutes 43,200-time steps, or one month of
elapsed time.
Behavior
At initiation, parameter values are assigned using the Mersenne Twister
random number generator (ScienceDirect, n.d.) that determines a random
number sequence for each stochastic component of the model. All non-police
agents begin their movements from their home nodes and police officers begin at
random intersections throughout the grid. When the model begins all agents
move one additional step along their path or assigned activity space between
nodes at each time step. When two or more agents converge at the same
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intersection, HCP agents may decide whether to rob one of the randomly
selected others.
If there is more than one at-risk HCP agent at a location at a time step the
order of the agents making the robbery decision is randomized. When a robbery
occurs, the offending HCP agent takes one unit of the victimized agent’s wealth.
After all these interactions take place the model moves forward through another
time step. An HCP agent committing a robbery will have to wait one full day
(1,440-time steps) until it can consider committing another one.
At each turn each at-risk HCP agent randomly selects another non-police
agent at the intersection and decides whether to rob that person 27. It is assumed
that HCP agents exercise decision-making capabilities consistent with the RC
framework (Clarke & Cornish, 1985) in that they seek to maximize gain (money
obtained) from the robbery while minimizing loss (risk of capture). In the model,
this decision is based on the resulting value from the following calculations, the
same as were employed in Groff’s (2007a; 2007b) work:
Step 1: Calculate the guardianship (G) value for the current location:
G = ((NA - 2) + PG)
With, NA = number of active LCP or HCP agents at this
location
PG = Perception of capability of guardians who are present,
a random integer between -2 and 2 (-2 = least capable, +2 =
most capable)

27

The robbery decision-making process is outlined by Figure 32 in Appendix E.
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If the guardianship value is greater than 1 the potential robber perceives that
there is sufficient guardianship present and does not commit a robbery. If the
guardianship value is less than or equal to 1, from the set of valid targets, the
robber selects a target by choosing the co-located agent with the highest wealth
value. But if that selected target’s wealth value is less than zero the potential
robber does not see an opportunity and no robbery is committed.
Step 2: Calculate the suitability (S) value for the target agent for that
potential robber at that time:
S = WT - WA + PS
With, WT = The wealth value of the target
WA = The wealth value of the potential robber
PS = Potential robber’s perception of target suitability, a
random integer between -1 and 1
If the suitability value is less than zero, the potential robber does not believe that
the target presents an appropriate opportunity and no robbery occurs.
Step 3: Reconsider capability of guardians, if present
If guardianship (G) is less than 1 the potential robber does not perceive that
capable guardians are present and robs the selected target if the latter is
suitable. If guardianship (G) is equal to 1, the potential robber makes a random
decision (50/50) on whether guardians are capable. If they are then no robbery
takes place. If they are not, then the HCP agent robs the selected target.
Because agents are incapable of absolute accuracy in their decisions
based on the limited information available to them at the time, this model
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assumes they exercise bounded rationality and, thus, the random elements in the
above calculations are included (Clarke & Cornish, 1985).
Relationships
Agents in this model only interact with one another when they are present
on the same intersection during the same time step of the model. During the
robbery decision-making process HCP agents can sense each other agent’s
presence and perceive the amount of wealth that could be gained, the target
agent’s suitability, and the capabilities of other agents who could intervene. Then,
if the decision to commit a robbery is made one HCP agent will rob another and
take 1 unit of the victim’s wealth. Past experiences of agents and decisions made
by other agents do not affect the decision-making processes that take place in
this model, except (a) during the required cool down period between robberies
and (b) where past victims of robbery experience a reduced likelihood of being
victimized again soon because they do not have as much wealth and are,
therefore, less attractive to other potential robbers.
Model Experiments
To answer the fourth research question, a series of experiments were
conducted using models that vary in accordance with specific mechanisms
assumed to operate in environmental criminology theories and SAT explanations
of crime events. In order to investigate the fourth hypothesis, a series of sub
models were constructed. The first sub model was informed by environmental
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criminology theories and then additional sub models were programmed to
incrementally add elements specified by SAT 28.
The first sub model (EC) was conditioned to reflect the way robberies
occur according to environmental criminology theories. Previous agent-based
simulations have been designed to achieve the same objective and found
support for the specifications made by theory (Birks, Townsley, & Stewart, 2012;
Birks, Townsley, & Stewart, 2014; Groff, 2007a; Groff, 2007b). The
operationalization of the offending agent decision-making process programmed
in Groff (2007a; 2008a) was adopted here and is presented in Figure 7 29.
Table 2 describes this sub model’s specific attributes. In this simulation when an
HCP agent is at a node with at least one other agent it finds itself in a position to
engage in the previously described offending decision-making process and
possibly commit a robbery. Another group of agents are designated to act as
police officers and randomly move about the grid.
The next set of models add in the interaction between the criminal
propensity of the agent with the moral context of the intersection at which it is
located, the principal feature described by SAT. All the previously specified
parameters of the models informed by environmental criminology theories are
incorporated in this model, however, there is an additional characteristic
designated. In this model (Partial SAT), HCP agents’ criminal propensities

28
29

E.

See Table 74 in Appendix E for a summary of each of the different sub model rules.
An additional schematic detailing the decision to offend can be found in Figure 32 in Appendix
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Figure 7: General Decision to Offend in Sub Models 30

Table 2: EC Sub Model – Specific Model Attributes
Criminal Propensity
High

Agent Behavior
Deliberation* and possible robbery

Low

No deliberation, no robbery

*As shown in Figure 7

30

Adapted from Groff (2007a, p. 89)
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Table 2 continued: EC Sub Model – Specific Model Attributes
Varied Moral Context on Nodes
High or low moral context
Decision making step
Police at node?
Evaluated informal guardianship?
Evaluate suitability?
Rob suitable target?
Random decision of capable
guardian?

Enabled? (Yes/No)
No
Performed by agent? (Yes/No)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

interact with the moral context of their current locations to play a key role in
whether that agent sees robbery as a viable action alternative and can potentially
commit robbery (Figure 8).
As before, only HCP agents are criminally motivated and, therefore, can
rob another agent. In this sub model they deliberate and possibly commit robbery
if they find themselves on a low moral context intersection (Table 3). This sub
model incorporates the concept of SAT’s moral filter because it ensures that only
those with a propensity to commit a crime see enticing situations for robbery as
actionable opportunities and then act upon them. According to SAT, the
likelihood that an individual will engage in crime is contingent upon his or her
perception of crime as an action alternative in a particular setting. A necessary
part of the process is that an agent considers crime in the situation.
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Figure 8: SAT Interaction with the Moral Filter 31

Table 3: Partial SAT Sub Model - Specific Model Attributes
Criminal Propensity
High
Low
*As shown in Figure 7

31

Moral Context of Setting
High
Low
No deliberation, no
Deliberation* and
robbery
possible robbery
No deliberation, no
No deliberation no
robbery
robbery

Adapted from Wikström et al. (2012, p. 29)
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Table 3 continued: Partial SAT Sub Model – Specific Model Attributes
Varied Moral Context on Nodes
High or low moral context
Decision making step
Police at node?
Evaluated informal guardianship?
Evaluate suitability?
Rob suitable target?
Random decision of capable
guardian?

Enabled? (Yes/No)
Yes
Performed by agent? (Yes/No)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Seeing the commission of a crime as an actionable choice is, therefore,
contingent upon the interaction of its unique criminal propensity and the moral
context presented by the immediate setting. LCP agents will not engage in the
robbery calculation decision and will not rob any other agent no matter what the
circumstances.
Recent work on SAT supports this rationale for testing. Studies have
found that those with strong, law abiding morality and abilities to exercise selfcontrol have very low crime propensities, which in turn functions as moral filters
and insulate them from considering, let alone committing, crime (Gerstner &
Oberwittler, 2018). Wikström and colleague’s (2012) work revealed that youth
with low crime propensity rarely self-reported committing crimes, regardless of
their exposures to crime inducing environments and situations (p. 351). Figure 9
shows the number of reported crimes per 1,000 hours reported by study
participants with varying criminal propensities and in various criminogenic
settings. Schepers and Reinecke (2018) also found evidence that personal
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Figure 9: Variations in Crimes Reported by Different Youth
with Different Exposures 32

morality is the more important “defence against criminal conduct” when
compared to person and setting-based controls (p. 88). All this work supports the
concept of the moral filter further restraining certain individuals in certain settings
from offending.
In the last sub model, the full operationalization of SAT is realized (Table
4). It tests SAT’s proposed concepts of the conditional relevance of controls and
the moral filter (as shown in Figure 8). In the Full SAT sub model, when an HCP
agent is on a low moral context node robbery is possible but there is no
evaluation of guardianship (step 2) or whether the guardian(s) is/are capable

32

Adapted from Wikström et al. (2012, p. 352)
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Table 4: Full SAT - Specific Model Attributes
Criminal Propensity
High
Low
*As shown in Figure 7

Moral Context of Setting
High
Low
Deliberation*, robbery Robbery if target
possible
suitable
No deliberation, no
No deliberation, no
robbery
robbery

Table 4 continued: Full SAT Sub Model – Specific Model Attributes
Varied Moral Context on Nodes
High or low moral context
Decision making step
Police at node?
Evaluated informal guardianship?

Evaluate suitability?
Rob suitable target?
Random decision of capable
guardian?

Enabled? (Yes/No)
Yes
Performed by agent? (Yes/No)
Yes
Yes, for high propensity agents at
high moral context nodes
No, for high propensity agents at
low moral context nodes
Yes
Yes
Yes, for high propensity agents at
high moral context nodes
No, for high propensity agents at
low moral context nodes
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(step 5). It commits robbery if the target is suitable because there is moral
correspondence and no conflicting rule guidance. Furthermore, when an HCP
agent is on a high moral context node robbery is possible and the HCP agent will
evaluate guardianship and whether guardian(s) is/are capable as in Groff’s
(2007a; 2008a) model. Here the conditional relevance of situational controls
come into play because there is conflicting rule guidance. If there is a robbery,
deterrence is inadequate. If there is no robbery, the deterrence is adequate. The
relevant controls, in this instance, come from outside influences in the setting
(Schepers & Reinecke, 2018).
Measures
Independent Variables
Individual level predictor variables in Part I of this analysis were those
proposed to affect a respondent’s ranking of each of the images on the Q-Sort
scale. They included each image’s expert ranking on CPT score (rank from 0 –
3), partial SAT score (PSAT) (rank from 1 – 3), the interaction of the person’s
criminal propensity score (summation of average scores on self-control and
morality scales) with the setting moral context (as inferred from the PSAT score
and, in some analyses, respondent ratings of the pictures according to supplied
construct D (if there is minor trouble here, people will step in or look the other
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way)), the rating of socioeconomic status for each picture, 33 and each person’s
ratings of the picture on the five different supplied constructs (numerical value on
different scales from 1 to 10). Separate analyses were performed for
probationers and parolees and college student groups.
In Part 2 of the study the independent variables for the regression
analyses included the following attributes: type of intersection (major-major,
major-minor and minor-minor), sub model (EC, Partial SAT and Full SAT),
random number seed (100 – 1200 in increments of 100), and the interaction of
the type of intersection and the sub model. All these categorical variables were
entered as dummy variables into the resulting regression analyses.

Dependent Variables
The outcome variables examined in Part 1 of the study included the
respondent’s ranking of images on the different elicited and supplied constructs
(numerical value on different scales from 1 to 10) and the numerical rankings of
each image’s robbery potential, resulting from the Q-Sort technique (numerical
values between +3 and -3). In Part 2 of the study the observations collected from
these analyses included a ratio level count of the total number of robberies
occurring at each intersection, summed over all time steps in each sub model

These indicators were obtained from averaging the independent ratings of the pictures by
members of an undergraduate criminal justice class. None of the members of this class also
participated in the Part I interviews. Raters gave each picture a score between 0 – 2, with 0
indicating low socioeconomic status and 2 indicating high socioeconomic status. More information
about each picture’s score on socioeconomic status and descriptive statistics about the class
participants is included in Appendix D.
33
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run. Additionally, output files were designated to collect all the situational
characteristics at each intersection over each time step. Separate files captured
data on each agent’s actions and robbery experiences, the characteristics of the
resulting robberies, and the characteristics of the events occurring at all
intersections.
Analysis Plan
Part I: Offender Data
This first part of the study examined the differences between the pictures
as perceived by respondents. This required a two-stage process. First, the
variation in ratings that were the result of individual differences between
respondents was removed by group mean centering so that any remaining
variation was solely attributable to differences between the pictures. After this
was done, participant ratings of the pictures on the constructs provided by the
researcher were examined to see how respondents were using these
theoretically relevant labels to describe the images. Second, the constructs
elicited from each respondent were examined along with the supplied constructs
to determine how each of the respondent-generated descriptors aligned with
those provided by the researcher in organizing their assessments of the images.
These analyses answered the first three research questions about whether
differences in a setting’s potential for robbery were explained by assumptions
made in SAT but not CPT and whether there were differences between an
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individual’s perceptions of that potential and the relevance of certain situational
features based on his or her criminal propensity.
Single Solution Principal Components Analysis using Supplied Constructs
First, the data from the probationer/parolee sample were separated from
the college student sample and the following analyses were conducted
separately for each group. In order to understand the perceived differences in the
pictures the respondent ratings of the images based on the supplied constructs
were organized in a matrix. The matrix was constructed so that the supplied
constructs constituted the row variables, respondents were the row within row
variables and each of the different pictures was shown on the column 34.
These data were transformed prior to analysis by subtracting the average
ratings (row within row means) of the supplied constructs for each respondent in
order to remove individual level variation in construct use. The average of the
ratings, therefore, within each respondent for one variable across pictures equals
zero. Demeaning, or subtracting the mean from these data, ensures that the
remaining construct ratings were made by equivalent individuals because each
respondent’s bias in his or her application of each of the supplied constructs was
removed. This allowed the focus of the investigation to be on the picture
differences after removing the contribution of the individual rater differences.
Principal components analysis (PCA) examined the extent to which the
respondent ratings on the pictures were accounted for by supplied dimensions

34

An example of the matrix layout can be found in Table 72 in Appendix B.
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provided by the researcher. PCA reduces similarities between many explanatory
variables, in this case pictures, to a specified number of linear composites
(Weller & Romney, 1990). The component loadings show, when squared, the
proportion of explained variance in the picture ratings accounted for by each
resulting composite. These picture component loadings describe the overall
pictures-by-components matrix, based on the total number of components
retained. The component scores of each of the constructs on each component
show how much it contributed to the unique subjective dimensions used by
respondents to organize the pictures in relation to each other.
The dimension with the largest factor loading is the first extracted and
used to organize all the pictures. This composite is the “single best summary of
linear relationships exhibited in the data” because it accounts for the greatest
amount of variance in the individual ratings (Kim, 1975, p. 470). It provides the
simplest and most informative way to describe the pictures’ similarities and
dissimilarities relative to one another. The position of the picture scores
(represented as loadings) along this dimension were inspected and interpreted.
Pictures depicting important factors related to the assessment of a setting’s
robbery potential according to a specific theory were expected to cluster together
along this dimension. Whether they did or not is theoretically meaningful. For
example, it was expected that pictures depicting the assumption made in SAT
that intersections hinting at low moral context would have similar loadings on this
principal component.
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After this examination, the investigation shifted towards the supplied
constructs’ unique component scores on the largest component to understand
those contributions. Different respondents acted as individual raters of the score
of each supplied construct on this overall linear composite. A one-way analysis of
variance was performed on the mean differences across the supplied construct
set to determine, across individual raters, if some constructs scored significantly
higher than others on the largest linear composite. If significant differences in the
amount of this impact between constructs emerged, post hoc tests were
completed to see how pairs of constructs differed from each other in scores on
this composite. This clarified which supplied constructs contributed the most to
the picture ratings across respondents and, vice versa, which constructs
contribute the least. The raw demeaned respondent scores on each of the
constructs were used in this part of the analysis.
Up to this point, the analyses shed light on how the respondents were
using the theoretically relevant, experimenter supplied constructs in their
assessments of the street scenes presented in images. This clarified which
constructs scored most heavily on the main dimension that accounted for most of
the variation in the picture ratings and how much respondent ratings also
contributed to this important dimension. Image clustering along the main
dimension was considered too. One would expect the images which were
inspired by the same criminological theory to appear nearer to each other along
this dimension by the first component than those inspired by different theories. If
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images depicting scenes related to SAT cluster together and away from the other
images, support is provided for the first hypothesis that the former theory cues
into perceivable setting context that matters in potential offenders’ assessments
of situations where robberies could occur.
Two Solution Principal Components Analysis using Supplied Constructs
Because there could be a variety of different ways participants were
organizing differences between the images, the second step in this process was
repeated by solving for two dimensions, allowing two principal components. Two
components were then rotated using VARIMAX rotation to find the most
parsimonious, numerical summary of the data in the resulting picture by picture
space (Abdi, 2003).
As before, the arrangement of these images on the grid was inspected to
determine whether the pictures grouped according to the features within them
that have been manipulated according to theory. The position of the pictures on
each component showed whether their contents were considered like the content
in the other pictures regarding the supplied constructs. It was expected, again,
that pictures showing scenarios consistent with SAT would cluster together in the
picture by picture space. Again, if this organization of the pictures was observed,
it would provide support for the assertion that the former theory taps into different
contextual features in a streetscape that potential offenders perceive in their
assessments of robbery potential than does CPT.
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A multivariate ANOVA was performed. The dependent variables were the
principal component scores on each of the linear composites. The different
constructs were predictors. Post hoc tests including two one-way ANOVAs
examined specific pairwise comparisons of the supplied constructs as needed.
Since a multivariate ANOVA preceded the one-way ANOVAs there was no need
to adjust the alpha levels to account for multiple comparisons.
These procedures also addressed the first research question by
determining whether features consistent with the assumptions of CPT and SAT
contributed in the same or a different manner to the meaning that a person
attached to a setting. If the pictures grouped together based on theoretical
predictions, support would be gained for the argument that the assumptions of
theory correctly describe the process by which individuals assess their
environments.
Comparing Supplied Constructs with Elicited Constructs
The next analysis sought to determine how the user generated constructs
provided by the respondents linked to the researcher supplied constructs. An
individual-level PCA showed how well a respondent’s unique elicited constructs
connected with those provided by the researcher and informed by theory.
Previous studies in environmental psychology have used this same procedure to
shed light on how these connections are drawn (Harrison & Sarre, 1971; Hudson,
1974). In this study, both the supplied and elicited constructs were submitted to
principal components analysis for a sample of 4 individuals each from two groups
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of participants 35. This required a separate examination of each individual,
rendering 8 individual analyses. Though there were similarities in how people
interpreted their environments, it was important to examine individual differences
in these interpretations for a richer, more subjective view of how each person
gathered meaning from the world. Because each individual takes his or her own
meaning from his or her experiences, even if there are others present during an
event, he or she differs from others in his or her use of constructs to build an
evaluative system (Kelly, 1953).
The above procedures were repeated with a matrix of all the images and
the total number of supplied and elicited ratings per picture, where the constructs
were the column variables and the pictures were the row variables 36. The
descriptive results from PCA for each respondent allowed the researcher to
determine which constructs, supplied and elicited, were influencing the loadings
of the principal composites. How the constructs were organized along the main
dimension also showed which elicited constructs related to their supplied
counterparts in the construct space. This analysis confirmed how well
theoretically important descriptors aligned with the unrestrained, subjective
descriptors provided by the respondents and provided information on how
individual respondents organized the images according to the dimensions that

35 The sample is stratified according to criminal propensity so that two of those selected had low
criminal propensities and the other two had high criminal propensities.
36 This yields a matrix of 12 rows and approximately 10 columns. The latter number may differ per
person because, in addition to the set number supplied constructs, participants provided varying
numbers of elicited constructs.
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mattered most to them. The resulting component scores for the individual
pictures showed which scored high on each principal component and which
scored low. Differences in each respondent’s overall assessments of the pictures
were revealed.
Some descriptive analysis of the factor loadings of the supplied and
elicited constructs on the main extracted dimensions indicated whether
respondents consider them to be alike or different in terms of their application to
the scenes depicted in the images. Similarities between these supplied and
elicited descriptors suggest that they may perform the same functions in each
respondent’s assessment toolbox and that they were theoretically relevant in
assessments of settings. Tables with a numerical summary of how often the
supplied constructs matched up with thematically similar elicited constructs
across respondents are provided. Constructs are considered similar if they both
maintain positive or both maintain negative scores on a specific dimension in the
terminal solution. While this piece of the analysis does not constitute rigorous
hypothesis testing, it provides important context for how well the elicited
constructs from the respondents aligned with the theoretically derived constructs
presented.
What is learned after this piece of the analysis is how well the elicited and
supplied constructs which were used to describe the pictures related to one
another. This part of the analysis provides an indication of how stable these
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connections are across different persons and across different criminal
propensities.
Predicting the Rankings of the Robbery Potential in the Picture Scenes
The last part of this analysis predicted the typical determinants of the
robbery potential of a setting. This was done by investigating how well the
respondent generated rankings of the pictures on supplied constructs, and the
theoretical components included in the pictures, influenced this assessment.
Also, of interest was whether perceived robbery potential was influenced by the
respondent’s criminal propensity and whether the importance of the criminogenic
context represented in the pictures according to SAT varied across raters and, if
so, how that was related to criminal propensity.
A multilevel logit model for ordinal dependent variables assessed the
individual and construct-based differences in each respondent’s interpretation of
a setting’s appropriateness for robbery. The dependent variable in these
analyses was the numerical ranking from 39 respondents of each image’s
appropriateness for robbery compared to all the other images using the Q-Sort
technique. At level I of this analysis are the supplied construct ratings of each
picture within each individual. Level II represented each respondent. The pictures
were represented in columns. Given the structure of the dependent variable in
the Q-Sort technique, there was no meaningful level II variation between
respondents. Multilevel modeling was still used, however, because this correctly
accounted for and appropriately structured the collinearity in the relationships of
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the assessments within unique respondents (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992). Two
different dummy variables represented the rater’s criminal propensity, and three
dummy variables represented the criminogenic context of the setting as specified
by SAT, were tested as additional predictors.
The intraclass correlation coefficient produced by the null model showed
the percentage of the variation in robbery potential across the images that
depends on the individual rater. A second model, an analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA), determined the average impact of each of the supplied constructs
and a series of dummy variables representing criminogenic or non-criminogenic
moral context according to SAT, on a setting’s robbery potential. The findings
from this model showed if there was a significant interaction between individual
level propensity and the impact of the supplied constructs and moral context on
the outcome. Given the multiple comparisons taking place it was necessary to
reduce the alpha-level to 0.01.
Part II: ABM outputs
The second part of the study used the findings from the offender and
college student interviews, including how certain features in the pictures and an
individual’s criminal propensity were related to robbery potential, to develop an
ABM. This model generated robbery incidents on a stylized city street grid. A
series of sub models were constructed based on the assumptions made by
environmental criminology theories and SAT. The resulting number of robbery
incidents that emerged from each of these sub models were examined to discern
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a clearer picture of how differences in processes and mechanisms discussed in
each theory affected the number and concentration of crime events that resulted
when they were allowed to play out in a simulated environment.
Descriptive Inspection of Robbery Outcomes
Each sub model was run for a one-month period (43,200-time steps). Both
descriptive and statistical evaluation techniques addressed the final research
question to see if changes in the rules of the simulation, as indicated by theory,
produced significant differences in the number and concentration of robberies
that occurred. First, the distributions of crime incidents that emerged over the
specified numbers of iterations in the model runs were inspected through
descriptive statistics and graphics. Concerns about the final research question
hypothesis would surface if sub model simulations including rules dictated by
SAT (Partial SAT and Full SAT versions) do not produce plausible robbery
outcomes.
External Validation
Following a descriptive analysis and summary of model outcomes, each
sub model’s ability to generate realistic concentrations of victimization and
offending over space were assessed. Lorenz curves with confidence intervals
and accompanying Gini coefficients were constructed as visual and quantitative
indicators of these outputs. The figures were then compared to external
benchmarks provided by an extant systematic review on real-world
concentrations (Eck, Lee, O, & Martinez, 2017).
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Statistical Analyses
Following visual inspection, average robberies per intersection were
analyzed with a negative binomial regression. Do certain situational predictors
impact the commission of a robbery at the smallest spatial scales (intersections)
over time? The outcome variable was the total count of robberies occurring at a
specific intersection summed throughout the course of the entire sub model run.
The model predictors included dummy variables for the traffic density of each
intersection (whether it represents a connection of major-major, major-minor or
minor-minor streets), the specific sub model (EC, Partial SAT or Full SAT) and
the random number seed (100 – 1200 in increments of 100).
A subsequent iteration of this analysis included a variable which quantified
the interaction of intersection type and sub model as a predictor. Often non-linear
regression techniques underestimate the impact of interactions (Gerstner &
Oberwittler, 2018; Kroneberg & Schulz, 2018; Pauwels L. J., 2018; SerranoMaíllo, 2018). An exposure variable representing the total number visits by high
criminal propensity agents to each intersection (per 100 visits) was included in all
models. The resulting exponentiated regression coefficients approximated the
expected increase in robbery rates at each intersection throughout the model
run.
A statistical comparison of the merits of each of the different sub models
representing different theoretical perspectives reflects a strong inference
approach to theory testing (Platt, 1964). The Bayesian Information Criterion
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(BIC), allowed different models to be compared simultaneously by taking their
difference on this value (Raffery, 1995a; Raffery, 1995b), 1995b). The model with
the smallest or most negative BIC value fits the data best, while simultaneously
controlling for model complexity. Decreases of 10 or more in BIC values between
different models indicates a substantially better model fit to the data, again
controlling for model complexity.
Verification, Validation and Sensitivity of the Model
Though the results are not presented here, throughout the model
construction process verification and validation analyses were completed to see
if the models were programmed correctly and acceptably robust to minor
changes in the simulation environment. The researcher varied the random
number seed and examined high-level outcomes to ascertain if the models were
robust to random changes in model parameters at initialization. Sensitivity
analyses then followed to ensure that large scale changes in parameters of
particular importance produced the anticipated changes in the results 37. For the
latter procedure, the model parameters which were increased and decreased
included the number of high propensity agents, the percent of low moral context
assignments in major-major intersections, and the length of the cooldown period
for high criminal propensity agents.

37

Results of these tests are presented in Appendix H.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Part I: Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
Descriptives
Comparisons Between Probationers/Parolees and Student Groups
Table 5 details the characteristics of each of the groups that completed
the structured interviews. Twenty college students and 19 probationers and
parolees took part in this section of the study38. When compared to the university
student group, the probationer/parolee group was on average older, more likely
to be male, African American, and Hispanic. The probationer/parolee group was
also more likely to have committed or known someone who committed a robbery
or was arrested for committing a robbery than the university student group. Its
members were also slightly more likely to have known someone who has been a
victim of robbery than its counterpart.
The probationer/parolee group had a slightly higher standardized criminal
propensity score when compared to the university students. There was not a
significant difference, however, between the groups. The self-control and morality
items exhibited a higher level of internal consistency for the probationers and
parolees (Cronbach’s alphas of 0.773 and 0.774 respectively) than the students
(Cronbach’s alphas of 0.649 and 0.612 respectively). A majority of the

38 Twenty probationers and parolees completed the structured interviews. After examining their
responses, however, one probationer/parolee respondent was removed from the final analyses
because the authenticity of that person’s responses was questionable. About halfway through the
supplied and elicited construct ranking component of the interview, this participant began listing
repeated sets of sequential numbers as ratings.
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Table 5: Description of Structured Interview Participants
Characteristic
Number of
participants
Sex
Age

19

Probationers/Parolees

Male: 18 (94.7%)
Female: 1 (5.3%)
Range: 19 years – 53 years
Average: 31.1
Standard deviation: 10.6

20

University Students

Male: 15 (75%)
Female: 5 (25%)
Range: 18 years – 23
years
Average: 19.3
Standard deviation: 1.3
White: 11 (55%)
African American: 7 (35%)
Asian: 1 (5%)
Bi-racial: 1 (5%)

Race

White: 3 (15.8%)
African American: 12
(63.2%)
Other: 4 (21%)

Ethnicity

Hispanic: 3 (15.8%)
Non-Hispanic: 14 (73.7%)
Other: 2 (10.5%)
Yes: 12 (63.2%)
No: 7 (36.8%)

Hispanic: 2 (10%)
Non-Hispanic: 18 (90%)

Yes: 14 (73.7%)
No: 5 (26.3%)

Yes: 4 (20%)
No: 16 (80%)

Yes: 14 (73.7%)
No: 5 (26.3%)

Yes: 13 (65%)
No: 7 (35%)

You or someone
you know ever
been a robber?
You or someone
you know ever
been arrested for
robbery?
You or someone
you know ever
been robbed?
Criminal propensity
score (according to
SAT)

Criminal propensity
(standardized): -4.7 – 3.4
Average: 0.003
Standard deviation: – 2.1
Location of
Reside in county: 19
residence
(100%)
Reside out of county: 0
(0%)
Probation Risk level High risk: 13 (68.4%)
Specialized: 6 (31.6%)

Yes: 4 (20%)
No: 16 (80%)

Criminal propensity
(standardized): -2.8 – 3.3
Average: -0.05
Standard deviation: – 1.4
Reside in county: 15
(75%)
Reside out of county: 5
(25%)
Not applicable
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probationer and parolee participants were identified as high risk by the agency’s
random forest modelling predictive algorithm. These individuals were predicted to
be arrested for a serious crime (such as murder, attempted murder, rape,
robbery or aggravated assault) within two years of their probation or parole start
dates. The risk levels for the rest of the participants could not be determined
because they were supervised in one of the department’s specialized units 39,
which supervises offenders of all risk levels. Given the nature of the supervision
structure for these offenders, however, they were comparable sets of clienteles,
in terms of how the agency views potential risk and responds with varied
supervision intensity.
Pictures
Table 6 presents information on the average Q-Sort rankings for each of
the pictures by the different groups. The average rankings of the pictures on the
Q-Sort technique for robbery potential adhered to and deviated from theoretical
predictions in various ways. The highest scoring picture (D) and third highest
scoring picture (A) by both study groups were identified as high robbery potential
locations by both CPT and SAT. Both pictures show check cashing businesses
and ATMs surrounded by other commercial entities (a bar/lounge and a pawn
shop).

At the time of the interviews, the following specialized units were in place at the agency:
Forensic Intensive Recovery (grant funded program for drug involved clientele), Intermediate
Punishment (grant funded program for drug involved clientele which acts as a diversion from
possible state incarceration), Mental Health, Monitored Supervision (electronic monitoring), Out of
Town/Out of County/Out of State, Sex Offender I, Sex Offender II, Domestic Violence and
Specialized Courts (problem-solving court involved individuals).
39
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Table 6: Comparison of Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures between Groups
Probationers and Parolees

University Students

Picture (by rank on
robbery potential, 1 - 6)

CPT
(0-3) /
SAT
(1-3)
score

Avg QSort
score
(Std
dev)

Picture (by rank on
robbery potential, 1 - 6)

CPT
(0-3) /
SAT
(1-3)
score

Avg QSort
score
(Std
dev)

1. D

3/3

0.816
(1.293)

1. D

3/3

0.9
(1.095)

2. H

1/2

0.658
(0.958)

2. H

1/2

0.75
(0.851)

3. A

3/3

0.553
(1.311)

3. A

3/3

0.6
(1.483)

4. F

0/1

0.5
(1.414)

4. F

0/1

0.45
(1.356)

5. G

2/3

0.342
(1.463)

5. G

2/3

0.4
(1.294)

6. C

0/1

0.237
(1.521)

6. B

0/3

0.35
(1.424)

Note: Higher average Q-Sort scores reflect higher robbery potential
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Table 6 continued: Comparison of Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures between Groups
Probationers and Parolees

University Students

Picture (by rank on
robbery potential, 7 - 12)

CPT
(0-3) /
SAT
(1-3)
score

Avg QSort
score
(Std
dev)

Picture (by rank on
robbery potential, 7 - 12)

CPT
(0-3) /
SAT
(1-3)
score

Avg QSort
score
(Std
dev)

7. L

1/2

-0.079
(1.071)

7. L

1/2

-0.05
(1.276)

8. J

2/3

-0.132
(1.116)

8. J

2/3

-0.05
(0.887)

9. I

0/1

-0.184
(1.250)

9. C

0/1

-0.4
(1.447)

10. B

0/3

-0.658
(1.463)

10. K

1/3

-0.85
(1.089)

11. E

1/3

-0.974
(1.219)

11. I

0/1

-1.05
(0.945)

12. K

1/3

-1.079
(1.121)

12. E

1/3

-1.05
(1.538)

Note: Higher average Q-Sort scores reflect higher robbery potential
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As shown in Table 7, the probationer/parolee rationale for selecting picture
D as the most likely for robbery reflected money at the location. One individual
also noted ease of escape. The students agreed that this location was likely to
have cash and noted the ease of escape and valuables on the street. They also
noted the ease of robbing intoxicated bar patrons. One respondent in this group
also made a judgment about the types of people the scene might draw, including
robbers who might hang around the pawn shop. One probationer/parolee, who
selected picture A as the most opportune location for robbers, highlighted the
amount of people drawn to the Money Mart and indicated that it is unlikely police
would surveil that establishment. The university students thought that both the
businesses and people going to and coming from these locations would have
money on their persons.
The lowest scoring places on robbery potential (Picture K for the
probationers and parolees and E for the university students) were both ranked as
low on robbery potential by CPT but high according to SAT. Those probationers
and parolees who ranked image K as the lowest on robbery potential thought that
this was a more upscale area and there was too much foot traffic here to ensure
a successful getaway. One individual even thought that it was unlikely that H & R
Block gave out cash to its patrons. The university students who had the same
opinion about picture E echoed similar sentiments about the cleanliness of the
area and likelihood of security at the location. The second highest scoring picture
(H) was rated as providing medium robbery potential by both theories. Finally,
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Table 7: Selected Comparisons and Contrasts between Group Ranking Rationales
Picture

Highest or lowest

Probationer/parolee rationale

University student rationale

A

Highest (both
groups)

(ID 18) Money Mart gets lots of business
and the police do not frequent those
establishments

(ID 22) Businesses have money, which they give
out, people have money in hand
(IDs 25, 39 & 38) People using those businesses
are going to have money as they go and come

D

Highest (both
groups)

(ID 6) Easy to rob people with money there
at this location, the bar also indicates that
people are drunk and if you need money it
is easy to rob a drunk person
(ID 8) Types of businesses mean lots of
people and probably also have money
(ID 17) Alleyway provides easy escape,
ATM ensures people have money

K

Lowest (both
groups)

(ID 3) More foot traffic at this location
means more people are looking out
(ID 16) Not much foot traffic here so it is
an unattractive location
(ID 20) Checks and not money distributed
by H & R Block, people walking by are less
likely to have money
(ID 21) More foot traffic, more witnesses,
H & R Block will probably have security
(either guards or cameras) and is a higher
status business

(ID 15) Patrons of lounge have money to spend,
coming and going with gold, there are a lot of
valuables and people on the street
(ID 29) Pawn shop means there is cash & gold on
street and is run down so has less security, ATM
means people on street have money, bar means
drunk people using the ATM
(ID 33) People get robbed in front of ATMs, there
are more criminals around pawn shops, either doing
business or hanging out
(ID 32) Looks well maintained, there are lots of
people coming in and out of H & R Block
(ID 33) Area looks clean with open stores and
security cameras

Note: Bolded, italicized and underlined text indicates common themes in rationales for similar rankings of each picture.
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Table 7 continued: Selected Comparisons and Contrasts between Group Ranking Rationales
Picture

Highest or lowest

Probationer/parolee rationale

University student rationale

E

Lowest (both groups)

(IDs 15, 25 & 40) More open area, cameras at
pharmacy, more exposure for robbers
(IDs 26 & 27) Looks pretty open and is cleaner
and higher class, also there is a tree
(ID 31) A lot of people walking by, they would
see the event
(IDs 35 & 36) In center city, good lighting, there
is always foot traffic and motor traffic, which
means more witnesses around

B

Lowest (probationers)
VS. Highest
(students)

(IDs 2 & 13) Location too exposed for potential
robbers, the main intersection is really busy
(ID 10) A lot of foot traffic, a lot of cops and
a lot of visibility
(ID 11) Very clean street, well-kept
businesses, there will be more police and
more security, businesses look successful and
like they belong in the central business district
(ID 19) Too much activity, too much light, too
many people going by
(IDs 4 & 9) Nothing going on here, there are
no targets
(ID 14) Nothing to steal, no people, it is empty
and there is no money there
(ID 18) This looks like a dead block, it is
deserted, everything is closed, no one
around to rob

(ID 32) Empty and abandoned buildings, not in
very good condition, feels abandoned and
seems less safe
(ID 36) Everything is closed down and run
down, no one here cares about the activities
that occur in this place

Note: Bolded, italicized and underlined text indicates common themes in rationales for similar rankings of each picture.
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the theories agree that the fourth highest scoring picture (F) presented a low
robbery potential.
Comparing the Probationer and Parolee and University Student Rankings
Interestingly, both groups rated the same five pictures as the showing the
highest robbery potential in the same order (D, H, A, F and G respectively). This
shows agreement at the top end of the robbery likelihood dimension. This exact
agreement in the group ratings, however, diverged as one moved lower down in
the rankings, though not to an extreme degree. Most notably, picture B (Low
CPT/High SAT) was ranked as the 10th most likely robbery location by the
probationers and parolees but was rated 6th on the same scale by the university
students (Table 7, last row). The probationers and parolees who rated picture B
as the least likely location for a robbery to occur said that the lack of activity and
people at this location made it unattractive for robbers. By comparison, university
students who rated this picture at the top end of the robbery opportunity scale
said that the abandoned buildings and poor upkeep indicated that it was less
safe and that no one cared about what occurred here.
Summary of Group Compositional and Q-Sort Differences
Overall, the probationer/parolee group was more likely to be male,
minority, older, and live in Philadelphia than the university student group. The
former group also, as anticipated, had more personal or related experience with
robbery, either committing the offense, being arrested for it, or being a robbery
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victim when compared to the latter group. Surprisingly, there was no difference
between the two groups in criminal propensity score as measured by SAT 40.
Interpretations of the robbery potential of the street scenes in the images
were generally consistent across the two groups. Common themes gleaned from
the probationer/parolee and student rationales noted the amount of money and
valuables that would be present at the higher-ranking locations as driving their
perceptions. There was also considerable agreement at the lower end of the QSort scale. Both sets of participants noted that lower ranked locations on robbery
potential would likely have more people present. The lowest ranking pictures for
both groups, though different, were given opposite robbery potential scores
according the CPT and SAT. The raters were more likely to agree with CPT in
their interpretations of areas where robbery was not likely to occur.
Nonetheless, there were some noteworthy differences between the
groups. When considering an area with low robbery likelihood, the probationers
and parolees indicated that the presence of more people walking through the
area who could witness and possibly intervene in the incident conditioned their
perceptions. The university students, in contrast, zeroed in on how well
maintained the lower ranked areas were. Perhaps this indicates that, to them,
noticeable investment in the upkeep of a location meant that there was more

40 There are several possibilities that could have driven this surprising result. Perhaps it is a
drawback of the small sample size; or a reflection of the fact that the probationers and parolees
may have provided socially desirable answers to these questions given that they were being
interviewed in the probation department. This scale has been shown to be effective in other
studies.
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concern over what happened there and, ultimately, more formal and informal
social control exerted. Some members of the student group also connected the
empty and inactive state of a location with the perception that it also suffered
from a lack of collective efficacy. The next section details the probationer/parolee
and college student ratings of each of the pictures on the theoretically relevant,
researcher supplied constructs.
Supplied Constructs
Table 8 shows the average ratings of each picture on these common
dimensions. There were also several consistencies between the groups on this
task. The probationer/parolee and the university student group felt that the
location shown in picture E was most likely to have people walking through who
were not neighborhood residents. They further expected that if there was minor
trouble someone was more likely to step in, compared to other locations.

Picture E

They also agreed that picture I would be most likely to have people from
the neighborhood walking through and that picture B showed a location where
few people probably walked through on a typical weekday afternoon.
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Table 8: Average Ratings of Pictures on Supplied Constructs
Supplied 1. “Most people
construct walking here are
from the
neighborhood (1) vs.
not from the
neighborhood (10)”

Picture
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

Mean (SE)
5.58 (0.58))
5.32 (0.73)
2.84 (0.61)
5.53 (0.71)
7.11 (0.64)*
3.37 (0.65)
5.37 (0.67)
4.00 (0.48)
2.63 (0.65)^
5.11 (0.63)
6.26 (0.64)
4.05 (0.51)

2. “On a typical
weekday
afternoon,
probably few
people walk here
(1) vs. a lot of
people walk
through here (10)”

3. “Police are
probably rarely
called here (1)
vs. called here
a lot (10)”

4. “If there’s
minor trouble
here someone
will step in (1) vs.
people will look
the other way
(10)”

Probationers and parolees
Mean (SE)
Mean (SE)
Mean (SE)
6.68 (0.47)
5.74 (0.53)
6.32 (0.63)
4.58 (0.53)^
4.53 (0.52)
6.05 (0.61)
5.74 (0.49)
5.79 (0.49)
6.37 (0.45)
7.53 (0.41)*
6.58 (0.59)
5.84 (0.51)
7.05 (0.69)
4.58 (0.64)
4.21 (0.61)^
6.32 (0.65)
6.95 (0.55)*
7.00 (0.55)*
7.32 (0.5)
6.37 (0.57)
5.16 (0.58)
7.26 (0.42)
6.32 (0.47)
5.84 (0.46)
5.63 (0.63)
5.11 (0.62)
4.84 (0.62)
6.47 (0.58)
6.26 (0.55)
5.79 (0.58)
6.63 (0.48)
4.11 (0.6)^
4.95 (0.52)
6.05 (0.54)
5.74 (0.53)
5.16 (0.55)

5. “People here get along
with each other (1) vs. go
their own way (10)”

Mean (SE)
6.16 (0.61)
6.26 (0.63)
5.58 (0.55)
5.89 (0.57)
4.74 (0.67)
6.05 (0.5)
6.53 (0.52)*
5.53 (0.6)
5.11 (0.72)
6.26 (0.46)
4.79 (0.49)
4.32 (0.47)^

*highest ranked picture on this dimension, ^lowest ranked picture on this dimension, Bold underlined text indicates agreement between
probationers/parolees and university students
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Table 8 continued: Average Ratings of Pictures on Supplied Constructs
Supplied 1. “Most people
construct walking here are
from the
neighborhood (1) vs.
not from the
neighborhood (10)”

Picture
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

Mean (SE)
6.25 (0.49)
4.70 (0.61)
3.05 (0.41)
6.05 (0.44)
7.10 (0.57)*
3.15 (0.39)
5.80 (0.61)
4.05 (0.39)
2.80 (0.37)^
6.40 (0.56)
5.40 (0.56)
3.60 (0.43)

2. “On a typical
weekday
afternoon,
probably few
people walk here
(1) vs. a lot of
people walk
through here (10)”

3. “Police are
probably rarely
called here (1)
vs. called here
a lot (10)”

University Students
Mean (SE)
Mean (SE)
7.10 (0.32)
5.80 (0.43)
3.00 (0.33)^
4.80 (0.59)
4.50 (0.36)
4.30 (0.36)^
6.25 (0.42)
6.50 (0.3)*
7.50 (0.52)*
4.40 (0.51)
4.80 (0.39)
5.95 (0.38)
6.80 (0.42)
6.45 (0.37)
5.75 (0.42)
5.80 (0.35)
5.10 (0.42)
4.45 (0.43)
7.45 (0.34)
5.70 (0.45)
6.90 (0.34)
4.55 (0.36)
6.15 (0.28)
4.75 (0.43)

4. “If there’s minor
trouble here someone
will step in (1) vs. people
will look the other way
(10)”

5. “People here
get along with
each other (1) vs.
go their own way
(10)”

Mean (SE)
6.20 (0.47)
7.55 (0.49)*
3.90 (0.38)
6.20 (0.39)
3.55 (0.39)^
5.30 (0.48)
6.15 (0.35)
6.35 (0.38)
3.70 (0.3)
5.20 (0.48)
4.85 (0.44)
4.95 (0.56)

Mean (SE)
6.25 (0.45)
8.30 (0.34)*
3.90 (0.43)
6.40 (0.41)
4.65 (0.42)
4.70 (0.35)
6.60 (0.3)
5.80 (0.34)
2.95 (0.34)^
5.95 (0.38)
5.85 (0.38)
4.70 (0.47)

*highest ranked picture on this dimension, ^lowest ranked picture on this dimension, Bold underlined text indicates agreement between
probationers/parolees and university students
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Picture I

From there, the highest and
lowest group rankings of the
pictures on the supplied
constructs differed. The
probationer/parolee participants

Picture B

felt that picture D showed a
location where it was most likely
that many people would walk
through on a typical weekday

Picture D

afternoon, while the university
students said the same for
picture E.

Picture F

Interpretations of where
police would be called rarely and
often proved inconsistent
between the groups. The
probationers and parolees

Picture K

thought that picture F showed a
location where it was most likely
that police were called often and
that picture K showed a location
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where police were rarely called.

Picture C

The university students, on the
other hand, felt that police
would be most likely summoned
to the location in picture D and

Picture L

least likely to be called to the
residences shown in picture C.
If there was minor
trouble, the probationers and

Picture G

parolees rated picture F as
showing a location were people
were more likely to ignore it.
The university students, in
contrast, thought the same thing for picture B. The groups also disagreed in their
interpretations of which pictures showed places where people got along with one
another or kept to themselves.
The probationer/parolee group rated picture L as showing a location
where people were most likely to get along with each other. The university
students indicated that picture I best reflected this characteristic. People were
more likely to go their own way in picture G, according to the probationers and
parolees. The students said the same thing for Picture B.
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Figure 10 shows standard
error bar charts for the average
ratings of each of the pictures on
the five supplied construct scales
according to each of the groups.
Often, there was substantial
similarity across the two groups in
the ordering of the pictures based
on specific supplied construct group
averages. Both groups used the
first supplied construct in much the
same way to describe the pictures.
A few differences emerged in the
uses of the other supplied
constructs. The probationer/parolee
group thought that, on average,
there were more likely to be more
people walking through the areas in pictures B, C and F on a typical weekday
afternoon than did the university students. The latter group, in contrast, thought
more people would walk through the scene shown in picture J than did the
probationers/parolees.
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Construct 1: “Most people walking here are
from the neighborhood (1) vs. not from the
neighborhood (10)”

Construct 2: “On a typical weekday
afternoon, probably few people walk here (1)
vs. a lot of people walk through here (10)”

Figure 10: Comparisons of the Standard Error Bar Charts of Each Group's
Average Ratings of the Pictures on the Supplied Construct Scales
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Construct 3: “Police are probably rarely
called here (1) vs. called here a lot (10)”

Construct 4: “If there’s minor trouble here
someone will step in (1) vs. people will look
the other way (10)”

Figure 10 continued: Comparisons of the Standard Error Bar Charts of Each Group’s
Average Ratings of the Pictures on the Supplied Construct Scale
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Construct 5: “People here get along with each other (1) vs. go their own way (10)”

Figure 10 continued: Comparisons of the Standard Error Bar Charts of Each
Group’s Average Ratings of the Pictures on the Supplied Construct Scale
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The probationer/parolee
group was more likely than the
university students to think that
police would be called to the
areas shown in pictures C, F and
J. They also indicated more
strongly than the students that
people were more likely to ignore
minor trouble and less likely to
get along with one another in the locations shown in pictures C and F. The
university students, as a group, had different interpretations of the place depicted
in picture B than the probationers/parolees. The students thought that people
were less likely to intervene if there was minor trouble and less likely to get along
than the offenders. The biggest inconsistency between the groups (more than 2
points on average) in these ratings was demonstrated by picture I. The
probationers/parolees rated this picture higher on the likelihood that people at
this location do not get along with one another in comparison with the university
students. A MANOVA test determined that there were no significant differences
in each group’s universal use of the supplied constructs to rate the pictures
(details not shown).
Pictures scoring higher on CPT also were judged by the students to show
areas where it was more likely that many people walked through on a typical
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weekday afternoon. This group also felt that pictures scoring higher on SAT
regarding robbery potential were more likely to show areas were people tended
to go their own way instead of getting along. Finally, there was a moderate
positive relationship between the student ratings of the pictures on what would
happen if there was minor trouble at a location and whether people at that place
did or did not get along. Pictures showing areas where people were judged to be
more likely to ignore minor trouble were also places where people were more
likely to go their own way.
Table 9 and Table 10 show the correlations between each group’s ratings
on the supplied constructs with each other and with the robbery potential rating of
the picture according to CPT and SAT. There was a strong correlation between
the CPT score and SAT score of the pictures. This is expected because of
commonalities between the theories. There was a moderate strength positive
relationship between the SAT score of the picture and both groups’ ratings of
each picture on the supplied dimension exploring whether people in the area
were from the neighborhood. Overall, respondents rated pictures with higher
scores of robbery potential according to SAT as more likely to have nonresidents present in those areas. The university students also said the same
thing about pictures with higher ratings of robbery potential according to CPT.
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Table 9: Correlations between PSAT, CPT Scores and Supplied Construct Ratings for Probationers and Parolees
PSAT
CPT Score Supp con 1
Supp con 2 Supp con 3 Supp con 4 Supp con 5
Score
(neighborhood) (walking)
(police)
(trouble)
(get along)
PSAT Score 1
CPT Score
0.6738
1
Supp con 1
0.4077
0.2363
1
Supp con 2
0.114
0.2272
-0.1713
1
Supp con 3
-0.0922
0.1101
-0.2721
0.3368
1
Supp con 4
-0.0948
-0.008
-0.1009
0.0321
0.1457
1
Supp con 5
0.0581
0.0835
0.1285
-0.0036
0.018
0.3715
1
Numbers in bold represent moderate strength correlation (0.4) or greater (Evans, 1996)

Table 10: Correlations between PSAT, CPT Scores and Supplied Construct Ratings for University Students
PSAT
CPT Score Supp con 1
Supp con 2 Supp con 3 Supp con 4 Supp con 5
Score
(neighborhood)
(walking)
(police)
(trouble)
(get along)
PSAT
1
Score
CPT Score 0.6738
1
Supp con 1 0.5028
0.4042
1
Supp con 2 0.3151
0.4284
0.2935
1
Supp con 3 0.1151
0.2605
-0.0721
0.0725
1
Supp con 4 0.2432
0.1778
-0.0358
-0.1479
0.3047
1
Supp con 5 0.4719
0.2518
0.1842
-0.0424
0.2115
0.5647
1
Numbers in bold represent moderate strength correlation (0.4) or greater (Evans, 1996)

Supplied Construct 1: “Most people walking here are from the neighborhood (1) vs. not from the neighborhood (10)”
Supplied Construct 2: “On a typical weekday afternoon, probably few people walk here (1) vs. a lot of people walk through here (10)”
Supplied Construct 3: “Police are probably rarely called here (1) vs. called here a lot (10)”
Supplied Construct 4: “If there’s minor trouble here someone will step in (1) vs. people will look the other way (10)”
Supplied Construct 5: “People here get along with each other (1) vs. go their own way (10)”
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Summary of the Ratings of the Pictures on Supplied Constructs
There were many similarities between the groups in how they ranked
pictures and used the supplied construct scales to describe the pictures. This
suggests there were similarities not only in how the probationers/parolees and
students were ranking the pictures on robbery likelihood but also on how they
rated each image according to other theoretically relevant concepts. Overall,
there were no striking or significant differences in how both groups used the
supplied scales to categorize the pictures. There were also some moderate
correlations between how the images were described using the scales and how
they were rated according to SAT and CPT.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Group PCAs
The next section details the results of the PCAs performed on each
group’s ratings of the pictures on the five supplied constructs. Prior to performing
the analyses, the supplied construct ratings were row mean centered to remove
individual differences in specific construct usage. In the groups PCAs, pictures
are columns, so their loadings define each dimension. There are rows for
supplied constructs and rows for respondents within supplied constructs 41.

See Table 72 in Appendix B for an example of how the data informing this analysis were
structured.
41
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Probationers and Parolees
Table 11, Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the one component analysis for
the probationer/parolee group (eigenvalue 2.81). Note that pictures have
principal component loadings reflecting how much each picture’s supplied
construct rankings contribute to defining the linear composite (the component),
while individual supplied constructs have principal component scores, reflecting
where each is placed on the linear composite. The most sizable picture loadings
defining this composite contrasted two commercial (pictures E and K, most
positive) corners with brand name establishments (H & R Block, CVS or Rite-Aid
Pharmacy) with two completely residential corners (pictures C and F, most
negative).
The most likely interpretation of this main component is that it reflected the
same commercial versus residential land use distinction. Constructs with higher
scores on this component indicated that the people passing through this area at
the time of day portrayed in the pictures were probably drawn there for business
reasons and not because they resided there. These people were also seen as
more likely to reside outside the neighborhood. The mixed land use images
(Pictures H and L) contribute little to defining this dimension with loadings closer
to zero.
An analysis of variance examining differences in principal component
scores for the five different supplied constructs supports this rationale (Table 12).
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Table 11: Picture Loadings of Probationer and Parolee Picture Rankings on the
Supplied Constructs
Pictures*
E
K
D
J
A
G
B
H
L
I
C
F

Component 1
0.43
0.41
0.2
0.18
0.17
0.15
0.03
-0.14
-0.19
-0.37
-0.39
-0.42

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude
of loading on first component

Probationer/Parolee Picture Loadings on
Component 1
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

F

C

I

L

H

B

G

A

J

D

K

E

-0.4
-0.6

Figure 11: Probationer/Parolee Picture Loadings on
Component 1 (loading order)
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Probationer/Parolee Picture Loadings on
Component 1
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

-0.4
-0.6

Figure 12: Probationer/Parolee Picture Loadings on
Component 1 (alphabetical order)

Table 12: Probationers and Parolees One Dimensional Picture Scores
Analysis of Variance
Source
Between groups
Within groups
Total

SS
66.29
189.76
256.05

df
4
90
94

MS
16.57
2.11
2.72

F
7.86

P < 0.001
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Table 13: Bonferroni Comparison of Principal Component Scores for
Component 1 (Probationers and Parolees)
Row Mean Col Mean
Construct 2
Construct 3
Construct 4
Construct 5

Construct 1
-1.08
-2.12***
-2.26***
-1.82**

**p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Construct 2

Construct 3

Construct 4

-1.05
-1.19
-0.74

-0.14
0.31

0.44

Supplied Construct 1: “Most people walking here are from the neighborhood (1)
vs. not from the neighborhood (10)”
Supplied Construct 2: “On a typical weekday afternoon, probably few people
walk here (1) vs. a lot of people walk through here (10)”
Supplied Construct 3: “Police are probably rarely called here (1) vs. called here
a lot (10)”
Supplied Construct 4: “If there’s minor trouble here someone will step in (1) vs.
people will look the other way (10)”
Supplied Construct 5: “People here get along with each other (1) vs. go their
own way (10)”

Post hoc testing (Table 13) revealed significant differences between constructs 1
and 3 through 5. On average, construct 1 scores were the highest. Pictures with
high construct scores on this dimension were places where probationers and
parolees believe people walking here were not from the neighborhood. This
would make sense in a more commercial area.
This rationale also provided some support for the assumptions made by
SAT. The principal component is built on a sizable commercial-chain
establishment versus residential contrast. Respondents drew inferences about
whether people were from the surrounding area. The respondents may have
been linking commercial places with sizable chain establishments with lower
collective efficacy because of the presence of more outsiders.
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This analysis was followed by a two-dimensional PCA on the
probationer/parolee picture ratings on the supplied constructs. Prior to rotation,
the first principal component maintained the eigenvalue of 2.82 and the second
principal component’s eigenvalue was 1.7. The proportion of the overall variation
in the rankings explained by the first two components is 0.24 and 0.14,
respectively, for a cumulative proportion of 0.37.
Table 14, Table 15, Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the picture loadings on
the varimax rotated, two-dimensional solution. Figure 15 plots the factor loadings
of the pictures along the two components. When plotted on these two
dimensions, it appears that, while the first dimension represents the distinction
between where the people present reside and commercial and residential land
uses, the second dimension represented whether the area showed a location
with mixed land usage or was strictly commercial. Higher positive loadings on
this dimension indicated the former, as in Pictures H and L. Pictures B and D had
higher negative loadings and showed totally commercial areas. Other pictures
had loadings much closer to zero.
To see if significant differences emerged a multivariate analysis of
variance was performed. This multivariate one-way ANOVA had a five-group
predictor, for the five different supplied constructs. The two outcome variables
were the supplied construct principal components scores, one outcome for each
principal component (each dimension). The results are shown in Table 16.
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Table 14: Two-dimensional Picture Loadings of Probationer/Parolee Picture
Rankings on the Supplied Constructs – first sort
Picture
E
K
J
G
A
D
H
L
B
F
I
C

Component 1
0.47
0.47
0.21
0.14
0.12
0.06
-0.02
-0.06
-0.14
-0.37
-0.38
-0.41

Component 2
0.07
0.15
0.04
-0.06
-0.2
-0.46
0.41
0.44
-0.56
0.2
0.05
0.001

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of loading on first component

Probationer/Parolee Picture Loadings on
Components 1 and 2
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

C

I

F

B

L

H

D

A

G

J

E

K

-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
Component 1

Component 2

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of score on first component

Figure 13: Probationer/Parolee Picture Loadings on Components 1 and 2
(ordered by magnitude of component 1)
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Table 15: Two-dimensional Picture Loadings of Probationer/Parolee Picture
Rankings on the Supplied Constructs – second sort
Picture
Component 1
Component 2
L
-0.06
0.44
H
-0.02
0.41
F
-0.37
0.2
K
0.47
0.15
E
0.47
0.07
I
-0.38
0.05
J
0.21
0.04
C
-0.41
0.001
G
0.14
-0.06
A
0.12
-0.2
D
0.06
-0.46
B
-0.14
-0.56
*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of loading on second component

Probationer/Parolee Picture Loadings on
Components 1 and 2
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

B

D

A

G

C

J

I

E

K

F

H

L

-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
Component 1

Component 2

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of loading on second component

Figure 14: Probationer/Parolee Picture Loadings on Components 1 and 2
(ordered by magnitude of component 2)
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Figure 15: Loading Plot of Probationer/Parolee Pictures on
Two Rotated Principal Dimensions

Table 16: MANOVA of Two-dimensional Supplied Constructs Rated According to
Probationers/Parolees
Source
Supplied picture
constructs (1-5)

*** p<0.001

Test
Wilks' lambda
Pillai's trace
Lawley-Hotelling
trace
Roy's largest root

Statistic
0.69
0.33

F (df1,
df2)
8, 178
8, 180

Multivariate
F
4.54***
4.4***

0.42
0.35

8, 176
4, 90

4.67***
7.94***
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A one-way analysis of variance indicated, however, that there were no significant
differences in the different constructs’ scores on the second principal component.
University Students
Table 17, Figure 16 and Figure 17 detail the results of the one component
PCA on the university student picture ratings (eigenvalue = 2.96). The first
component here reflects the students’ perceptions of how many people walk
through the area on a typical weekday afternoon. Pictures with the highest
loading on this dimension (E and J) both show commercial locations. As shown
previously in Table 7, several of the university students said that Picture E
showed an area through which a lot of people would walk.
At the other end of the spectrum, Pictures H and F, which have the most
negative loadings, show mixed and totally residential areas, respectively. In their
discussions of why they rated one picture as having the highest or lowest
likelihood for robbery to be committed there, several of the students also
mentioned that the locations shown in these pictures were isolated and not
frequented by a lot of people. This rationale is also supported by a one-way
analysis of variance of the differences in construct scores of the pictures and the
post hoc Bonferroni test (Table 18 and Table 19). This one-way ANOVA had a
five-group predictor, for the five different supplied constructs. The one outcome
variable reflected supplied construct principal components on the one
component.
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Table 17: Picture Loadings based on University Student Picture Rankings on the
Supplied Constructs
Pictures*
E
J
K
A
G
D
L
I
C
B
H
F

Component 1
0.44
0.41
0.33
0.22
0.1
0.09
-0.18
-0.19
-0.2
-0.24
-0.34
-0.43

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of loading on first component

University Student Picture Loadings on
Component 1
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-0.1

F

H

B

C

I

L

D

G

A

K

J

E

-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5

Figure 16: University Student Picture Loadings on Component 1
(loading order)
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University Student Picture Loadings on
Component 1
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-0.1

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5

Figure 17: University Student Picture Loadings on Component
1 (alphabetical order)

Table 18: University Students One Dimensional Picture Scores
Analysis of Variance
Source
Between groups
Within groups
Total

SS
98.19
194.94
293.13

df
4
95
99

MS
24.55
2.05
2.96

F
11.96 P<0.001
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Table 19: Bonferroni Comparison of Scores for Component 1 (University
Students)
Row Mean Col Mean
Construct 2
Construct 3
Construct 4
Construct 5

Construct 1
-0.5
-2.27***
-2.55***
-1.64***

**p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Construct 2

Construct 3

Construct 4

-1.77**
-2.05***
-1.15

-0.29
0.62

0.91

Supplied Construct 1: “Most people walking here are from the neighborhood (1)
vs. not from the neighborhood (10)”
Supplied Construct 2: “On a typical weekday afternoon, probably few people
walk here (1) vs. a lot of people walk through here (10)”
Supplied Construct 3: “Police are probably rarely called here (1) vs. called here
a lot (10)”
Supplied Construct 4: “If there’s minor trouble here someone will step in (1) vs.
people will look the other way (10)”
Supplied Construct 5: “People here get along with each other (1) vs. go their
own way (10)”

Principal components scores for construct 2 (more people likely walk
through here on a typical weekday afternoon) were significantly higher than those
for constructs 3 and 4 (3 = high scores indicate that police are more likely to be
called here often and 4 = high scores indicate that if there is minor trouble here
people are more likely to look the other way).
Also, like the probationers/parolees, were significant differences between
Constructs 1 and 3 through 5. On average, pictures with higher loadings on this
principal component were places where people in the area were perceived to be
unlikely to live in the same area. In contrast, those same pictures were likely to
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be places where police were not called frequently, people step in if there was
minor trouble and got along with one another.
A two-component solution yielded eigenvalues of 2.96 and 1.82 before
rotation and captured 40% of the variation in rankings. Table 20 and Table 21,
Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the picture loadings on the two-dimensions and
Figure 20 plots the component loadings of each of the pictures on both
components. While the first dimension represents how many people walk through
the area on a typical weekday afternoon (pictures E, J and K with the highest
positive loadings, pictures B, F and H with the strongest negative loadings), the
second dimension contrasted locations experiencing more local pedestrian traffic
(pictures C, L and I) versus larger commercial areas (pictures B and G) which
attract people from outside of the vicinity.
Two of the images with the highest loadings (L and C) on this dimension
were noted by the students as the least likely places for a robbery to occur
because the area was residential; consequently, more neighbors would look out
for one another. One the other hand, picture G was the lowest scoring picture on
this dimension and a few of the students indicated that this area tended to attract
people looking to sell or buy goods, who may not necessarily be from the area.
The results of a multivariate analysis of variance of the differences in the
principal component scores across the supplied constructs, for the two different
sets of scores for the two-dimensional solution, are shown in Table 22.
Considering both components simultaneously, there was a significant difference
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Table 20: Two-dimensional Picture Loadings of University Student Picture
Rankings on the Supplied Constructs – first sort
Picture
E
J
K
A
D
I
L
C
G
H
F
B

Component 1
0.52
0.41
0.31
0.08
0.04
-0.003
-0.01
-0.03
-0.1
-0.36
-0.38
-0.41

Component 2
0.08
-0.1
-0.11
-0.35
-0.13
0.43
0.41
0.39
-0.43
0.03
0.21
-0.32

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of loadings on first component

University Student Picture Loadings on
Components 1 and 2
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

B

F

H

G

C

L

I

D

A

K

J

E

-0.4
-0.6
Component 1

Component 2

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of loading on first component

Figure 18: University Student Picture Loadings on Components 1 and 2
(ordered by magnitude of component 1)
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Table 21: Two-dimensional Picture Loadings of University Student Picture
Rankings on the Supplied Constructs – second sort
Picture
I
L
C
F
E
H
J
K
D
B
A
G

Component 1
-0.003
-0.01
-0.03
-0.38
0.52
-0.36
0.41
0.31
0.04
-0.41
0.08
-0.1

Component 2
0.43
0.41
0.39
0.21
0.08
0.03
-0.1
-0.11
-0.13
-0.32
-0.35
-0.43

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of loading on second component

University Student Picture Loadings on
Components 1 and 2
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

G

A

B

D

K

J

H

E

F

C

L

I

-0.4
-0.6
Component 1

Component 2

*Pictures sorted according to magnitude of loading on second component

Figure 19: University Student Picture Loadings on Components 1
and 2 (ordered by magnitude of component 2 loading)
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Figure 20: Loading Plot of University Student Picture Loadings on
Rotated Two Principal Dimensions

Table 22: MANOVA of Two-dimensional Supplied Constructs Rated According
to University Students

Source
Supplied picture
constructs (1-5)

*** p<0.001

Test
Wilks' lambda
Pillai's trace
Lawley-Hotelling
trace
Roy's largest root

F(df1,
Statistic df2)
8, 188
0.46
8, 188
0.61
8, 186
1.02
4, 95
0.84

Multivariate
F
11.09***
10.34***
11.85***
20.05***
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for principal component construct scores. The significant differences between the
constructs on the first dimension for the university students was discussed.
The results of a one-way analysis of variance of score differences across
constructs on the second component are shown in Table 23 (F test) and Table
24 (post hoc tests). Significant differences between average component scores
for construct 5 (get along (picture L) / go own way (picture H)) compared to
constructs 2 and 3 support the previous interpretation of the dimension meaning.
On average, construct scores on the dimension are lower for construct 5 than
they are for construct 2 (few people (picture L) / many people (picture H)) or
construct 3 (rarely call police (picture L) / often call police (picture H)). The
suggestion is that when this component is aligned with an underlying contrast
between the predominantly residential (pictures C, L and I) versus commercial
(pictures G, A and B) corners, construct average scores were lower on 5 (closer
to get along than go their own way) and closer to the middle on constructs 2 (few
people/many people) or 3 (rarely call/frequently call police).
Perhaps areas where a lot of people walk and police are summoned often
are not necessarily places where people go their own way and do not get along
with each other. Another significant difference is between scores for constructs 1
(walkers from outside (picture L) / walkers from inside (picture H) and 2 (few / a
lot of people walking)). Scores for the latter averaged higher on this component.
Perhaps this distinction reflects the fact that the university students are
discriminating between two types of commercial settings, larger commercial
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Table 23: University Students Principal Component Scores for Component 2:
Differences by Supplied Constructs
Analysis of Variance
Source
Between groups
Within groups
Total

SS
31.11
170
201.11

df
4
95
99

MS
7.78
2.79
2.03

F
4.35

P<0.01

Table 24: Bonferroni Comparison of Scores for Component 2 (University
Students)
Row Mean Col Mean

Construct 1

Construct 2

1.23*

Construct 3

1.17

-0.06

Construct 4

0.55

-0.67

-0.61

Construct 5

-0.1

-1.32*

-1.26*

*p<0.05

Construct 2

Construct 3

Construct 4

0.65

Supplied Construct 1: “Most people walking here are from the neighborhood (1)
vs. not from the neighborhood (10)”
Supplied Construct 2: “On a typical weekday afternoon, probably few people
walk here (1) vs. a lot of people walk through here (10)”
Supplied Construct 3: “Police are probably rarely called here (1) vs. called here
a lot (10)”
Supplied Construct 4: “If there’s minor trouble here someone will step in (1) vs.
people will look the other way (10)”
Supplied Construct 5: “People here get along with each other (1) vs. go their
own way (10)”
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areas which draw outsiders and smaller scale commercial areas that mainly draw
local residential traffic.
Summary of the Group PCAs
The group PCAs highlighted the influences of land use, who would be
present, and the pedestrian traffic volume on perceptions of the setting context.
Both the probationers and parolees, and the university students, noted these as
the most important features shaping their impressions of the settings shown in
the pictures. For probationers and parolees, the specific type of land usage
matters. This also spoke to the type of people who would be present in a place at
a certain time and that would also affect the social cohesion exercised in the
area. University students were more likely to consider the number of people
walking through an area during the day and whether they were locals (suggestive
of smaller, more neighborhood-based businesses) or outsiders (suggestive of
larger commercial establishments in community centers). This distinction of
which type of people would be present corresponds with the impressions of the
probationers and parolees.
Most of these findings neatly aligned with the assumptions of CPT, which
views the amount of foot traffic and types of land use as important influences on
crime commission within a place. Inferences drawn from the probationer and
parolee impressions, specifically related to social cohesion, may partially support
SAT’s assertion that potential offenders consider the moral context of the setting.
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Individual PCAs
The next analyses provide some context for whether the theoretically
relevant constructs supplied by the researcher align with the elicited constructs
provided by the rater. These individual level analyses organize the data
differently. The columns are now constructs, not pictures. Therefore, each
component is defined by elicited and supplied constructs, not pictures. Each
construct has a specific loading on each specific component. In each analysis,
only one principal component was extracted. Individual PCAs were performed on
the two highest scoring and two lowest scoring probationers/parolees and
university students on criminal propensity according to SAT. The respondent’s
raw scores were examined for this part of the investigation.
This component of the investigation accomplishes two objectives. First, it
confirms or refutes the relevance of the theoretically determined supplied
constructs that were provided by the researcher to describe the pictures. If the
supplied constructs have little influence in defining the main way that the
respondents describe the images, they may not be readily used by individual
perceivers in making sense of their environments. Second, how the elicited
constructs align with the supplied ones illuminates the meaning behind the
former in how they are used by the raters to make judgments about the pictures.
More specifically, this analysis addresses overlap between supplied and elicited
constructs, where the latter are the ones offered by the respondents. If supplied
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and elicited constructs have similar sizable loadings on a component, it means
they are playing similar roles in defining that dimension. Similarity between the
supplied and elicited constructs in their influence on the main component
indicates that subjective impressions offered by respondents line up well with
theoretically relevant concepts.
Probationers and Parolees
Low Criminal Propensity
The two lowest scoring probationers and parolees on criminal propensity
according to SAT and the related scale are detailed in this section. Table 25
shows an individual who grouped the supplied constructs 2, 4 and 5 within 0.1 of
an elicited judgment of whether the picture showed a residential or commercial
area. This supports the notion that more residential areas could also be those

Table 25: ID 19 - Low Criminal Propensity
Construct
2 (supplied)
4 (supplied)
5 (supplied)
Elicited 2
Elicited 3
3 (supplied)
1 (supplied)
Elicited 1

Construct Description
More ppl walking here
If trouble, ppl likely to look other way
Ppl likely to go their own ways
Residential
More hidden places
Police called here often
Less likely from the neighborhood
Large streets

Component 1 Loadings
0.49
0.45
0.42
0.40
0.20
0.14
-0.24
-0.33
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where there is lots of foot traffic and people are less cohesive. This interpretation
is contradictory to SAT’s assumption that residential locations are more likely
than commercial ones to be those where people get along with one another and
feel more responsible for what happens there, thus exhibiting high moral context.
On the other side of the principal component, this same individual grouped
supplied construct 1 with his interpretation of the size of the streets. Larger
streets were more likely to be characteristic of places where people walking are
less likely to reside nearby than areas with smaller streets. This interpretation
seems to well describe areas in the central business district. Table 26 also bears
out this description as the highest scoring pictures on this dimension show
completely residential and mixed land uses. At the other end of the dimension,
the two lowest scoring pictures show primarily commercial places that would fit
well in a central business district.
Table 26: ID 19 - Picture Scores
Picture
C
L
A
I
F
K
G
H
D
B
J
E

Score
2.07
1.75
1.66
1.58
1.07
0.23
-0.27
-0.41
-0.6
-1.39
-2.77
-2.91
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The perceptions of another probationer/parolee with a low criminal
propensity according to SAT is described in Table 27 and Table 28. This
individual’s opinions appear to align well with CPT. Supplied construct 3 appears
within 0.1 of the respondent generated, structurally descriptive constructs
describing the locations’ appropriateness for a robber to hide, find an appropriate
victim and have people loitering. These characteristics speak to the opportunity
presented by the location for robbery.
Pictures scoring higher on this individual’s principal component are both
commercial and residential locations, while pictures scoring on the lower end of
this dimension were all commercial areas. Two facilities shown in the top scoring
pictures, a Chinese food store and a bar, would be likely locations in which
people could loiter.

Table 27: ID 11 - Low Criminal Propensity
Construct
Elicited 4
Elicited 5
Elicited 2
3 (supplied)
4 (supplied)
5 (supplied)
2 (supplied)
1 (supplied)
Elicited 1
Elicited 3

Construct Description
Better place for robber to hide
Better opportunity to find victim
Ppl more likely to loiter here
Police called here often
If trouble, ppl likely to look other way
Ppl likely to go their own ways
More ppl walking here
Less likely from the neighborhood
Ppl here more likely to have money
Good lighting

Component 1 Loadings
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.39
0.23
0.10
0.09
0.06
0.02
-0.39
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Table 28: ID 11 - Picture Scores
Picture
D
C
J
G
A
L
H
I
F
K
B
E

Score
1.56
1.43
1.43
1.19
1.04
1.01
0.88
0.83
0.8
-2.24
-3.48
-4.46

High Criminal Propensity
Table 29 and Table 30 detail the perceptions of a probationer/parolee
scoring high on criminal propensity according to SAT. This individual’s use of the
supplied and his elicited constructs link lots of street activity with greater police
presence, and more violence in the area. These constructs, along with more
people walking in the area, scored within 0.1 of each other. Also, the elicited and
supplied constructs grouped very close to each other, providing evidence that the
supplied constructs are meaningful to the probationer/parolee. Interestingly, this
individual also grouped more residential areas with the previously stated
constructs. This insight is like the opinions of the first probationer/parolee
discussed in this section.
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Table 29: ID 12 - High Criminal Propensity
Construct
Elicited 2
3 (supplied)
Elicited 3
2 (supplied)
Elicited 1
4 (supplied)
5 (supplied)
1 (supplied)

Construct Description
Lots of street activity
Police called here often
High violence area
More ppl walking here
Residential
If trouble, ppl likely to look other way
Ppl likely to go their own ways
Less likely from the neighborhood

Component 1 Loadings
0.42
0.42
0.39
0.36
0.33
0.30
0.02
-0.41

Table 30: ID 12 - Picture Scores
Picture
I
C
F
H
J
B
L
D
G
A
K
E

Score
3.29
3.26
3.12
0.51
0.25
0.04
-0.46
-1.22
-1.45
-1.9
-2.66
-2.77
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This interpretation is supported by the pictures scoring highest on this
dimension. Pictures I, C and F are all residential locations. This
probationer/parolee believed, however, that these areas are also likely to have
lots of foot traffic, police, and violent activity, a perception which does not
correspond to both CPT’s and SAT’s assumptions that commercial areas
embody these characteristics.
One more probationer/parolee’s perceptions are reviewed below. Table 31
shows the component scores of his ratings of the supplied and elicited
constructs. He coupled his interpretations of the elicited construct of higher
amounts of activity on the street with the expectation that people walking in the

Table 31: ID 3 - High Criminal Propensity
Construct
Elicited 1
Elicited 3
Elicited 5
1 (supplied)
2 (supplied)
4 (supplied)
5 (supplied)
Elicited 4
Elicited 2
3 (supplied)

Construct Description
Lots of eyes on the street
Center city
Lots of activity
Less likely from the neighborhood
More ppl walking here
If trouble, ppl likely to look other way
Ppl likely to go their own ways
Easy to get away
Easier to take someone down
Police called here often

Component 1 Loadings
0.45
0.39
0.31
0.29
0.15
0.06
-0.09
-0.25
-0.42
-0.45
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area are less likely to be from the neighborhood, a supplied construct. The
picture scores on this dimension in Table 32 show that commercial areas are
more likely to demonstrate these characteristics.
At the other end of the component, this individual thought that places
where he believed it was easier to “take someone down”, an elicited construct,
went hand in hand with places where police would be frequently called (a
supplied construct). The three lowest scoring pictures on this component
depicted three residences (pictures C and F) or closed stores (picture B). It
appears that this individual juxtaposed these places with those where he
believed more street activity would be present. By juxtaposing these crime prone
locations with higher activity places, this respondent links limited guardianship
with robbery opportunities.

Table 32: ID 3 - Picture Scores
Picture
E
K
A
J
G
D
H
I
L
F
B
C

Score
3.49
2.78
1.57
1.25
1.03
0.91
-0.93
-1.64
-1.87
-2.06
-2.26
-2.27
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University Students
Low Criminal Propensity
This next section highlights the perceptions of two low criminal propensity
and two high criminal propensity university students. The first student scored
lower on criminal propensity, according to SAT, than his or her counterparts. As
shown in Table 33, this respondent’s use of four elicited constructs closely
aligned with his or her use of people walking through and whether people were
from the neighborhood.
Table 33: ID 26 – Low Criminal Propensity
Construct
Elicited 2
Elicited 5
Elicited 1
1 (supplied)
2 (supplied)
Elicited 3
5 (supplied)
4 (supplied)
Elicited 4
3 (supplied)

Construct Description
Ppl more likely to have money
Higher class ppl moving through
More ppl around
Less likely from the neighborhood
More ppl walking here
Streets better maintained
Ppl likely to go their own ways
If trouble, ppl likely to look other way
More dangerous
Police called here often

Component 1 Loadings
0.35
0.35
0.34
0.34
0.29
0.25
-0.23
-0.32
-0.32
-0.35

These four constructs included “people more likely to have money”, “higher class
people moving through”, “more people around”, and “streets better maintained”.
These commonalities are related to this participant’s perception of
socioeconomic status of the area. Pictures scoring highest on this dimension
(Pictures E and J) showed commercial areas with businesses like a well-kept
Wine and Spirits store and CVS Pharmacy.
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Constructs with the most sizable negative loadings anchoring the other
end of the component were grouped three supplied constructs (people more
likely to go their own ways, if there is trouble people look the other way and
police are called here more often) with a judgment of how dangerous the location
is. The two pictures that scored the lowest on this dimension show more run
down commercial (Picture B) and residential (Picture F) settings (see Table 34).
Even at the opposite end of the component, this participant seemed to be
interpreting the pictures according to the area’s socioeconomic status.

Table 34: ID 26 – Picture Scores
Picture
E
J
K
D
C
A
G
I
L
H
F
B

Score
4.74
2.77
1.79
1.69
0.95
0.74
0.02
-1.25
-1.73
-2.39
-3.51
-3.8

The second university student with low criminal propensity saw similarities
between areas where people likely have a lot of money (elicited construct) and
police being called there often (supplied construct) (Table 35 and Table 36). An
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Table 35: ID 34 – Low Criminal Propensity
Construct
Elicited 2
3 (supplied)
Elicited 1
5 (supplied)
1 (supplied)
4 (supplied)
2 (supplied)
Elicited 3

Construct Description
Ppl more likely to have cash
Police called here often
More foot traffic
Ppl likely to go their own ways
Less likely from the neighborhood
If trouble, ppl likely to look other way
More ppl walking here
More residential

Component 1 Loadings
0.49
0.43
0.37
0.34
0.24
0.16
0.11
-0.48

Table 36: ID 34 - Picture Scores
Picture
D
G
A
J
E
H
K
L
B
F
C
I

Score
2.71
2.63
2.4
1.45
0.37
-0.21
-1.13
-1.15
-1.19
-1.19
-2.16
-2.54
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elicited construct with “more residential” at one end had a moderately strong
negative loading on this component. These sentiments are in line with SAT’s
assumptions about a commercial area where lots of people are drawn being
places with low moral context because there is less social cohesion. This
interpretation of the meaning of this component is borne out by the individual
picture scores. Highest scoring Pictures D, G and A are commercial areas with
pawn shops, check cashing places, an ATM and a bar while the lowest scoring
Pictures C and I show residential areas.
High Criminal Propensity
The last two individual PCAs that will be discussed are those completed
on the responses of two university students who scored high on criminal
propensity, according to SAT. Loadings for the first student defined a principal
component contrasting people looking for quick cash (elicited), people look the
other way (supplied), police often called (supplied), and people walking from
outside the neighborhood (supplied) at the positive end, and more foot traffic
(elicited) and more people walking (supplied) at the negative end. The pictures
with the highest component scores either showed check cashing places (A, G),
or vacant stores (B). Those with the lowest component scores were the
commercial areas with CVS pharmacy or a wine and spirits store (see Table 37).
This indicates that the theoretically relevant supplied construct lines up with
respondent generated interpretation of the pictures. This meaning aligns well with
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Table 37: ID 37 - High Criminal Propensity
Construct
4 (supplied)
3 (supplied)
1 (supplied)
Elicited 4
5 (supplied)
Elicited 1
Elicited 3
Elicited 2
2 (supplied)

Construct Description
If trouble, ppl likely to look other way
Police called here often
Less likely from the neighborhood
Ppl looking for quick cash
Ppl likely to go their own ways
More residential
More structural security
More foot traffic
More ppl walking here

Component 1 Loadings
0.40
0.39
0.38
0.35
0.27
0.09
-0.06
-0.38
-0.43

the two lowest scoring pictures on the dimension (Pictures E and J), which show
commercial areas (see Table 38).
Finally, the second-high criminal propensity student grouped two supplied
constructs (people more likely to go their own ways and police called here often)
with the elicited construct of the insecurity / “sketchiness” of a location (as seen
in Table 39). The two pictures that scored highest on this dimension were F and
B, which showed a more run down residential and commercial area respectively
(see Table 40). At the other end of the dimension, the student seemed to group
more lively commercial areas. He or she paired the supplied constructs of people
being less likely from the neighborhood and more people walking here with the
elicited construct of the area being well kept. As did another student, this
participant appears to be making inferences about the socioeconomic status of
the locations that he or she was assessing. As expected, better maintained
commercial areas in Pictures E and K scored lowest on this dimension.
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Table 38: ID 37 - Picture Scores
Picture
B
A
G
H
I
F
C
D
K
L
J
E

Score
3.04
2.09
2.07
1.73
0.82
0.63
-0.2
-0.81
-1.35
-1.92
-2.29
-3.8

Table 39: ID 28 - High Criminal Propensity
Construct
5 (supplied)
4 (supplied)
Elicited 3
3 (supplied)
Elicited 1
1 (supplied)
2 (supplied)
Elicited 2

Construct Description
Ppl likely to go their own ways
If trouble, ppl likely to look other way
More "sketchy"
Police called here often
More residential
Less likely from the neighborhood
More ppl walking here
More upkept

Component 1 Loadings
0.40
0.40
0.39
0.28
0.18
-0.32
-0.39
-0.41
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Table 40: ID 28 - Picture Scores
Picture
F
B
H
C
L
D
A
J
G
I
E
K

Score
3.96
3.2
1.9
0.83
0.28
-0.14
-0.69
-0.81
-1.09
-1.66
-2
-3.77

Summary of the Individual PCAs
In summary, the individual principal components analyses accomplish an
important objective. These individual level interpretations of the pictures
according to the main dimension provide evidence about how the elicited
constructs link up with the theoretically relevant constructs supplied by the
researcher. This helps to illuminate what meaning is behind these linkages.
When there is a linkage between them this supports the relevance of the
supplied constructs in breaking down the way probationers, parolees, and
university students view and assess their surroundings.
Several interpretations supported both CPT and SAT while others
contrasted them. CPT was affirmed because respondents saw certain setting
attributes, such as an influx of foot traffic and people being drawn to a location,
as more conducive to robbery. Another respondent agreed with SAT’s
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assumption that commercial areas drawing in lots of people are also places with
low moral context because there is less social cohesion. On the other hand, the
probationers/parolees appear to believe that residential areas can be places
where there is more anti-social behavior and a lot of pedestrian movement. This
is contrary to what is assumed by both CPT and SAT. It is possible that the
probationers and parolees were making inferences about the collective efficacy
of the locations presented in the pictures, which may account for why this
judgment applied to some residential areas.
Interestingly, the students and the probationers/parolees appeared to cue
into different characteristics of the images. For two probationer/parolee
participants there seemed to be different expectations for codes of conduct in the
central business district than there are in a neighborhood location. One must
behave and be aware of people stepping in if there is trouble in the city center
while one has more opportunity to misbehave in a neighborhood setting. In
addition, though the researcher attempted to remove signs of varying
socioeconomic statuses from the images, the university students still appeared to
be making important structural inferences based on the perceived socioeconomic
status of the areas in the pictures. This is an important limitation of this
component of the analysis.
These findings have implications for the design of the ABM in Part II of this
research. The influence of high foot traffic on an area’s robbery potential
highlights the need to represent realistic, heterogeneous traffic volume in the
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simulation. The outcomes here also suggest that some residential settings can
also have low moral context while other commercial settings can have high moral
context. This informs how moral context should be distributed to different
intersections based on type of land use.
Predicting Q-Sort Rankings of Robbery Potential
The following section details the results of a series of multilevel ordinal
logistic regression analyses which predict the impact of picture and participant
characteristics on the formers’ ratings of the robbery potential of the supplied
images. Given the structure of the data (observations within people), a multilevel
model was selected. Since the outcome is a Q-Sort ranking, however, there is no
deviation in each person’s overall average ranking of the images. For this
reason, there is no level two variation. Even though the mean across
respondents is the same, dependence within each person’s answers needs to be
considered. This is the appropriate structure in which to examine these data
given their non-independence and correlated error structures within people (Bryk
& Raudenbush, 1992; Thorndike, 1939). After these models are presented and
reviewed, a comparison of the differing, incremental explanatory power of CPT
and SAT when added to the models through a regression process concludes the
Part 1 findings. This iterative procedure allows the researcher to examine the net
contributions of the theoretical components. In a sense, the focus is on how
much additional theoretical factors contribute to the explanatory power of the
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model once the other theoretical factors have been considered. Any additional
significant net contribution is then discernible.
Multilevel Models
In the analyses that follow, there are two respondent groups, two
measurements of criminal propensity and three measurements of the
criminogenic context of the setting. This amounts to a 2 x 2 x 3 comparison
resulting in 12 unique model series. Table 41 summarizes the different analyses
and Table 42 outlines each model’s predictors. The cut constants in each model
are thresholds which distinguish levels of the latent variable representing the
outcome, the Q-Sort score of a picture’s robbery potential given by each
respondent. Since this attribute has six unique values there are five different cut
points. Each can be interpreted as the point at which that value falls into one
category of the dependent variable versus another, when all other independent
variables are at zero.
Each of the following models used the Bonferonni adjustment to account
for the multiple comparisons taking place. In each analysis, five different models
were fitted to the data and include combinations of the following variables of
interest: CPT only: SAT only; CPT and SAT combined; CPT, SAT and SES
combined; and CPT, SAT, SES and the supplied construct scores of the pictures.
As the reader examines each of the different models presented in the following
analysis, he or she should focus on the net contribution of each theoretical
construct from CPT and SAT. This process is different from adding additional
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Table 41: Multilevel Model Descriptions
Analysis
Respondents
Criminal Propensity
1
Probationers / Parolees Standardized score on morality and
self-control scale
2
Probationers / Parolees Standardized score on morality and
self-control scale

3

Probationers / Parolees Standardized score on morality and
self-control scale

4

Probationers / Parolees Answer to question about whether,
“you or someone you know has
ever been a robber”
Probationers / Parolees Answer to question about whether,
“you or someone you know has
ever been a robber”

5

6

Probationers / Parolees Answer to question about whether,
“you or someone you know has
ever been a robber”

Setting Context
Expert ratings (PSAT score)
Expert ratings multiplied by each
picture’s rating on supplied
construct D (if there is minor
trouble here, people will step in or
look the other way)
Expert ratings added to each
picture’s rating on supplied
construct D (if there is minor
trouble here, people will step in or
look the other way)
Expert ratings (PSAT score)
Expert ratings multiplied by each
picture’s rating on supplied
construct D (if there is minor
trouble here, people will step in or
look the other way)
Expert ratings added to each
picture’s rating on supplied
construct D (if there is minor
trouble here, people will step in or
look the other way)
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Table 41 continued: Multilevel Model Descriptions
Analysis
7

Respondents
University Students

Criminal Propensity
Standardized score on morality and
self-control scale
Standardized score on morality and
self-control scale

8

University Students

9

University Students

Standardized score on morality and
self-control scale

10

University Students

11

University Students

Answer to question about whether,
“you or someone you know has
ever been a robber”
Answer to question about whether,
“you or someone you know has
ever been a robber”

12

University Students

Answer to question about whether,
“you or someone you know has
ever been a robber”

Setting Context
Expert ratings (PSAT score)
Expert ratings multiplied by each
picture’s rating on supplied
construct D (if there is minor
trouble here, people will step in or
look the other way)
Expert ratings added to each
picture’s rating on supplied
construct D (if there is minor
trouble here, people will step in or
look the other way)
Expert ratings (PSAT score)
Expert ratings multiplied by each
picture’s rating on supplied
construct D (if there is minor
trouble here, people will step in or
look the other way)
Expert ratings added to each
picture’s rating on supplied
construct D (if there is minor
trouble here, people will step in or
look the other way)
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Table 42: Multilevel Model Predictors
Predictor Name
CPT Score

Source
Expert ratings of pictures on CPT,
based on visible land uses

PSAT Score

Expert ratings of pictures on main
effect of SAT (setting moral
context), based on visible land
uses

Socioeconomic
status
From/not from
neighborhood

Independent ratings of picture on
area’s wealth and resources by
members of undergraduate
criminal justice class
Respondent ratings of pictures on
supplied construct A

Few/a lot of people
walking

Respondent ratings of pictures on
supplied construct B

Police called
rarely/often

Respondent ratings of pictures on
supplied construct C

Trouble step in/look
away

Respondent ratings of pictures on
supplied construct D

People get along/go
own way

Respondent ratings of pictures on
supplied construct E

Scoring
Discrete value from 0 (no crime
attractors/generators) to 3 (three
separate crime
attractors/generators)
Ordinal value where 1 = high moral
context (all residential), 2 =
moderate moral context (mixed
land use) and 3 = low moral
context (all commercial)
Discrete value from 0 (low SES) to
2 (high SES)
Discrete value on scale from 1 –
10 where 1 = “Most people walking
here are not from the
neighborhood” and 10 = Most
people walking here are from the
neighborhood”
Discrete value on scale from 1 –
10 where 1 = “On a typical
weekday afternoon, probably a
few of people walk through here”
and 10 = “On a typical weekday
afternoon, probably a lot of people
walk through here”
Discrete value on scale from 1 –
10 where 1 = “Police are probably
rarely called here” and 10 =
“Police are probably called here a
lot”
Discrete value on scale from 1 –
10 where 1 = “If there’s minor
trouble here someone will step
in” and 10 = “If there’s minor
trouble here people look the
other way”
Discrete value on scale from 1 –
10 where 1 = “People here get
along with each other” and 10 =
“People here go their own way”
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variables in a piecemeal fashion; it is examining the importance of specific
theoretical constructs. Each additional stage of the series is helping answer an
important theoretical question.
Probationers and Parolees
Analysis 1
Table 43 shows the series of models that were fitted to the data to predict the
ordinal response variable of the probationer’s and parolee’s picture Q-Sort
scores on robbery potential. The first set of analyses uses the traditional
operationalization according to previous empirical tests of the theory (Haar &
Wikström, 2010). Criminal propensity was operationalized as the standardized
scores of the morality and self-control scales, the PSAT score was based on
expert ratings and the interaction of the criminal propensity and criminogenic
context of the setting is multiplicative. An interaction term multiplying the PSAT
score with each rater’s own standardized criminal propensity score was created
and added to these models to represent the full conceptualization of the
interactive component of the theory.
In terms of log likelihood, the final, best fitting model is model 5 (log
likelihood = -355, BIC = 786.04), which includes all the above variables. The BIC
value indicates that there is very strong evidence that models 3, 4 and 5 provide
a better combination of model fit than do models 1 and 2 while controlling for
model complexity (Long, 1997). Given the smaller BIC values of models 4 and 5,
there is positive evidence that adding socioeconomic status and the supplied
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Table 43: Results of Analysis 1 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of Probationer/Parolee Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Cut 1 Constant
Cut 2 Constant
Cut 3 Constant
Cut 4 Constant
Cut 5 Constant
CPT Score
PSAT Score
SAT interaction
Socioeconomic status

Null Model
0.091***
(0.022)
0.333***
(0.051)
1.000
(0.132)
3.000***
(0.459)
11.000***
(2.636)

(1) CPT only
0.124***
(0.033)
0.461***
(0.091)
1.403*
(0.263)
4.308***
(0.910)
16.238***
(4.681)
1.337***
(0.150)

(2) SAT only
0.049***
(0.021)
0.183***
(0.067)
0.556*
(0.194)
1.684
(0.590)
6.201***
(2.436)
0.775
(0.109)
1.001
(0.024)

(3) CPT & SAT
0.019***
(0.009)
0.080***
(0.033)
0.265***
(0.102)
0.878
(0.332)
3.480***
(1.454)
2.362***
(0.386)
0.365***
(0.074)
0.996
(0.024)

From/not from neighborhood
Few/a lot of people walking
Police called rarely/often
Trouble step in/look away
People get along/go own way
Log likelihood
-388.6
-385.3
-387.0
-372.4
BIC
804.42
803.12
811.96
788.22
ꭓ2
.
6.692
3.306
30.42
Observations (L1) = 228, Respondents (L2) = 19, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses

(4) CPT, SAT & SES
0.009***
(0.005)
0.037***
(0.019)
0.127***
(0.059)
0.429
(0.197)
1.719
(0.839)
2.475***
(0.407)
0.331***
(0.069)
0.998
(0.024)
0.340***
(0.131)

(5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
0.092***
(0.078)
0.426
(0.349)
1.609
(1.315)
5.965**
(4.925)
26.002***
(22.218)
2.068***
(0.350)
0.418***
(0.093)
1.001
(0.024)
0.450
(0.179)
0.999
(0.048)
1.025
(0.057)
1.233***
(0.069)
1.145
(0.064)
0.994
(0.052)
-368.4
-355.0
785.68
786.04
37.75
61.11
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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constructs provide a better fit to the data than any of the previous model
iterations.
The logit coefficient for CPT is 0.727, p < 0.01, OR = 2.07. This indicates
that a one unit increase in the picture’s CPT rating increases the odds of [being
at or above a particular Q-Sort score vs below] that particular Q-Sort score by
107%. Higher scoring pictures on robbery potential according to the assumptions
of CPT were rated higher on robbery potential than lower scoring pictures on
CPT.
The opposite relationship was found for PSAT. The logit coefficient of the
PSAT score is -0.872, p < 0.01, OR = 0.42. Pictures with higher expert ratings on
robbery potential according to SAT were less likely to be seen by probationers
and parolees to be suitable locations for robbery. With each one unit increase in
the PSAT score, the odds of [being at or above vs. below] a particular Q-Sort
score decreased by 58%. Additionally, the probationer’s and parolee’s ratings of
the pictures on one of the five supplied constructs were significantly related to
their assessment of each picture’s robbery potential. If the participants thought
that police were more likely to be called to a location they had a higher odds of
rating the pictures higher on robbery opportunity (OR = 1.23).
Analysis 2
The second group of analyses are like the first. The main difference,
however, is the operationalization of the moral context of the setting. Here the
expert ratings of the extent to which the setting in each image aligned with the
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assumptions of SAT were multiplied by each individual participant’s rating of
each picture on supplied construct D (if there is minor trouble here, people will
look the other way). Because the moral context of the setting is considered by
Wikström and colleagues (2012) as the combination of land use and collective
efficacy, including the participant ratings of the pictures on supplied construct D
may provide a better proxy for the concept.
Table 44 shows the results of this analysis. The respondent group
consisted of probationers and parolees and criminal propensity was still
operationalized as the standardized scores of the morality and self-control
scales. The log likelihood indicates that the final, best fitting model is model 5
(log likelihood = -366.9, BIC = 804.31). The BIC values indicate, however, that
the models 1 and 5 are the best fitting models when controlling for model
complexity. This shows that different operationalizations can change the best
fitting models.
The only predictor that remained statistically significant in the final model
is the participants ranking of the picture on supplied construct C, whether police
were likely called to the area rarely versus often. The logit coefficient for this
construct is 0.244, p < 0.01, OR = 1.277. This indicates that a one unit increase
in the picture’s rating on this 1-to-10 scale increases the odds of [being at or
above a particular Q-Sort score vs below] that particular Q-Sort score by 27.7%.
Pictures where probationers and paroles thought that police would be called
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Table 44: Results of Analysis 2 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of Probationer/Parolee Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model
(1) CPT only (2) SAT only (3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.124***
0.120***
0.128***
0.080***
0.592
(0.022)
(0.033)
(0.037)
(0.040)
(0.032)
(0.362)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.461***
0.441***
0.479***
0.301***
2.457
(0.051)
(0.091)
(0.112)
(0.123)
(0.107)
(1.471)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.403*
1.326
1.455
0.925
8.599***
(0.132)
(0.263)
(0.324)
(0.362)
(0.318)
(5.258)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.308***
4.004***
4.471***
2.867***
29.459***
(0.459)
(0.910)
(1.046)
(1.201)
(1.012)
(18.667)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
16.238***
14.800***
16.867***
10.860***
119.302***
(2.636)
(4.681)
(4.805)
(5.632)
(4.375)
(80.348)
CPT Score
1.337***
1.323
1.348
1.326
(0.150)
(0.167)
(0.172)
(0.181)
PSAT Score
1.023
1.004
0.997
1.002
(0.017)
(0.018)
(0.019)
(0.020)
SAT interaction
0.998
0.999
0.999
1.002
(0.004)
(0.004)
(0.004)
(0.004)
Socioeconomic status
0.481
0.591
(0.184)
(0.232)
From/not from neighborhood
1.076
(0.049)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.997
(0.056)
Police called rarely/often
1.277***
(0.071)
People get along/go own way
1.040
(0.054)
Log likelihood
-388.6
-385.3
-387.7
-385.2
-383.4
-366.9
BIC
804.42
803.12
813.37
813.88
815.64
804.31
ꭓ2
.
6.692
1.906
6.800
10.29
40.53
Observations (L1) = 228, Respondents (L2) = 19, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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often were rated higher on robbery potential than scenes where these individuals
thought police were called rarely.
Analysis 3
The next set of analyses, shown in Table 45, are slightly different from the
previous one. The same respondent group, operationalization of criminal
propensity and moral context of the setting were employed. Instead of multiplying
the expert’s ratings on each picture’s SAT score with the probationer and
parolee’s ranking of each image on supplied construct D, these two factors were
added to each other. The results almost mirror the previous series of analyses.
Respondent ratings of each picture on supplied construct C is the only variable
that is significantly related to the picture’s score on robbery potential, and with
the same magnitude and direction. According to the log likelihood, the final, best
fitting model is model 5 (log likelihood = -366.8, BIC = 804.24), a practically
negligible difference from the best fitting model in analysis 2. The BIC values also
indicate that models 1 and 5 are the best fitting models when controlling for
model complexity.
Analysis 4
The fourth group of analyses examines probationer and parolee ratings of
the pictures on robbery potential using each participant’s response to whether he
or she has ever robbed someone before or known someone else who has
committed robbery as a proxy for criminal propensity. Like the first set of
analyses, the PSAT score was based on expert ratings and the interaction of the
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Table 45: Results of Analysis 3 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of Probationer/Parolee Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model (1) CPT only
(2) SAT only
(3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.124***
0.119***
0.128***
0.079***
0.589
(0.022)
(0.033)
(0.037)
(0.040)
(0.032)
(0.361)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.461***
0.438***
0.476***
0.299***
2.448
(0.051)
(0.091)
(0.111)
(0.122)
(0.106)
(1.465)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.403
1.316
1.445
0.917
8.565***
(0.132)
(0.263)
(0.320)
(0.359)
(0.314)
(5.235)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.308***
3.974***
4.440***
2.844***
29.364***
(0.459)
(0.910)
(1.035)
(1.190)
(1.001)
(18.600)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
16.238***
14.682***
16.742***
10.769***
119.027***
(2.636)
(4.681)
(4.756)
(5.580)
(4.325)
(80.136)
CPT Score
1.337***
1.324
1.349
1.327
(0.150)
(0.167)
(0.172)
(0.182)
PSAT Score
1.022
1.003
0.996
1.002
(0.016)
(0.018)
(0.018)
(0.020)
SAT interaction
0.999
0.999
1.000
1.004
(0.007)
(0.007)
(0.007)
(0.007)
Socioeconomic status
0.479*
0.593
(0.183)
(0.232)
From/not from neighborhood
1.076
(0.049)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.996
(0.055)
Police called rarely/often
1.277***
(0.071)
People get along/go own way
1.040
(0.054)
Log likelihood
-388.6
-385.3
-387.7
-385.3
-383.4
-366.8
BIC
804.42
803.12
813.47
813.94
815.65
804.24
ꭓ2
6.692
1.812
6.727
10.27
40.63
Observations (L1) = 228, Respondents (L2) = 19, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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criminal propensity and criminogenic context of the setting is multiplicative. The
final, best fitting model is model 5 (log likelihood = -354.8, BIC = 785.53); shown
in Table 46.
The logit coefficient for CPT is 0.728, p < 0.01, OR = 2.07. This indicates
that a one unit increase in the picture’s CPT rating increases the odds of [being
at or above a particular Q-Sort score vs below] that particular Q-Sort score by
107%. Higher scoring pictures on robbery potential according to the assumptions
of CPT were rated higher on robbery likelihood than lower scoring pictures on
CPT. As shown in the first series of models, the opposite relationship was found
for PSAT. The logit coefficient of the PSAT score is -0.913, p < 0.01, OR = 0.40.
Pictures with higher expert ratings on robbery potential according to SAT were
less likely to be seen by probationers and parolees to be suitable locations for
robbery. With each one unit increase in PSAT score, the odds of [being at or
above vs. below] a particular Q-Sort score decreased by 60%. Additionally, the
probationer’s and parolee’s ratings of the pictures on one of the five supplied
constructs were significantly related to their assessment of each picture’s robbery
potential. If the participants thought that police were more likely to be called to a
location they had a higher odds of rating the pictures higher on robbery
opportunity (OR = 1.24).
Analysis 5
The fifth series of analyses uses the same operationalization of criminal
propensity as the previous analyses on probationer and parolee responses.
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Table 46: Results of Analysis 4 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of Probationer/Parolee Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model (1) CPT only
(2) SAT only (3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.124***
0.049***
0.019***
0.009***
0.089***
(0.022)
(0.033)
(0.021)
(0.009)
(0.005)
(0.076)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.461***
0.183***
0.079***
0.037***
0.413
(0.051)
(0.091)
(0.067)
(0.033)
(0.018)
(0.340)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.403
0.558
0.265***
0.126***
1.563
(0.132)
(0.263)
(0.195)
(0.102)
(0.059)
(1.285)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.308***
1.693
0.880
0.428
5.802
(0.459)
(0.910)
(0.595)
(0.334)
(0.196)
(4.815)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
16.238***
6.246***
3.502***
1.721
25.311***
(2.636)
(4.681)
(2.460)
(1.467)
(0.842)
(21.722)
CPT Score
1.337***
2.363***
2.476***
2.071***
(0.150)
(0.386)
(0.407)
(0.350)
PSAT Score
0.736
0.344***
0.311***
0.401***
(0.112)
(0.074)
(0.068)
(0.093)
SAT interaction
1.089
1.095
1.104
1.075
(0.107)
(0.108)
(0.109)
(0.109)
Socioeconomic status
0.336***
0.449
(0.129)
(0.179)
From/not from neighborhood
1.000
(0.048)
Few/a lot of people walking
1.019
(0.057)
Police called rarely/often
1.236***
(0.069)
Trouble step in/look away
1.142
(0.063)
People get along/go own way
0.993
(0.052)
Log likelihood
-388.6
-385.3
-386.6
-372.0
-367.9
-354.8
BIC
804.42
803.12
811.2
787.41
784.7
785.53
ꭓ2
6.692
4.046
31.07
38.63
61.52
Observations (L1) = 228, Respondents (L2) = 19, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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Expert ratings of the pictures multiplied by the respondents’ ratings of the
pictures on supplied construct D represents the moral context of the setting. The
log likelihood shows the final, best fitting model is model 5 (log likelihood = 366.7,
BIC = 804.04). See Table 47. Models 1 and 5 are the best fitting models when
controlling for model complexity.
In the final model, the only predictor significantly related to the picture
ratings on robbery potential is the respondent rankings of the same picture on
supplied construct C. The logit coefficient for the rankings on supplied construct
C is 0.244, p < 0.01, OR = 1.276. This indicates that a one unit increase in the
respondent’s ranking of the picture on whether they believe police are called to
the area often increases the odds of [being at or above a particular Q-Sort score
vs below] that particular Q-Sort score by 27.6%.
Analysis 6
This series of models marks the final analyses using the probationer and
parolee data. The only difference between these models and those conducted in
Analysis 5 is how the moral context of the setting is constructed. The expert
ratings of the pictures according to SAT were added to the person’s ratings of
each picture on supplied construct D. Criminal propensity is again represented by
the respondent’s indication of whether he or she had ever committed a robbery
or knew someone who had. Given the log likelihood, the final version of the
model from this series, as shown in Table 48, is model 5 (log likelihood = -365.3,
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Table 47: Results of Analysis 5 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of Probationer/Parolee Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model
(1) CPT only (2) SAT only (3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.124***
0.118***
0.127***
0.079***
0.602
(0.022)
(0.033)
(0.037)
(0.040)
(0.031)
(0.369)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.461***
0.435***
0.473***
0.296***
2.504
(0.051)
(0.091)
(0.109)
(0.121)
(0.104)
(1.502)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.403
1.308
1.438
0.910
8.787***
(0.132)
(0.263)
(0.316)
(0.355)
(0.310)
(5.384)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.308***
3.948***
4.419***
2.823***
30.140***
(0.459)
(0.910)
(1.021)
(1.178)
(0.988)
(19.148)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
16.238***
14.585***
16.666***
10.696***
122.051***
(2.636)
(4.681)
(4.702)
(5.531)
(4.273)
(82.352)
CPT Score
1.337***
1.326
1.352
1.332
(0.150)
(0.167)
(0.172)
(0.182)
PSAT Score
1.021
1.001
0.992
0.995
(0.020)
(0.022)
(0.022)
(0.023)
SAT interaction
1.000
1.002
1.005
1.012
(0.017)
(0.017)
(0.017)
(0.017)
Socioeconomic status
0.475
0.596
(0.182)
(0.233)
From/not from neighborhood
1.078
(0.049)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.995
(0.056)
Police called rarely/often
1.276***
(0.070)
People get along/go own way
1.041
(0.054)
Log likelihood
-388.6
-385.3
-387.7
-385.2
-383.3
-366.7
BIC
804.42
803.12
813.5
813.93
815.56
804.04
ꭓ2
6.692
1.779
6.742
10.36
40.79
Observations (L1) = 228, Respondents (L2) = 19, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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Table 48: Results of Analysis 6 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of Probationer/Parolee Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model
(1) CPT only (2) SAT only (3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.124***
0.259***
0.280***
0.184***
0.970
(0.022)
(0.033)
(0.112)
(0.122)
(0.095)
(0.640)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.461***
0.966
1.058
0.698
4.056
(0.051)
(0.091)
(0.385)
(0.425)
(0.339)
(2.642)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.403
2.950***
3.257***
2.166
14.280***
(0.132)
(0.263)
(1.183)
(1.320)
(1.049)
(9.513)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.308***
9.100***
10.193***
6.810***
49.535***
(0.459)
(0.910)
(3.828)
(4.348)
(3.400)
(34.219)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
16.238***
34.289***
39.108***
26.154***
204.573***
(2.636)
(4.681)
(16.114)
(18.675)
(14.183)
(149.879)
CPT Score
1.337***
1.261
1.264
1.280
(0.150)
(0.146)
(0.147)
(0.162)
PSAT Score
1.156***
1.130
1.112
1.097
(0.062)
(0.062)
(0.062)
(0.064)
SAT interaction
0.988
0.990
0.993
1.007
(0.030)
(0.030)
(0.030)
(0.030)
Socioeconomic status
0.558
0.646
(0.214)
(0.251)
From/not from neighborhood
1.073
(0.049)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.993
(0.055)
Police called rarely/often
1.275***
(0.070)
People get along/go own way
1.008
(0.053)
Log likelihood
-388.6
-385.3
-384.5
-382.5
-381.3
-365.3
BIC
804.42
803.12
807
808.41
811.51
801.28
ꭓ2
.
6.692
8.212
12.09
14.26
43.21
Observations (L1) = 228, Respondents (L2) = 19, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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BIC = 801.28). The BIC values show that models 1 and 5 tied for the best fitting
model when complexity is considered.
As in the previous set of analyses, the sole predictor that achieved
statistical significance in predicting the outcome was the respondent’s ratings of
the pictures on supplied construct C. Again, the results were extremely like the
final model in analysis 5. A one unit increase in the respondent’s ranking of the
picture on whether they believe police are called to the area often increases the
odds of [being at or above a particular Q-Sort score vs below] that particular QSort score by 27.5% (logit coefficient = 0.243, p < 0.01, OR = 1.275).
Summary of Probationer and Parolee Responses
For the previous probationer and parolee analyses, variation in the
outcomes depended upon the operationalization of the person’s criminal
propensity and the moral context of the setting shown in the image. The
traditional operationalizations of SAT, with criminal propensity represented as a
standardized combination of individual scores on the morality and self-control
scales and moral context represented by expert ratings, yielded outcomes where
the theoretical constructs of interest were significantly related to picture scores
on robbery potential. Similar results also appeared when an individual’s response
to the interview question about whether he or she had committed or knew
someone else who had committed a robbery before served as a proxy for
criminal propensity. Other operationalizations of criminal propensity, moral
context, and the interaction showed that construct C (the likelihood that police
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would be summoned to the area) was the only related predictor in the best-fitting
models. This supplied construct was also the only consistent statistically,
significant predictor of the dependent variable in all the analyses.
When traditional operationalizations of SAT were used (Haar & Wikström,
2010), CPT was a significant predictor and functioned in the expected direction.
Pictures with higher expert ratings on CPT were also judged by the probationers
and parolees as more opportune locations for robberies than those pictures with
lower expert ratings on CPT. SAT was significantly related to the likelihood of
robbery but in the opposite direction. Pictures with higher expert ratings on SAT
were less likely to be seen by the probationers and parolees as prime locations
for robbery commission when compared to their counterparts with lower expert
ratings on SAT. This is a finding that partially confirms the hypothesis made in
research question 1. It is also, however, an unexpected finding because the
direction of the impact of the moral context of the setting on robbery potential is
the reverse of what is proposed in SAT. The best fitting model in this series of
analyses of probationer and parolee data, however, was always the most
inclusive, the 5th model in the series which included all SAT, CPT, SES and
supplied constructs.
University Students
Analysis 7
The focus will now shift to the same models run on the university student
data. Like the first set of analyses with the probationer and parolee data, analysis
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7 uses the traditional operationalization according to previous empirical tests of
the theory based on Haar & Wikström’s (2010) study. Criminal propensity was
operationalized as the standardized scores of the morality and self-control
scales, the PSAT score was based on expert ratings, and the interaction of the
criminal propensity and criminogenic context of the setting is multiplicative. As
has been shown before and again in Table 49, model 5 (log likelihood = -367.2,
BIC = 811.07) is the best fitting model, while controlling for model complexity as
its BIC is markedly lower compared to the others.
The logit coefficient for CPT is 0.553, p < 0.01, OR = 1.739. This indicates
that a one unit increase in the picture’s CPT rating increases the odds of [being
at or above a particular Q-Sort score vs below] that particular Q-Sort score by
73.9%. Higher scoring pictures on robbery potential according to the
assumptions of CPT were rated higher on robbery likelihood than lower scoring
pictures on CPT. The opposite relationship was found for socioeconomic status.
The logit coefficient of the SES score is -1.50, p < 0.01, OR = 0.224.
Pictures with higher ratings on socioeconomic status were less likely to be
seen by university students to be suitable locations for robbery. With each one
unit increase in socioeconomic status score, the odds of [being at or above vs.
below] a particular Q-Sort score decreased by 77.6%. Additionally, the university
students’ ratings of the pictures on one of the five supplied constructs were
significantly related to their assessment of each picture’s robbery potential. If the
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Table 49: Results of Analysis 7 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of University Student Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model
(1) CPT only (2) SAT only
(3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.133***
0.125***
0.073***
0.071***
0.091***
(0.021)
(0.034)
(0.048)
(0.030)
(0.054)
(0.069)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.503***
0.474
0.285***
0.361
0.452
(0.050)
(0.096)
(0.163)
(0.108)
(0.268)
(0.332)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.562**
1.495
0.936
1.555
1.854
(0.129)
(0.290)
(0.513)
(0.346)
(1.148)
(1.360)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.801***
4.651***
3.031***
6.077**
7.028***
(0.447)
(1.002)
(1.642)
(1.135)
(4.530)
(5.223)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
18.114***
17.544***
11.940***
27.320***
30.393***
(2.569)
(5.112)
(7.007)
(4.974)
(21.154)
(23.483)
CPT score
1.449***
1.698***
1.963***
1.739***
(0.159)
(0.264)
(0.309)
(0.298)
PSAT score
1.216
0.767
0.617
0.635
(0.166)
(0.148)
(0.120)
(0.143)
SAT interaction
0.964
0.954
0.955
0.978
(0.031)
(0.031)
(0.031)
(0.033)
Socioeconomic status
0.100***
0.224***
(0.040)
(0.098)
From/not from neighborhood
0.982
(0.054)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.894
(0.058)
Police called rarely/often
1.308***
(0.089)
Trouble step in/look away
1.091
(0.078)
People get along/go own
1.120
way
(0.085)
Log likelihood
-409.1
-403.3
-407.4
-401.4
-383.9
-367.2
BIC
845.59
839.46
853.26
846.69
817.09
811.07
ꭓ2
11.45
3.275
14.91
46.97
75.49
Observations (L1) = 240, Respondents (L2) = 20, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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participants thought that police were more likely to be called to a location they
had a higher odds of rating the pictures higher on robbery opportunity (OR =
1.308).
Analysis 8
The second group of analyses operationalize the moral context of the
setting differently and are shown in Table 50. Here the expert ratings of the
extent to which the setting in each image aligned with the assumptions of SAT
were multiplied by each individual participant’s rating of each picture on supplied
construct D (if there is minor trouble here, people will look the other way). Model
5 (log likelihood = -370.4, BIC = 811.99) provides the best fit to the data, while
controlling for model complexity.
While none of the main theoretical predictors of interest remained so in the
final model, the PSAT score was statistically significant and produced the
anticipated impact on the outcome in models 2 and 3. In the latter model, this
effect existed even with the addition of CPT, which was non-significant. The
impact of PSAT, however, was rendered non-significant once socioeconomic
status was incorporated. In the final model, the students related their rankings of
the picture on supplied construct C, whether police were likely called to the area
rarely versus often, and their judgements of the socioeconomic status of the
areas in the pictures with the outcome. As in analysis 7, the logit coefficient for
socioeconomic status remained -1.49, p < 0.01, OR = 0.226. Also, as in analysis
pictures where the university students thought that police would be called often
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Table 50: Results of Analysis 8 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of University Student Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model (1) CPT only (2) SAT only (3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.133***
0.196***
0.203***
0.047***
0.116***
(0.021)
(0.034)
(0.057)
(0.059)
(0.020)
(0.079)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.503***
0.757
0.792
0.205***
0.556
(0.050)
(0.096)
(0.182)
(0.192)
(0.078)
(0.367)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.562
2.415***
2.539***
0.723
2.240
(0.129)
(0.290)
(0.590)
(0.629)
(0.262)
(1.485)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.801***
7.638***
8.043***
2.409**
8.334***
(0.447)
(1.002)
(2.066)
(2.202)
(0.888)
(5.618)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
18.114***
29.400***
31.067***
9.541***
35.686***
(2.569)
(5.112)
(9.882)
(10.527)
(3.951)
(25.118)
CPT score
1.449***
1.201
1.382
1.494
(0.159)
(0.151)
(0.183)
(0.235)
PSAT score
1.070***
1.056***
1.021
0.992
(0.017)
(0.019)
(0.020)
(0.024)
SAT interaction
1.000
0.999
0.997
1.000
(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.005)
(0.006)
Socioeconomic status
0.145***
0.226***
(0.060)
(0.097)
From/not from neighborhood
0.945
(0.050)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.874
(0.056)
Police called rarely/often
1.352***
(0.090)
People get along/go own way
1.125
(0.083)
Log likelihood
-409.1
-403.3
-399.6
-398.6
-387.2
-370.4
BIC
845.59
839.46
837.6
840.96
823.67 (NC)
811.99
ꭓ2
11.45
18.39
20.48
41.16
70.84
Observations (L1) = 240, Respondents (L2) = 20, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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were rated higher on robbery potential than scenes where these individuals
thought police were called rarely (OR = 1.352).
Analysis 9
The results from the next set of analyses, where the combination of the
moral context of the setting is additive instead of multiplicative yet the other
characteristics remain the same, are practically identical to analysis 8. As before,
in the best fitting model while controlling for model complexity (model 5, log
likelihood = -370.3, BIC = 811.83) only socioeconomic status (OR = 0.227, p <
0.01) and the student rankings of construct C (OR = 1.354) were statistically
related to the outcome and in the same direction as in the previous analyses.
See Table 51 below. As seen before, no theoretical predictors from CPT or SAT
remained statistically significant in the final model. Yet again, the PSAT score
was statistically significant in models 2 and 3 with the effect operating in the
anticipated direction prior to the addition of socioeconomic status.
Analysis 10
Table 52 details the results from the analysis of university student ratings
where criminal propensity is operationalized according to whether the respondent
had ever committed or known someone who had committed a robbery and moral
context was rated by subject matter experts. The best fitting model while
controlling for model complexity was the final version (model 5, log likelihood = 367.4, BIC = 811.47).
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Table 51: Results of Analysis 9 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of University Student Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Cut 1 Constant
Cut 2 Constant
Cut 3 Constant
Cut 4 Constant
Cut 5 Constant
CPT score
PSAT score
SAT interaction
Socioeconomic status

Null Model
0.091***
(0.021)
0.333***
(0.050)
1.000
(0.129)
3.000***
(0.447)
11.000***
(2.569)

(1) CPT only
0.133***
(0.034)
0.503***
(0.096)
1.562
(0.290)
4.801***
(1.002)
18.114***
(5.112)
1.449***
(0.159)

(2) SAT only
0.196***
(0.057)
0.760
(0.182)
2.423***
(0.591)
7.664***
(2.070)
29.522***
(9.914)
1.071***
(0.017)
1.003
(0.010)

(3) CPT & SAT
0.204***
(0.059)
0.795
(0.192)
2.548***
(0.630)
8.070***
(2.207)
31.153***
(10.546)
1.194
(0.150)
1.057***
(0.019)
1.002
(0.010)

From/not from neighborhood
Few/a lot of people walking
Police called rarely/often
People get along/go own
way
Log likelihood
-409.1
-403.3
-399.6
-398.6
BIC
845.59
839.46
837.5
840.98
ꭓ2
11.45
18.55
20.46
Observations (L1) = 240, Respondents (L2) = 20, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses

(4) CPT, SAT & SES
0.048***
(0.021)
0.207***
(0.078)
0.731
(0.265)
2.436
(0.897)
9.642***
(3.989)
1.373
(0.181)
1.022
(0.020)
0.999
(0.010)
0.146***
(0.060)

(5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
0.118***
(0.080)
0.566
(0.372)
2.280
(1.507)
8.487***
(5.704)
36.400***
(25.552)
1.486
(0.234)
0.993
(0.023)
1.004
(0.010)
0.227***
(0.098)
0.943
(0.050)
0.876
(0.056)
1.354***
(0.090)
1.125

(0.083)
-387.3
-370.3
823.92
811.83
40.96
70.99
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjuste
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Table 52: Results of Analysis 10 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of University Student Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model (1) CPT only (2) SAT only (3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.133***
0.141***
0.088***
0.014***
0.096***
(0.021)
(0.034)
(0.054)
(0.037)
(0.007)
(0.073)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.503***
0.522
0.334***
0.061***
0.474
(0.050)
(0.096)
(0.180)
(0.125)
(0.029)
(0.347)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.562
1.578
1.040
0.220***
1.942
(0.129)
(0.290)
(0.543)
(0.383)
(0.100)
(1.420)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.801***
4.751***
3.224***
0.743
7.353***
(0.447)
(1.002)
(1.688)
(1.211)
(0.334)
(5.448)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
18.114***
17.542***
12.256***
2.966
31.782***
(2.569)
(5.112)
(7.056)
(5.132)
(1.423)
(24.491)
CPT score
1.449***
1.663***
1.942***
1.729***
(0.159)
(0.256)
(0.303)
(0.296)
PSAT score
1.202
0.773
0.607**
0.630
(0.165)
(0.149)
(0.118)
(0.145)
SAT interaction
1.061
1.069
1.099
1.020
(0.125)
(0.125)
(0.128)
(0.124)
Socioeconomic status
0.098***
0.227***
(0.039)
(0.099)
From/not from neighborhood
0.980
(0.055)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.897
(0.058)
Police called rarely/often
1.308***
(0.089)
Trouble step in/look away
1.097
(0.077)
People get along/go own way
1.122
(0.086)
Log likelihood
-409.1
-403.3
-408.0
-402.3
-384.6
-367.4
BIC
845.59
839.46
854.29
848.44
818.44
811.47
ꭓ2
11.45
2.261
13.27
45.53
75.23
Observations (L1) = 240, Respondents (L2) = 20, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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Here, CPT is predictive of the students’ ratings of the robbery potential of
the street images. With each one unit increase in CPT score, as rated by the
experts, the odds of [being at or above vs. below] a particular Q-Sort score
increased by 72.9% (p < 0.01). Also significant, as in the other analyses, were
socioeconomic status and student ratings on construct C (how often police are
called to the location). These two factors impacted the Q-Sort ratings in the same
manner as before (OR = 0.227 and OR = 1.308, respectively).
Analysis 11
The next analysis of the university student data uses the same
operationalization of criminal propensity as the previous one. Moral context,
however, is modeled as a multiplicative interaction between expert ratings and
each picture’s rating on supplied construct D (if there is minor trouble here,
people will look the other way). The results are shown in Table 53. Model 5
provided the best fit for the data in this series (log likelihood = -370.1, BIC =
811.43), while controlling for model complexity. In the final model, none of the
theoretical constructs from CPT and SAT were statistically predictive of the
university students’ Q-Sort scores. The impact of PSAT, however, emerges in
models 2 and 3 prior to the addition of socioeconomic status, as was seen
before. As in the other analyses, socioeconomic status and ratings of the pictures
on construct C (frequency at which police were summoned to the area) were
predictive of the outcomes and in the same directions (OR = 0.224 and OR =
1.362, respectively).
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Table 53: Results of Analysis 11 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of University Student Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model
(1) CPT only
(2) SAT only (3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.133***
0.195***
0.202***
0.048***
0.113***
(0.021)
(0.034)
(0.056)
(0.059)
(0.021)
(0.077)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.503***
0.753
0.789
0.207***
0.545
(0.050)
(0.096)
(0.181)
(0.191)
(0.078)
(0.358)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.562
2.402***
2.529***
0.730
2.207
(0.129)
(0.290)
(0.587)
(0.626)
(0.264)
(1.456)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.801***
7.617***
8.039***
2.439**
8.214***
(0.447)
(1.002)
(2.059)
(2.200)
(0.898)
(5.508)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
18.114***
29.448***
31.226***
9.695***
35.060***
(2.569)
(5.112)
(9.909)
(10.600)
(4.016)
(24.556)
CPT score
1.449***
1.205
1.379
1.496
(0.159)
(0.151)
(0.181)
(0.234)
PSAT score
1.068***
1.053***
1.020
0.997
(0.018)
(0.020)
(0.021)
(0.024)
SAT interaction
1.012
1.014
1.011
0.985
(0.019)
(0.019)
(0.019)
(0.019)
Socioeconomic status
0.147***
0.224***
(0.061)
(0.096)
From/not from
0.939
neighborhood
(0.050)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.871
(0.056)
Police called rarely/often
1.362***
(0.092)
People get along/go own
1.121
way
(0.082)
Log likelihood
-409.1
-403.3
-399.4
-398.3
-387.1
-370.1
BIC
845.59
839.46
837.25
840.50
823.61
811.43
ꭓ2
11.45
18.71
20.99
41.32
71.13
Observations (L1) = 240, Respondents (L2) = 20, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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Analysis 12
In the final analysis of this subset of the data, criminal propensity and
moral context were operationalized in the same manner as the prior analysis but
the interaction of moral context was additive rather than multiplicative. The
results of this analysis are shown in Table 54 and are very similar to those seen
in analysis 11. The best fitting model while controlling for model complexity was
the final one in the series (model 5, log likelihood = -369.7, BIC = 810.56). As
before, CPT and SAT were not statistically related to the Q-Sort ratings of the
university students but socioeconomic status and ratings on construct C were
(OR = 0.245 and OR = 1.354, respectively). Yet again, in models 2 and 3 PSAT
has the expected, statistically significant impact on the outcome prior to
socioeconomic status being considered.
Summary of University Student Responses
As before, the outcomes for this set of analyses depended on the
operationalization of criminal propensity, moral context and the interaction of the
two. In the best fitting models while also controlling for complexity, the traditional
methodology, which used standardized scores of morality and self-control for
each respondent as his or her measure of criminal propensity and expert ratings
of the pictures on SAT to represent moral context, showed that picture scores on
CPT were positively related to the outcome. The same effect was also found with
criminal propensity was operationalized as the university students’ answers to
whether they or someone they knew had ever committed a robbery. The other
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Table 54: Results of Analysis 12 Multilevel Ordinal Logistic Regression of University Student Q-Sort Ratings of Pictures on Robbery Potential
VARIABLES
Null Model
(1) CPT only (2) SAT only (3) CPT & SAT (4) CPT, SAT & SES (5) CPT, SAT, SES & SC
Cut 1 Constant
0.091***
0.133***
0.520
0.505
0.100***
0.138***
(0.021)
(0.034)
(0.208)
(0.203)
(0.056)
(0.101)
Cut 2 Constant
0.333***
0.503***
2.078
2.035
0.437
0.667
(0.050)
(0.096)
(0.787)
(0.773)
(0.230)
(0.472)
Cut 3 Constant
1.000
1.562
6.829***
6.732***
1.563
2.694
(0.129)
(0.290)
(2.697)
(2.663)
(0.816)
(1.914)
Cut 4 Constant
3.000***
4.801***
22.114***
21.856***
5.276***
10.061***
(0.447)
(1.002)
(9.322)
(9.227)
(2.811)
(7.261)
Cut 5 Constant
11.000***
18.114***
86.556***
85.907***
21.156***
43.440***
(2.569)
(5.112)
(40.958)
(40.664)
(12.060)
(32.683)
CPT score
1.449***
1.194
1.319
1.426
(0.159)
(0.142)
(0.162)
(0.212)
PSAT score
1.282***
1.244***
1.136
1.062
(0.063)
(0.066)
(0.064)
(0.072)
SAT interaction
1.006
1.010
1.009
0.964
(0.036)
(0.036)
(0.036)
(0.035)
Socioeconomic status
0.178***
0.245***
(0.074)
(0.106)
From/not from neighborhood
0.935
(0.050)
Few/a lot of people walking
0.874
(0.056)
Police called rarely/often
1.354***
(0.092)
People get along/go own way
1.075
(0.079)
Log likelihood
-409.1
-403.3
-395.2
-394.0
-385.2
-369.7
BIC
845.59
839.46
828.67
831.91
819.73
810.56
ꭓ2
11.45
26.79
28.93
44.81
71.71
Observations (L1) = 240, Respondents (L2) = 20, Odds ratios, Std. errors in parentheses
* p<0.1 ** p<0.05 *** p<0.01 (Bonferroni adjusted)
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models in the series that used different methods to represent CPT and SAT did
not show that either theoretical construct was predictive of the dependent
variable.
Like the probationers and parolees, in some models the university
students’ perceptions of robbery likelihood were linked with the pictures’ expert
ratings on CPT. These effects were in the anticipated direction; higher scoring
pictures on CPT, as rated by the experts, were also more likely to be perceived
as opportune locations for robberies when compared to their lower scoring
counterparts. In the final models, SAT was not significantly related to the picture
assessments of robbery potential. This finding refutes the hypothesis posed in
research question 1.
Worth noting, however, is the significant positive relationship between the
PSAT score and the student rankings of robbery potential in some of the
preliminary models. Before the addition of socioeconomic status, a picture’s
score on this indicator was related to the outcome and this effect remained even
after the subsequent inclusion of CPT, which was non-significant. This finding
emerged on multiple occasions and depended on the operationalization of
criminal propensity and the setting moral context. For the latter, it appeared when
expert ratings were combined with respondent rankings on supplied construct D
(if there is minor trouble people will look the other way).
For this subset of study participants, in every model socioeconomic status
and the student ratings of each picture on how often police would be called to
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that location were consistent predictors of the pictures’ ratings on robbery
likelihood. Socioeconomic status was negatively related to picture ratings on
robbery potential while the likelihood that police would be summoned to the area
shown in the pictures was positively related to the same outcome. As in the
probationer and parolee ratings of the pictures, the best fitting model in each
analysis was the most inclusive one (model 5), which incorporated CPT, SAT
components, SES, and the picture ratings on the supplied constructs.
Best Fitting Model Comparisons
The next series of tables presents comparisons of the best fitting models
for each operationalization of SAT for the probationer/parolee and university
student samples. Of interest here is how model fit, while considering additional
complexity, over the analysis series changes with the addition of SAT as a
predictor to CPT and vice versa. Decreases in the BIC value indicated
improvements or deteriorations in model fit and were interpreted using Long’s
(1997) benchmarks. Column D in each table notes the BIC value change after
SAT is added to a model with CPT and column G presents the same once CPT
is added to SAT. This information allows one to assess improvement in the
resulting model after each theory’s predictive ability was added to the others. The
tables are also distinguished by type of SAT influence, with those describing the
impact of only the interaction preceding those presenting the impact of the main
and interaction effects. The bold outlined cell or cells highlight the best fitting
model for each series. If either CPT or SAT was significantly related to the Q-Sort
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ranking that is noted in parentheses in each cell with the direction of the effect
(e.g. (CPT +) or (SAT -)).
Table 55 and Table 56 indicate that, for the series of models which
attempted to assess the impact of only the interaction effect of SAT, the best
fitting model for the Q-Sort data only incorporated CPT as a predictor (BIC values
of 803.12 and 839.46, respectively). The decreases in BIC values between the
best fitting models and the null model, however, were minor and each less than
10. The impact of CPT was positive and significant in all models. Column G in
Table 56 further shows that there is positive to strong evidence that the addition
of CPT to an SAT model improved its fit to the student responses. This was not
the case, however, for the probationers and parolees as Table 55 does not
indicate that the same addition improved the model fit while controlling for added
complexity. SAT, regardless of how it was operationalized, was not statistically
related to the outcome. In both tables, column D further indicates that, when SAT
was added to the CPT model, there was positive evidence that it did not perform
as well in fitting the data, while controlling for model complexity.
More complicated relationships between the theoretical
operationalizations emerge from the models which attempted to model both the
main and interaction effects of SAT on the outcome. Table 57 shows that the
best fitting models for probationers and parolees ratings combined both CPT and
SAT (equivalent BIC values of 790.69). Out of all the models constructed in this
study, this combination of predictors most closely approximated the Part I data.
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Table 55: Probationer / Parolees - Interaction Only
A
B
Operationalizations of SAT
Null Model CPT BIC
BIC
Wald ꭓ2
PSAT score*Crim Propensity
804.4222
803.1214

PSAT score*Been a robber

(CE*PSAT score)*Crim
Propensity
(CE*PSAT score)*Been a
robber
(CE + PSAT score)*Crim
Propensity
(CE + PSAT score)*Been a
robber

6.69
(0.0097)
(CPT +)

BIC
Change
from null
-1.3008

C
CPT + SAT BIC
Wald ꭓ2
808.5443
6.70 (0.0351)

D
BIC Change
+5.4229

E
SAT BIC
Wald ꭓ2
809.8515
0.00 (0.9940)

F
SAT + CPT BIC
Wald ꭓ2
808.5443
6.70 (0.0351)

G
BIC Change
-1.3072

(CPT +)
808.153
7.07 (0.0292)

+5.0316

809.8447
0.01 (0.9339)

(CPT +)
808.153
7.07 (0.0292)

-1.6917

(CPT +)
808.4956
6.75 (0.0341)

+5.3742

809.8492
0.00 (0.9612)

(CPT +)
808.4956
6.75 (0.0341)

-1.3536

(CPT +)
808.5031
6.74 (0.0344)

+5.3817

809.1515
0.70 (0.4031)

(CPT +)
808.5031
6.74 (0.0344)

-0.6484

(CPT +)
808.5473
6.70 (0.0351)

+5.4259

809.8458
0.01 (0.9399)

(CPT +)
808.5473
6.70 (0.0351)

-1.2985

(CPT +)
807.9758
7.26 (0.0265)

+4.8544

808.9879
0.86 (0.3530)

(CPT +)
807.9758
7.26 (0.0265)

-1.0121

(CPT +)
(CPT +)
The bold outlined cell or cells highlight the best fitting model for each series while controlling for model complexity.
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Table 56: University Students - Interaction Only
A
B
Operationalizations of SAT
Null Model CPT BIC
BIC
Wald ꭓ2
PSAT score*Crim Propensity
845.5879
839.4602

PSAT score*Been a robber

(CE*PSAT score)*Crim
Propensity
(CE*PSAT score)*Been a
robber
(CE + PSAT score)*Crim
Propensity
(CE + PSAT score)*Been a
robber

C
CPT + SAT BIC
Wald ꭓ2
843.1051
13.27 (0.0013)

D
BIC Change
+3.6449

E
SAT BIC
Wald ꭓ2
849.8362
1.23 (0.2671)

F
SAT + CPT BIC
Wald ꭓ2
843.1051
13.27 (0.0013)

G
BIC
Change
-6.7311

11.45
(0.0007)

(CPT +)
844.761
11.66 (0.0029)

+5.3008

850.591
0.48 (0.4893)

(CPT +)
844.761
11.66 (0.0029)

-5.83

(CPT +)

(CPT +)
844.2653
12.11 (0.0023)

+4.8051

850.7203
0.35 (0.5563)

(CPT +)
844.2653
12.11 (0.0023)

-6.455

(CPT +)
842.5941
13.88 (0.0010)

+3.1339

847.9705
3.12 (0.0774)

(CPT +)
842.5941
13.88 (0.0010)

-5.3764

(CPT +)
844.8285
11.56 (0.0031)

+5.2406

851.0643
0.00 (0.9483)

(CPT +)
844.8285
11.56 (0.0031)

-6.2358

(CPT +)
843.7928
12.64 (0.0018)

+4.3326

849.9422
1.13 (0.2875)

(CPT +)
843.7928
12.64 (0.0018)

-6.1494

BIC
Change
From null
-6.1277

(CPT +)
(CPT +)
The bold outlined cell or cells highlight the best fitting model for each series while controlling for model complexity.
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Table 57: Probationers / Parolees - Main Effect + Interaction Term
Operationalizations of SAT

A
Null Model
BIC

B
CPT BIC
Wald ꭓ2

PSAT score*Crim Propensity

804.4222

803.1214

D
BIC Change

E
SAT BIC
Wald ꭓ2

-12.4336

815.4745
5.23 (0.1556)

F
SAT + CPT
BIC
Wald ꭓ2
790.6878
33.01 (<0.001)

(CPT +, SAT -)
791.0137
32.81 (<0.001)

-12.1077

815.4741
5.23 (0.1554)

(CPT +, SAT -)
791.0137
32.81 (<0.001)

-24.4604

(CPT +, SAT -)
818.4579
7.63 (0.1063)

+15.3365

(SAT -)
817.892
2.81 (0.4216)

(CPT +, SAT -)
818.4579
7.63 (0.1063)

+0.5659

(CPT +)
819.2842
6.79 (0.1472)

+16.1628

818.8118
1.90 (0.5939)

(CPT +)
819.2842
6.79 (0.1472)

+0.4724

(CE + PSAT score)*Crim
Propensity

(CPT +)
813.7267
12.21 (0.0159)

+10.6053

812.3544
8.27 (0.0407)

(CPT +)
813.7267
12.21 (0.0159)

+1.3723

(CE + PSAT score)*Been a
robber

(CPT, SAT +)
813.7432
12.17 (0.0161)

+10.6218

(SAT +)
812.3371
8.31 (0.0401)

(CPT, SAT +)
813.7432
12.17 (0.0161)

+1.4061

(CPT +)
PSAT score*Been a robber

6.69
(0.0097)

(CE*PSAT score)*Crim
Propensity
(CE*PSAT score)*Been a
robber

BIC Change
from null
-1.3008

C
CPT + SAT
BIC
Wald ꭓ2
790.6878
33.01 (<0.001)

G
BIC Change
-24.7867

(CPT, SAT +)
(SAT +)
(CPT, SAT +)
Recoded (bottom 67% of GMC value in either main effect coded as 0)
The bold outlined cell or cells highlight the best fitting model for each series while controlling for model complexity.
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The best fitting operationalization of SAT was the traditional combination
of the partial SAT score multiplied by the respondent’s criminal propensity score.
The addition of CPT to SAT in this model resulted in a substantial decrease in
the BIC value by 24.79. In those models CPT was positively associated with
higher Q-Sort rankings on robbery potential, while SAT was negatively
associated with the same outcome. CPT was consistently positively related to the
outcome, regardless of model. Column G shows that, when SAT strictly used the
PSAT score as a measure of setting moral context, there was very strong
evidence that the addition of CPT improved model fit.
.

On the other hand, the direction of the impact of SAT on the outcome

changed depending on how it was operationalized. When represented as a
multiplicative combination of the partial SAT score and criminal propensity or the
partial SAT score and the respondent’s answer to whether he or she had ever
committed or known someone who had committed a robbery, SAT was
negatively related to higher Q-Sort rankings. The opposite is true when SAT was
represented as the partial SAT score added to each picture’s rating on supplied
construct D, which was then multiplied by the standard measure of each
respondent’s score on criminal propensity or their answer to the “ever been or
known a robber” question.
Also, for the first two operationalizations of SAT, there was very strong
evidence of improved model fit once SAT was added to CPT. In the other four
operationalizations of SAT, the opposite happened; there was very strong
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evidence that the addition of SAT to CPT worsened the model fit, while
controlling for model complexity.
Table 58 shows that the best fitting model for university students, which
included both the main and interaction effects of SAT, was the SAT only model
that operationalized the interaction as the additive combination of the picture’s
collective efficacy score (from construct D) with its expert ratings on partial SAT,
which was then multiplied by the respondent’s criminal propensity score (BIC
value of 832.74). There was a notable reduction in the BIC value for this model
when compared to the null model, with a difference of over 12.
Column D indicates that, except when SAT was operationalized using the
additive combination of the picture attributes, there was strong to very strong
evidence addition of SAT to CPT resulted in declining model fit while controlling
for increased complexity. Column G shows strong evidence that the additional of
CPT to SAT improved model fit, when the setting moral context was only
represented by expert PSAT ratings.
Summary of Predictions of Q-Sort Rankings of Robbery Potential
The varied operationalization for SAT affected the significance and
direction of the outcomes. This was seen throughout these analyses and is an
important methodological consideration for future research in this area. For both
groups, CPT was consistently related, and in the expected direction, to ratings of
a setting’s robbery potential. Alternatively, and contrary to what was
hypothesized, SAT was related in the opposite direction to the outcome as rated
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Table 58: University Students - Main effect + Interaction Term
A
B
C
Operationalizations of SAT
Null Model CPT BIC
CPT + SAT BIC
BIC
Wald ꭓ2
Wald ꭓ2
PSAT score*Crim Propensity 845.5879
839.4602
850.5113
16.46 (0.0025)
(CPT +)
(CPT +)
PSAT score*Been a robber
11.45
851.8926
(0.0007)
15.27 (0.0042)
(CE*PSAT score)*Crim
Propensity
(CE*PSAT score)*Been a
robber

BIC
Change
from null
-6.1277

D
BIC Change
+11.0511

+12.4324

(CPT +)
846.0848
20.83 (0.0003)

+6.6246

(SAT +)
845.4955
21.49 (0.0003)

+6.0353

(SAT +)

(CE + PSAT score)*Crim
Propensity

836.0116
30.22 (<0.001)

(CE + PSAT score)*Been a
robber

(SAT +)
837.2251
29.11 (<0.001)

-3.4486

-2.2351

E
SAT BIC
Wald ꭓ2
856.9265
5.08 (0.1660)

F
SAT + CPT BIC
Wald ꭓ2
850.5113
16.46 (0.0025)

G
BIC Change

(SAT +)
857.9344
4.08 (0.2532)

(CPT +)
851.8926
15.27 (0.0042)

-6.0418

842.7268
18.86 (0.0003)

(CPT +)
846.0848
20.83 (0.0003)

+3.358

(SAT +)
842.4608
18.94 (0.0003)

(SAT +)
845.4955
21.49 (0.0003)

+3.0347

(SAT +)

(SAT +)

832.7447
28.33 (<0.001)

836.0116
30.22 (<0.001)

(SAT +)
834.0524
26.86 (<0.001)

(SAT +)
837.2251
29.11 (<0.001)

-6.4152

+3.2669

+3.1727

(SAT +)
(SAT +)
(SAT +)
Recoded (bottom 67% of GMC value in either main effect coded as 0)
The bold outlined cell or cells highlight the best fitting model for each series while controlling for model complexity.
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by the probationers and parolees. For the students, SAT was not significantly
associated with their ratings. Comparisons of the differential additive effect of the
theories on model fit while considering complexity showed mixed impacts for
both theories and depended heavily on the specific operationalization of SAT.
Summary of Part I Findings
Twenty college students and 20 probationers and parolees took part in the
interview component of the study. The probationer/parolee group was on
average older and more likely to be male, African American, Hispanic, have
committed or known someone who committed a robbery or was arrested for
committing a robbery, and have known someone who has been a victim of
robbery than the university student group. The members of the
probationer/parolee group had a slightly higher (though non-significant)
standardized criminal propensity score when compared to the university
students.
Picture D was selected as the location with the highest robbery potential
by both the probationer/parolee and student groups. Feedback from the
probationer/parolee group about the rationale for this selection included its
perception of the likelihood that there would be money at the location and escape
would be easy. Both groups noted the flow of foot traffic through the area as
another feature that would promote robberies. Both subject matter experts who
ranked Picture D on robbery potential according to CPT and SAT believed that it
would score high on those respective scales.
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The groups differed in terms of which picture they believed presented the
location with the lowest robbery potential. For this selection, the
probationer/parolee group chose Picture K. Justifications for this choice included
the opinion that it showed a more upscale area and there was too much foot
traffic there to ensure a successful getaway. The university student group
thought the area in Picture E, its lowest ranking picture on robbery potential, was
clean and benefitted from ample security. Interestingly, expert raters thought that
both pictures ranked low according to CPT but high according to SAT on robbery
potential.
More in-depth comparisons of the group rankings revealed tremendous
agreement at the high end of the robbery potential spectrum. Both groups rated
the same five pictures as the showing the highest robbery potential in the same
order (D, H, A, F and G respectively). This exact agreement in the group ratings,
however, diverges from that point on, though not to an extreme degree. Overall,
there were no striking or significant differences in how both groups used the
supplied scales to categorize the pictures. There were also some moderate
correlations between how the images were described using the scales and how
they were rated according to SAT and CPT.
The most likely interpretation for the main component of the centered
picture scores on the one-dimensional analysis for the probationer/parolee group
is it reflected whether the area was exclusively commercial or residential. The
two-dimensional analysis on these data revealed that the second dimension
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represented whether the area shows a location with mixed land usage or is
strictly commercial.
For the university students, the first component reflected their perceptions
of how many people walk through the area on a typical weekday afternoon, with
pictures showing commercial locations scoring highest on this dimension. A
second dimension for this group seemed to tap into whether the location featured
experienced more local pedestrian traffic than larger commercial areas which
attract people from outside of the vicinity.
Individual level PCAs for the probationers and parolees revealed that
residential areas appeared to be places where there is more anti-social behavior
and a lot of pedestrian movement. This is contrary to what is assumed by both
CPT and SAT. For this group, there also seemed to be different expectations for
codes of conduct in the central business district than there was in a
neighborhood location. Also, the probationers and parolees could have been
making assumptions about the lack of collective efficacy in the residential areas,
which might explain why they were seen an having low moral context. The
university students appeared to be making important structural inferences based
on the perceived socioeconomic status of the areas in the pictures, even after an
attempt was made by the researcher to standardize these characteristics
throughout the picture set. That respondents were reacting to elements in the
pictures which were not intended to be perceived is an important study limitation.
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The final set of the analyses for Part I used a series of multilevel ordinal
logistic regression analyses to predict the impact of picture and participant
characteristics on the formers’ ratings of the robbery potential of the images. The
best fitting probationer/parolee model (Analysis 4) used each participant’s
response to whether he or she has ever robbed someone before or known
someone else who has committed robbery as a proxy for criminal propensity. Like
the first set of analyses, the PSAT score was based on expert ratings of the robbery
potential of the picture according to SAT, and the interaction of the criminal
propensity and criminogenic context of the setting was multiplicative. In the final
iteration of model, higher scoring pictures on robbery potential according to the
assumptions of CPT were rated higher on robbery potential than lower scoring
pictures on CPT. The opposite relationship was found for PSAT.
In the best fitting university student model (Analysis 7) criminal propensity
was operationalized as the standardized scores of the morality and self-control
scales, the PSAT score was based on expert ratings, and the interaction of the
criminal propensity and criminogenic context of the setting was multiplicative. In
the final model, higher scoring pictures on robbery potential according to the
assumptions of CPT were rated higher on robbery likelihood than lower scoring
pictures on CPT.
Preliminary iterations of models in several analyses linked SAT with
assessments of robbery potential, even after CPT was added. Though this effect
did not remain once factors outside of the immediate theory testing space
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including socioeconomic status and the supplied constructs were considered, it
showed some support for the explanatory power of SAT. This impact, however,
depended on the specific operationalization of SAT.
A noteworthy finding is that the supplied construct ratings such as the
perceived socioeconomic status of the location and the likelihood of police being
called there were shown to affect the outcome in ways that are independent of
the theoretical picture scores themselves. This could mean that different physical
and social features of the environment are operating independently from the
features that align with the theories in question. This may suggest that CPT and
SAT’s conceptualization of the driving factors behind criminal events is
incomplete without accounting for these additional attributes.
Part I of the study yielding important insights about how concepts from
extant theory align with peoples’ perceptions of settings and for the design of the
ABM in Part II. From a theoretical standpoint, land use, the amount of foot traffic,
and differential expectations of whether moral rules would be enforced at a
location impacted how individuals characterized crime prone places. As a result,
the model, whose results are described in the next section, was constructed to
naturally encourage varied densities of agent movement along travel routes and
varied assignments of low moral context to different intersection types.
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Part II: Simulation Results
Introduction
The following section presents the results from an agent-based simulation
model, designed to generate robberies in a digital streetscape using guidelines
aligned with the criminological theories of interest. It begins with a description of
how this model was enhanced by the Part I findings, which informed how agents
moved and moral context attributes were assigned to intersections. A
subsequent description of the simulation sub models contrasts them and restates
key hypotheses. An outline follows of model stability testing performed prior to
conducting the experiments. The primary dependent variable of interest is then
described. The section next presents resulting high-level outcome statistics from
each sub model including its ability to reproduce key stylistic facts found in the
extant literature. This chapter concludes with the main statistical analysis of the
dependent variable.
Incorporating Part I Results
In line with Palinkas and colleague’s (2011) work highlighting how
qualitative data can inform subsequent quantitative efforts, findings from the
probationer/parolee and university student interviews aided in developing the
agent-based simulation model. Both groups’ responses indicated that the amount
of foot traffic in a place mattered and affected their perceptions of robbery
potential. Consequently, the simulation model employed both major and minor
streets. Like the real world, the combination of which organized travel and shifted
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most agent movement along a finite number of heavily trafficked corridors. This
ensured that travel between activity sites was not evenly distributed in the
environment and that some intersections would receive a great deal more agent
encounters than others.
The distributions of low moral context and agent work sites were assigned
to intersections to best reflect how commercial centers and workplaces tend to
cluster along larger travel corridors with increased visibility and accessibility,
while residences lie along smaller roads. As a result, this naturally concentrates
travel along major streets, a phenomenon which is confirmed by existing data,
because they offer quicker travel and connect people with a greater number of
destinations. Most work sites and low moral context assignments were
distributed to intersections where two major streets connected (major-major
intersections). Major-minor intersections had a smaller proportion of these
attributes while minor-minor intersections had the smallest. Because the Part I
data also confirmed that some residential areas were judged as opportune
places for robbery a small proportion of low moral context assignments were
allotted to these locations 42.

Appendix G outlines the specific parameters that were enabled at model initialization.
Additionally, the Partial SAT – Adjusted model was informed by the Part I findings. Since the
probationer and parolee respondents noted that many residential areas which SAT would
designate as lower risk for robbery were considered high risk for robbery, the HCP agents in this
sub model were only allowed to engage in robberies while in high moral context intersections.
Though they are not discussed in the main document, Appendix I presents the high-level
outcomes from this and one other sub model.
42
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Sub Model Descriptions
In total, five unique versions of the base model were created and tested.
Each of these five versions slightly differed with respect to some theoretical
mechanism. Different versions created controlled experiments. Each unique
version of the model is hereafter referred to as a sub model. The sub models set
in motion different, theoretically based representations of behavior, thereby
allowing for varying outcomes. The outcomes from three of the five total sub
models are examined in this section 43. Table 59 describes the fundamental
distinctions between these sub models.
The first sub model incorporates theoretical processes described by the
environmental criminology perspective, including RAT, RC and CPT, and is
hereafter referred to as EC sub model. The decision-making processes occurring
in this sub model were based on those developed by Groff (2007a; 2007b;

This choice to remove two other sub models from the discussion of the main findings was
made to keep the focus on the clearest theoretical contrasts between EC and SAT. One of these
two sub Partial SAT, Adjusted, mirrors the Partial SAT sub model described above but only
allows HCP agents to commit robberies in high moral context intersection. This sub model was
originally designed because it provided an additional link with some unexpected qualitative
findings from Part I of this study, where probationers indicated that they saw enticing
opportunities for robbery in pictures showing high moral context (e.g. residential) areas. When
compared to its Partial SAT counterpart, however, this sub model has a pre-programmed result
given the unchanged ratio of high moral context to low moral context intersections and was not
found to be theoretically meaningful. The second sub model which was excluded from this
discussion of results allowed LCP agents to commit robberies when in low moral context
intersections. Termed Full SAT, Adjusted, this sub model attempted to determine what would
happen if those LCP agents could be induced by their non-rule abiding surroundings to commit
robberies. This model was ultimately not included because it generated outcomes from an
extremely different world. Applying additional attention to it would detract from the focus of this
research. High-level results from both Partial SAT, Adjusted and Full SAT, Adjusted sub models
are detailed in Appendix I.
43
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Table 59: Sub Model Attributes
Sub
Model

EC
Partial
SAT
Full SAT

HCP agents
assess risk
and reward?

HCP agents
assess moral
context of
intersection?

When moral context is assessed,
informal guardianship considered by
HCP agents in…
Low moral
High moral
context
context
intersections?
intersections?
Not relevant
Not relevant

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not relevant

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

2008a; 2008b). In this sub model, HCP agents, by default, already have made
the crime involvement decision. They can commit robbery at any intersection if
the situation is appropriate, meaning there is an opportunity and they are not
deterred by any informal guardians also present. Though moral context is
assigned to intersections in this sub model, HCP agents when deliberating about
robbery opportunity do not consider it. Turning to LCP agents, they do not
engage in deliberative decision-making about robbery at any intersection.
The next two models incrementally incorporate key aspects of SAT. The
second sub model, hereafter referred to as Partial SAT, incorporates the
interaction between criminal propensity and moral context, as outlined in SAT. In
this sub model, HCP agents engage in decision-making about robbery, including
assessing opportunity and informal guardianship, only when in low moral context
intersections. They do not perform the same deliberations when at high moral
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context intersections. At these intersections, HCP agents just do not offend. As
before, LCP agents do not offend in any location.
The third sub model, hereafter referred to as Full SAT, incorporates the
conditional relevance of controls as described by the theory. HCP agents can
offend in any intersection, regardless of moral context. When they are in low
moral context locations, however, they do not consider informal guardianship. If
targets are present, and no police present, they just rob. They do weigh the
informal guardianship, however, present when they are in high moral context
intersections. So, HCP agents will offend in high moral contexts if there are
targets but no police and insufficient informal guardianship. As in the other two
sub models, LCP agents do not consider offending at any place.
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses predict outcomes related to both levels of and
concentrations of robberies occurring across space. In the first line of inquiry
related of total amounts of offending, the EC sub model is expected to produce
the highest robbery counts in intersections with high traffic volumes, either the
major-major or major-minor intersections. The frequency of agent travel through
these locations increases robbery opportunities. As informal guardianship that
accompanies this traffic volume increases, however, so does the riskiness of
committing a robbery. As a reminder, robberies can be constrained by the
evaluation of informal guardianship. The HCP agent considering robbery does
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not offend once the amount of informal guardianship crosses a threshold value 44.
Because they experience less foot traffic, robberies in minor-minor intersections
will be less common. Turning to levels of spatial concentration, it is expected
given recent concentration work that typical amounts (4-6% of nodes accounting
for half of the crime prevalence) should emerge. Since moral context is not an
important factor in the agent decision-making in this model, robberies will be less
spatially concentrated than in the following SAT sub models.
The Partial SAT sub model adds to the EC sub model the influence of the
interaction of the criminal propensity of the agent with the moral context of the
intersection. When examining emerging counts of robbery, this alteration should
increase the likelihood that the crime will occur in low moral context nodes since
all opportunities occurring at these locations result in a robbery. Fewer robberies
in total, however, should emerge from this sub model compared to the EC sub
model. This is because, in the Partial SAT sub model, there are fewer
intersections in which robberies could take place. When again considering
concentration, because low moral context designations are more likely to be
assigned to major-major intersections than the other two intersection types, crime
should be markedly concentrated at these locations, especially when compared
to the preceding EC sub model. Robberies emerging from this sub model should

See the Behavior section in the Methodology chapter for a refresher on how HCP agents make
robbery decisions.
44
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be more spatially concentrated, in general, than either the EC or Full SAT sub
model.
In the Full SAT sub model, the conditional relevance of controls is
incorporated, in addition to the elements of the EC and Partial SAT sub model.
Guardianship is not considered by HCP agents in low moral context
intersections. For robberies, with this sub model even more should occur in these
locations because guardianship cannot deter offending. Since HCP agents can
offend in both low and high moral context intersections, the number of robberies
should increase, compared to the EC and Partial SAT sub models. From a crime
concentration perspective, the distribution of robberies over the environment
should be less spatially concentrated compared to the Partial SAT model. But,
since offending agents can rob at any type of intersection, it is unclear how the
concentration of robberies from this sub model will compare to those from the EC
sub model.
Model Stability
Following the same approach used in related research (Wang, Liu, & Eck,
2014), the coefficients of variation 45 in the resulting total number of robberies
from different versions of the base model were examined to test the stability of
the model. In total, 20 iterations of four different EC sub model versions were run.
Each iteration differed from the last by varying the random number seed. The first
45 These figures were calculated by taking the total number of robberies generated by each sub
model run, averaging them across a set number of sub model runs, and dividing them into their
standard deviations.
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of the 4 model versions set all parameters to a set of standard initialization
values for the experiments. The subsequent 3 versions differed drastically in one
way from the first (for example, increasing the number of agents or reducing the
size of the environment) but, otherwise, kept the same or a very similar model
configuration. The total numbers of robberies generated in each run were the
captured, a coefficient of variation for the increasing number of model runs was
calculated, and the resulting figures were plotted.
As shown in Figure 21, the coefficient of variation was generally very small
(with a maximum value of 0.026), indicating consistent outcomes across different
random number seeds within the same model set up. Though there was greater
variation in the outcomes with fewer runs, variation decreased with more runs
(i.e. more random starting seeds). With about 12 or more different random starts,
each version of the model generally produced stable coefficient of variation
values. As a result, the following experiments were conducted 12 times, each
iteration using a different random number seed.
Dependent Variable
The dependent variable is the average total number of robberies per
intersection, derived as follows. All the robberies occurring at each intersection in
the street grid (N = 625) are added up across all time steps in each run of the sub
model (N = 43,200). These 625 robbery totals are then averaged over the 12
random starts of that sub model. This yields 625 data points for each sub model,
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Stability testing
V1 - Average model (30 days, 100 x 100 grid, 1,200 agents)

Coefficient of Variation - Total Robberies

V2 - Reduce time (7 days)
V3 - Increase agents (2,400)

0.030

V4 - Reduce space (50 x 50 grid)

0.025
0.020
0.015
0.010
0.005
0.000

2

4

6

8

10
12
Number of Runs

14

16

18

20

Figure 21: Stability Testing Outcomes

one for each intersection. The three sub models generate a total of 1,875 data
points, creating a count variable. This variable aligns with the overall study focus,
to investigating robbery occurrences within specific, low-level geographic
locations, each with unique situational attributes.

Descriptive Statistics
Sub Model Level
This section details high level, sub model level results (Table 60). A more
detailed analysis of intersection level outcomes appears in a subsequent section.
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Table 60: High Level Outcomes by Sub Model
Outcome
Total number of
robberies

Sub Model

Mean

Min

Median

Max

SD

EC

12350.33

12198.00

12363.50

12567.00

111.47

Partial SAT

10180.25

9899.00

10229.00

10391.00

178.98

Full SAT

13984.75

13839.00

13994.50

14090.00

93.30

Average
Robberies per
Int

EC

19.08

19.00

19.00

20.00

0.29

Partial SAT

15.75

15.00

16.00

16.00

0.45

Full SAT

22.00

22.00

22.00

22.00

0.00

Number of
Unique HCP
Agents

EC

599.00

597.00

599.00

600.00

1.04

Partial SAT

596.50

594.00

596.00

600.00

1.78

Full SAT

599.92

599.00

600.00

600.00

0.29

EC

5061.08

4967.00

5063.50

5183.00

60.44

Partial SAT

4818.25

4710.00

4841.50

4902.00

55.96

Full SAT

4525.50

4341.00

4531.00

4638.00

101.99

EC

46.80

39.60

45.98

58.48

5.32

Partial SAT

73.41

65.92

72.52

87.32

5.95

Full SAT

167.51

126.48

174.56

198.00

21.94

EC

54.01

48.04

54.93

56.16

2.43

Partial SAT

41.24

36.64

41.73

43.17

1.77

Full SAT

48.01

45.17

47.34

52.44

2.10

EC

0.95

0.40

0.61

3.20

0.82

Partial SAT

0.24

0.07

0.14

0.97

0.26

Full SAT

0.49

0.21

0.36

1.70

0.43

Low moral
context int
robbery rate

EC

35.22

32.92

35.29

37.66

1.25

Partial SAT

88.52

86.08

88.95

90.36

1.56

Full SAT

91.83

88.14

91.23

95.88

2.53

High moral
context int
robbery rate

EC

16.27

15.57

16.35

16.71

0.32

Partial SAT

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Number of
Unique Victims
Major-major int
robbery rate
Major-minor int
robbery rate
Minor-minor int
robbery rate

Full SAT
6.71
5.84
6.89
7.26
Totals from each sub model (N = 3) averaged across random number seeds (N = 12)

0.46
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Each sub model contributes 12 different data points, 12 random starts, to its
average.
The greatest number of robberies was generated by the Full SAT sub
model, with slightly fewer than 14,000 on average. This contrasts with the Partial
SAT sub model, generating an average of approximately 10,180 per run, the
fewest of all the sub models. The same trends emerge from the average
robberies per intersection, which were further averaged over each random
number seed. This difference between the SAT sub model versions is expected:
the Full SAT sub model allowed HCP agents a greater number of intersections,
both high and low moral context intersections, for committing robberies.
Intriguingly, however, the Full SAT sub model produced a greater total
number of robberies and average number of robberies per intersection than the
EC sub model, where HCP agents also could rob at any intersection, regardless
of moral context. The likely explanation for the difference in this outcome is that,
in the Full SAT sub model HCP agents in low moral context intersections were
not constrained by evaluations of informal guardianship, as they were in the EC
sub model.
In all the sub models almost all unique HCP agents (596 to 599) robbed.
Changing certain elements of the decision-making process between EC and SAT
sub models apparently did not change crime involvement prevalence for
motivated HCP agents. Practically every single eligible HCP agent (N = 600) in
each sub model committed at least one robbery. The changes between sub
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models did little to affect whether they offended. Keep in mind when reviewing
remaining results; HCP agents in this model were extremely motivated to offend.
On average (approximately 5,061), the EC sub model produced the
greatest number of unique victims. The Full SAT sub model produced the
smallest average number of unique victims (approximately 4,526). This outcome
is especially intriguing given the fact that the Full SAT sub model also produced
the greatest average number of total robberies and robberies per intersection.
This finding would suggest that, when compared to the EC sub model, a smaller
number of victims are victimized repeatedly in the Full SAT sub model. This
aligns with extant victimization studies (Jennings, Piquero, & Reingle, 2012): the
prevalence of victimization is heavily concentrated across members of the
population. A more specific focus on the model’s victimization patterns follows in
a subsequent section.
Intersection level
As previously shown in Table 60, an examination of the average number
of robberies occurring at different intersection types according to traffic volume based on total robberies per intersection added across time steps and averaged
across the 12 random number seeds - reveals that major-major intersections
produced more than their major-minor and minor-minor nodes. Cross-classifying
by sub model, major-major intersections in the Full SAT sub model produced the
greatest average number of robberies at 167.51. This contrasted with minorminor intersections in the Partial SAT sub model, which, on average, generated
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0.24 robberies, the fewest of any intersection type/sub model combination. These
broad findings are anticipated. (1) there are naturally more pedestrian
convergences, thus more opportunities for robberies, at major-major
intersections compared to other intersection types. (2) the Full SAT sub model’s
design removed a restraint on the decision-making of HCP agents in low moral
context intersections. Since the largest proportion of low moral context locations
were located at major-major intersections, it would be expected that a greater
proportion of robberies occurred under these conditions than any others.
When focusing on major-minor intersections, however, the greatest
average number of robberies, 54.01, occurred in the EC sub model, rather than
either SAT sub model. This average outcome was also greater than the same
figure for major-major intersections in the EC sub model. Perhaps this finding
demonstrates the importance of informal guardianship. Even though there were
more convergences taking place at major-major intersections, there was also
more guardianship, which would prevent robberies. In major-minor intersections,
comparatively, it is likely that when convergences occurred, there was less
informal guardianship because there was also less traffic volume. Allowing moral
context to shape decision-making in both SAT-influenced sub models likely
counteracted this interaction because major-minor intersections were also more
likely to have been assigned high moral context and, thus, less likely to have
robberies occur at these locations.
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In all sub models, a greater average number of robberies occurred at low,
as compared to high, moral context intersections. This finding is expected given
both SAT sub models’ restraints on robbery deliberation at high moral context
intersections. Also, in the EC sub model, low moral context, although not
considered by the agents in robbery decision-making, was assigned to a larger
proportion of major-major and major-minor intersections, where there were also
greater amounts of traffic volume and, as a result, robbery opportunities.
Also, as expected, the Full SAT sub model had the highest average
number of robberies at low moral context intersections when compared to its
other sub model counterparts. The difference arises because, in that sub model,
HCP agents did not have to consider informal guardianship in low moral context
intersections.
This decision-making rule worked the opposite direction in high moral
context intersections, where the Full SAT sub model produced a lower average
number of robberies than the EC sub model, which had no such restraint. As
anticipated, there were no robberies occurring at high moral context intersections
in the Partial SAT sub model because the decision-making rules prevented them.
Additional outcomes from the intersection level appear in Table 61. The
unit of analysis has shifted from what was presented directly above. These
figures present outcomes, already averaged by random number seed (N = 12),
occurring at each intersection (N = 625). As a result, each sub model provides
625 data points for analysis. As before, the data indicate that the greatest
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Table 61: Aggregate Outcomes by Intersection
Outcome

Sub Model
EC
Total Number
Partial SAT
of Robberies
Full SAT
EC
Total
Partial SAT
Convergences
Full SAT
EC
Total
Partial SAT
Opportunities
Full SAT
EC
Total Police
Partial SAT
Full SAT
EC
Total Low
Crim. Prop.
Partial SAT
Agents
Full SAT
EC
Total High
Crim. Prop.
Partial SAT
Agents
Full SAT

Mean
Min
Median
Max
SD
19.76
0.00
18.92
66.08
10.87
16.29
0.00
13.25
99.42
15.49
22.38
0.00
15.42
106.83
20.42
7375.57
0.08
6815.75 22352.42 4238.65
7379.47
0.00
6805.25 22432.50 4244.87
7380.69
0.08
6802.83 22417.17 4244.53
5228.85
0.08
4819.17 16363.00 3221.42
5233.02
0.00
4788.67 16636.58 3232.13
5227.44
0.08
4792.83 16198.33 3218.81
10368.24 5316.50 10788.42 10974.67 1045.85
10368.24 5312.92 10785.42 10956.08 1040.11
10368.24 5339.33 10786.83 10937.67 1033.81
45762.23 27.42 40899.67 139193.25 29971.26
45763.31 25.50 40854.75 139305.17 29970.30
45779.24 25.42 40747.83 139280.33 29974.87
2405.58
1.42
2153.00
7421.08
1580.37
2407.54
2.17
2157.50
7408.00
1578.98
2408.36
1.58
2175.67
7360.58
1579.07

Totals from each intersection (N = 625), added together over all time steps (N = 43,200) and then
averaged over all random number seeds (N = 12); each sub model contributes 625 data points

number of robberies at intersections occurred in the Full SAT sub model, with
22.38 on average, and the lowest number of robberies at intersections occurred
in the Partial SAT sub model, with 16.29 on average.
Despite the changes in decision-making rules of the HCP agents, there
was very little difference between sub models in the agent travel patterns. This is
shown in very similar average outcomes between sub models in number of agent
convergences (when there were at least two at-risk agents, regardless of
assigned criminal propensity, and no police present at an intersection), number
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of opportunities for robberies (when at least two at-risk agents were present at
the same intersection, at least one was an HCP agent, and no robbery occurred;
this is because some characteristic of the situation (e.g. the setting moral
context, the target suitability, or amount of informal guardianship) did not allow
for robbery), total number of police that visited an intersection over the entire sub
model run, LCP and HCP agents travelling through each intersection over each
sub model run.
Table 62 presents the high-level outcomes by agent over each sub model
run. Again, the unit of analysis has shifted from what was presented directly
above. For this analysis, each outcome was aggregated for each agent (N =
12,150) and averaged over the total number of random number seeds (N = 12).
Each sub model, therefore, contributed a total of 12,150 data points for analysis.
Table 62: Aggregate Outcomes by Agent
Outcome
Total
Distance
Travelled
Total
Times
Robbed
Total
Times
Offended

Sub Model
Mean
Min
Median
Max
SD
EC
3156.97 2278.17 2656.17 43200.00 4478.35
Partial SAT 3157.13 2237.50 2656.83 43200.00 4478.32
Full SAT
3158.02 2285.50 2657.17 43200.00 4478.23
EC
1.02
0.00
0.92
4.42
0.54
Partial SAT
0.84
0.00
0.83
3.08
0.42
Full SAT
1.15
0.00
1.00
7.58
0.78
EC
1.02
0.00
0.00
23.58
4.47
Partial SAT
0.84
0.00
0.00
20.92
3.69
Full SAT
1.15
0.00
0.00
25.08
5.05

Totals from each agent (N = 12,150; 11,400 LCP, 600 HCP, and 150 police), added together over
all time steps (N = 43,200) and then averaged over all random number seeds; each sub model
contributes 12,150 data points
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Changing the parameters of robbery decision-making between different
sub models did not change agent travel distances. There was remarkable
similarity between sub models. Similarly, the average number of victimizations
and offenses per agent shifted little over the different sub models. When
aggregated over a population, a victimization and robbery are the same
phenomenon. That is why the statistical averages presented here are equivalent.
The greatest average number of victimizations/robberies per agent occurred in
the Full SAT sub model, at 1.15. This is compared to the Partial SAT sub model
which, at 0.84, had the lowest average rate of victimization/robberies per agent.
Differences between sub models surface as well in the median and
maximum number of victimizations and robberies per agent. Agents had the
highest median and maximum average victimization values in the Full SAT
model, with 1 and 7.58 respectively. This finding combined with the previous
finding of the lowest average number of unique victims descriptively supports the
suggestion of a greater concentration of repeat victimization in the Full SAT sub
model than in the other sub models. The next section more thoroughly details the
model’s victimization outcomes.
For HCP agents who could commit robbery, they did so most often in the
Full SAT sub model, averaging a maximum of 25.08 robberies per agent. This
finding can be explained by the fact that HCP agents in the Full SAT sub model
could commit robberies in any intersection, and, were also less restrained in low
moral context intersections where they did not evaluate informal guardianship.
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External Validity
This section examines the model’s ability to reproduce well-known and
accepted stylistic facts about the distribution of victimization across agents, and
about the concentration of robberies across places. Though it is not a focus of
the current investigation, the extent to which the model can generate realistic
outcomes related to victimization provides support for its credibility.
Descriptives
Table 63 provides averaged outcomes on the total number of
victimizations by sub model. The results are averaged across the random
number seeds (N = 12).

Table 63: Number of Victimizations by Agent Type
Agent Type
Sub Model
Obs Mean Min
EC
12000 1.03 0.00
Both LCP
and HCP
Partial SAT
12000 0.85 0.00
Agents
Full SAT
12000 1.17 0.00
EC
11400 0.99 0.00
LCP Agents Partial SAT
11400 0.82 0.00
Full SAT
11400 1.08 0.00
EC
600
1.85 0.33
HCP Agents Partial SAT
600
1.31 0.25
Full SAT
600
2.72 0.33

Median
0.92
0.83
1.00
0.92
0.75
1.00
1.75
1.25
2.58

Max
4.42
3.08
7.58
3.75
2.92
4.67
4.42
3.08
7.58

SD
0.53
0.42
0.78
0.49
0.40
0.66
0.67
0.47
1.13

Totals from each non-police agent (N = 12,000; 11,400 LCP, 600 HCP), added across all time
steps (N = 43,200) ,and then averaged over all random number seeds (N = 12); each sub model
contributes between 12,000 and 600 data points (depending on agent type)
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The results are further broken down by type of agent (LCP agents, N = 11,400;
HCP agents, N = 600) 46.
On average, agents were victims of robbery about one time in each sub
model run. There was minor variation in this outcome between sub models.
When the differences in type of agent are examined, however, distinctions
between sub models emerge. Speaking descriptively, within each sub model,
HCP agents were victimized at a greater rate than LCP agents. The greatest
average difference between different types of agents on this indicator can be
seen in the Full SAT sub model. HCP agents in this sub model had an average
victimization count per capita (2.72 victimizations) that was approximately two
and a half times that of LCP agents (1.08 victimizations).
Concentration of Victimization Across Agents
To further examine the concentration of victimization over each sub model
run, Lorenz Curves of the total number of victimizations per agent were
constructed assessing the total number of victimizations per non-police agent (N
= 12,000). Twelve observations per agent (one for each random number seed),
multiplied by the three unique sub models, were included for a total sample size
of 432,000 data points. The two analyses represented the prevalence
(incorporates all members of the population, including those who were not
victimized) and frequency (only incorporates those members of the population

Because police officers cannot be robbery victims in this model, they are excluded from this
analysis.
46
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who were victimized on at least one occasion) of the outcome. Gini coefficients
which quantify the amount of concentration per sub model were also
calculated 47.
Prevalence of Victimization
Figure 22 presents the prevalence of victimization in each sub model. For
comparison, the diagonal red line represents a totally equal likelihood of
victimization across agents and a Gini coefficient of zero. As can be seen in the
related figure, victimization within each sub model is concentrated among agents.

47 Lorenz curves and Gini coefficients are common metrics in economics studies, which use them
to assess income inequality (Lamb, 2012). The former is a graph of how an outcome is distributed
across a population. On the x-axis, one finds the proportion of a population of interest, sorted
from lowest to highest values. The y-axis plots the cumulative proportion of the outcome, which is
linked with a specific proportion of that population. Perfectly equal distributions of an outcome,
with no concentration, are represented by the diagonal y = x line. Using this plotted distribution,
the Gini coefficient quantifies the distance of the distribution of an outcome of interest, as shown
by the Lorenz curve, from the line of equality. The Gini coefficient reflects this ratio. To do this it
takes the area between the line of equality and the Lorenz curve and divides it by the total area
under the line of equality. The result is a value between 0 and 1, where higher Gini coefficients
are representative of more concentrated distributions of an outcome, across a population, than
lower Gini coefficients.
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Figure 22: Victimization Concentration by Sub Model – Prevalence
Speaking descriptively, the prevalence of victimization is most strongly
concentrated in the Full SAT sub model (Gini = 0.796) and least concentrated in
the Partial SAT sub model (Gini = 0.737). The 10% of the agent population with
the greatest number of victimizations accounts for approximately the upper-most
61.5% of the victimization distribution in the Full SAT sub model (see black arrow
in figure as a reference line). This is contrasted with approximately 51.6% of all
victimizations in the EC sub model, and an even slightly lower percentage in the
Partial SAT sub model. Concentration curves for victimization for the EC and
Partial SAT sub models prove closely comparable.
Frequency of Victimization
Figure 23 presents information on victimization across agents, but only for
those with at least one victimization. Again, each sub model concentrates in the
frequency of victimization as shown by departures from the equivalency straight
line. The Full SAT sub model concentrated victimization frequency the most (Gini
= 0.46). The EC and Partial SAT sub models (Gini values of 0.386 and 0.346,
respectively) concentrated the frequency of victimization somewhat less. The
10% of the victimized population experienced the upper-most 34.2% of the
victimization frequency distribution in the Full SAT sub model. This contrasts with
28.6% in the EC sub model and 26.3% in the Partial SAT sub model. On this
feature the Full SAT sub model appears somewhat distinguishable from the other
two.
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Figure 23: Victimization Concentration by Sub Model - Frequency

When compared to the concentrations of victimization seen in the
empirical literature, the sub model features align roughly with general trends.
Victimization is concentrated across members of a population, and HCP agents
are victimized at higher rates than LCP agents (O, Martinez, Lee, & Eck, 2017).
Table 64 and Table 65 compare victimization concentrations from each of the
sub models to summaries in a recent systematic review on the topic (Eck, Lee,
O, & Martinez, 2017).
Victimizations concentrations as shown in the Gini coefficients produced
here generally correspond to those based in empirical evidence. The sub models
can produce realistic robbery distributions across distributions of potential
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Table 64: Comparison of Gini Coefficients for Victimization
Gini Coefficients for Victimization
Empirical evidence
Type of
(Eck, Lee, O, &
Concentration
Martinez, 2017)
EC
Partial SAT
Prevalence
0.84
0.741
0.737
Frequency
0.51
0.386
0.346

Full SAT
0.796
0.46

Table 65: Victimization Concentration Comparisons
Most victimized 10% of the population accounts for which
percent of cumulative victimizations?
Empirical evidence
Type of
(Eck, Lee, O, &
Concentration
Martinez, 2017)
EC
Partial SAT
Full SAT
Prevalence
Approximately 75%
51.6%
50.1%
61.5%
Frequency
Approximately 45%
28.6%
26.3%
34.2%

victims. Speaking descriptively, of the sub models, Full SAT’s Gini coefficient
aligns closest with the coefficient derived from empirical studies.
The black arrows in Figure 22 and Figure 23 highlight the point of
reference for comparison between sub model outcomes and empirical patterns,
corresponding numbers appear in Table 65. Of all the sub models, Full SAT
version most closely replicates real world victimization concentrations.

Concentration of Robberies Across Intersections
The following Lorenz curves assess the level of concentration of robberies
across intersections in each of the sub models. The unit of analysis here is the
total number of robberies per intersection for each sub model run with
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observations from all random number seeds included. Gini coefficients
quantifying concentration are also presented. As before, two different analyses
represent prevalence (incorporating all intersections in the environment, including
those with no robberies during a run) or frequency (only including intersections
where at least one robbery was committed).

Prevalence of Robberies Across Intersections
Figure 24 displays Lorenz Curves for the robbery prevalence across
intersections, separately by sub model. The diagonal line indicates no
concentration across intersections with robberies equally likely everywhere.
Robberies concentrated across intersections in all the sub models. Descriptively,
robberies concentrated the most in the Partial SAT sub model (Gini = 0.912). The
top 10% of intersections sorted on crime occurrence hosted the upper-most
95.8% of the robbery distribution. This finding is expected given the restriction
only allowing robberies to occur at a small number of low moral context
intersections. This was followed by the Full SAT sub model and the EC sub
model (with Gini values of 0.854 and 0.726, respectively). In the Full SAT sub
model, the top 10% most crime prone intersections accounted for the top 75% of
the robbery distribution. The top 10% most crime prone intersections in the EC
sub model accounted for approximately the top 42.2% of the robbery distribution.
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Figure 24: Lorenz Curves - Prevalence of Robberies within Intersections

Frequency of Robberies Across Intersections
Figure 25 displays Lorenz curves for the frequency of robberies occurring
across intersections by sub model but with robbery-free intersections removed.
Again, robberies were concentrated across intersections in all the sub models.
Removal of the robbery-free locations, however, lowered concentration levels
compared to the prior analysis. The frequency of robberies was most
concentrated in the Full SAT sub model (Gini = 0.702). The 10% most crime
prone intersections hosted robberies in the top 57.6% of the robbery distribution.
This was followed by the EC sub model and the Partial SAT sub model (with Gini
values of 0.495 and 0.387, respectively). In the EC sub model, the 10% most
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Figure 25: Lorenz Curves - Frequency of Robberies within Intersections

crime prone intersections hosted the top 24.7% of the robbery distribution. For
the Partial SAT sub model, the 10% most crime prone intersections accounted
for the top 20.5% of its robberies.
The reordering of the sub models by magnitude of robbery concentration
can be explained. Once the intersections where robberies cannot occur in the
Partial SAT sub model are filtered out, the distribution of robberies across the
remaining intersections is much less concentrated. The EC sub model has a
moderate amount of concentration compared to its two counterparts because its
inherent decision-making is not reinforced or restrained by the assigned moral
context of the intersections. The Full SAT sub model demonstrates the most
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concentration in the frequency of robberies across intersections because a small
proportion of intersections have high traffic volume and low moral context. In
these locations, robberies are unrestrained by an HCP agent’s assessment of
informal guardianship.
Table 66 and Table 67 display how the model results align with the
empirical evidence on the concentration of crime over space. Eck et al. (2017)
conducted the same types of concentration analyses on crime data from
Cincinnati, Ohio. These data were collected from smaller, place-based units
including street segments and addresses, which closely approximate the scale of
the intersection data from this research. When all intersections are considered in
the examination of crime prevalence (Table 66, top row), the Full SAT sub model
came closest to replicating the concentration of the Cincinnati crime data, with a
Gini coefficient which fell between the street segment and address level figures.

Table 66: Comparison of Gini Coefficients for Crime Across Places
Gini Coefficients for Crimes Across Places
Empirical evidence (Eck, Lee, O,
& Martinez, 2017)
Type of
Partial
Concentration Street segments
Addresses
EC
SAT
Prevalence
0.80
0.90
0.726
0.912
Frequency
0.57
0.37
0.495
0.387

Full
SAT
0.854
0.702
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Table 67: Crime Across Places Comparisons
The most crime prone 10% of locations account how much of the
cumulative crime incidents?
Empirical evidence (Eck, Lee, O,
& Martinez, 2017)
Type of
Partial
Full
Concentration Street segments
Addresses
EC
SAT
SAT
Prevalence
63%
80%
42.2%
95.8%
75%
Frequency
45%
38%
24.7%
20.5%
57.6%

The Full SAT sub model’s proportion of robberies attributed to the top 10%
of crime prone intersections was also very close to both the street segment and
address proportions (Table 67, top row). The figures from the EC and Partial SAT
sub models were both less and more concentrated than the real data,
respectively.
More complicated findings emerge when crime frequency (Table 66,
bottom row) is considered and places that experienced no crimes are removed
from the analysis. Both the EC and Partial SAT sub models had Gini coefficients
that fell between the same values for street segments and addresses in
Cincinnati, with the Partial SAT sub model coming extremely close to replicating
the address level coefficient. The EC and Full SAT sub models performed
equally well in approximating the topmost proportion of crimes accounted for by
the top 10% of crime places, as shown in Table 67 (bottom row), but were less
and more concentrated than the real data, respectively. The EC sub model most
closely approached the address level figure while the Full SAT sub model was
closest to approximating the street level data. Both sub models were not
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drastically far off, however, from producing the same crime frequency
concentration that emerged from real data.

Summary of Descriptive Findings
The descriptive analyses have revealed that, though they are like each
other in some regards -- for example, in the total number of offending agents,
convergences and travel pattern -- the sub models are distinctly different in key
variables of interest. The Full SAT sub model produced the greatest total number
of robberies while the Partial SAT sub model produced the fewest robberies.
Interestingly, the Full SAT sub model also had the smallest number of unique
victims, indicating a higher level of repeat victimization among the agents. As
expected, the largest amount of robberies occurred at major-major intersections
and those with low moral context. Tests of victim and spatial patterns of
concentrations produced by the model aligned, sometimes quite closely, with
important stylistic facts derived from existing crime data. Overall, the Full SAT
sub model came closest to approximating empirical victim and crime
concentrations.
Main Analysis of Key Robbery Outcome
The focus now shifts to examining the dependent variable – the average total
number of robberies per intersection averaged over 12 runs for each sub model.
Each sub model contributes 625 observations, one for each intersection,
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averaged over each of the 12 random number seeds. Table 68 displays the
average number of robberies per intersection for each sub model.

Table 68: Average Robberies per Intersection
95% C.I.
Sub Model Mean
Min Median
Max
SD
EC
19.76 18.91 – 20.61 0.00 18.92
66.08 10.87
Partial SAT 16.29 15.07 – 17.50 0.00 13.25
99.42 15.49
Full SAT
22.38 20.77 – 23.98 0.00 15.42 106.83 20.42

Totals from each intersection (N = 625), added together over all time steps (N = 43,200)
and then averaged over all random number seeds (N = 12); each sub model contributes
625 data points

As seen before, the Full SAT sub model produces the highest average
number of robberies per intersection (22.38 robberies), followed by the EC sub
model (19.76 robberies) and the Partial SAT sub model (16.29 robberies). An F
test performed on these averages indicated that they are significantly different (F
(2, 1872) = 22.55, p < 0.001). Post hoc testing also indicated that all contrasts
between the average values for each sub model with the others were significant
(p < 0.001) and their confidence intervals did not overlap. An F* test (Wilcox,
Charlin, & Thompson, 1986) performed as a robustness check on these data
also confirmed that the average differences between sub models were significant
(F* (2, 1527.35) = 22.55, p < 0.001).
Figure 26 shows separate box and whisker plots for each sub model. The
interquartile range was smallest in the EC sub model and largest in the Full SAT
sub model. The Full SAT sub model also had a greater number and broader
range of high-count outliers when compared to the other two sub models.
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Totals from each intersection (N = 625), added together over all time steps (N = 43,200)
and then averaged over all random number seeds (N = 12); each sub model contributes
625 data points

Figure 26: Box Graph - Average Robberies per Intersection

The larger number of high value outliers in the Full SAT sub models is
expected because offending is much more common in major-major, low moral
context intersections, at which HCP agents encounter many opportunities and
can commit robberies without considering informal guardianship. Since the EC
sub model does not have moral context driving or limiting the decision-making
process of HCP agents, it is reasonable that robbery would be more evenly
distributed across the entire environment and different intersection types based
on traffic volume. The Partial SAT sub model would also have the lowest average
total robberies per intersection because HCP agents are not able to engage in
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robbery at high moral context intersections. Given the fact that high are more
numerous than low moral context intersections, the number of high moral context
intersections is likely driving down the overall average number of robberies per
intersection for this sub model. It would also explain why there are many high
value outliers, as these would likely represent major-major and major-minor
intersections with low moral context where robberies concentrated.
Table 69 presents the average number of robberies per intersection by
intersection type for each sub model48. While there are some minor differences
between the average number of robberies by intersection type between the sub
models based on the computational process used to derive the averages over
different units of analysis, the same patterns described in Table 60 are seen
here. Major-major intersections in both SAT influenced sub models had the
highest average robbery counts. The EC sub model, however, generated more
robberies at major-minor intersections than any other intersection types. Because
moral context did not influence the robbery decision-making of HCP agents in the
EC sub model, the impact of informal guardianship is apparent given this sub
model’s higher average robbery counts here. If robbery commission was only

48

In this analysis, the total number of each type of intersections varies given the random number
seed procedure. With each random number seed, intersections are randomly assigned to be
either major-major, major-minor, or minor-minor. Because there are proportionally fewer majormajor intersections than there are major-minor and minor-minor intersections, each intersection
has a smaller chance of being assigned this traffic volume than one of the others. Only 244 of the
625 total intersections were assigned major-major status at least once over the 12 random
number seeds. Almost all intersections, except for one, were classified as major-minor
intersections at least once. All intersections were assigned the minor-minor traffic volume type at
least one time over the random number seeds.
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Table 69: Average Robberies per Intersection by Intersection Type
Int. Type
Sub Model
Obs
Mean
95% C.I.
EC
244
47.16
44.61 - 49.72
Major-major Partial SAT
244
73.81
64.98 - 82.64
Full SAT
244
167.83
146.61 - 189.05
EC
624
53.52
51.77 - 55.28
Major-minor Partial SAT
624
40.58
37.15 - 44.00
Full SAT
624
47.88
44.54 - 51.21
EC
625
0.93
0.87 - 1.0
Minor-minor Partial SAT
625
0.23
0.17 - 0.29
Full SAT
625
0.48
0.44 - 0.52

Min
2.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Median
47.00
68.00
113.00
59.00
30.24
33.73
0.70
0.00
0.33

Max
SD
112.00 20.36
249.00 70.34
908.00 169.08
101.50 22.38
223.00 43.64
287.00 42.51
5.00
0.85
9.43
0.80
2.78
0.48

Totals from each intersection, added together over all time steps (N = 43,200) and then averaged over all random number
seeds (N = 12); each sub model contributes a varied number of data points (major-major = 244, major-minor = 624, minorminor = 625)
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influenced by opportunity, one would expect that higher counts of robberies
would emerge in major-major intersections. But more pedestrians also increased
the number of eyes on the street, thereby reducing robberies. Regardless of sub
model type, minor-minor intersections had the lowest average number of
robberies.
Regardless of the sub model, the distribution of average number of
robberies was remarkably similar for minor-minor intersections, indicating that
robbery patterns at these locations were not affected by changes in the sub
model rules, which aligned with differing theoretical constructs. Figure 27
provides a visual comparison of the average number of robberies occurring at
each intersection type over each specific sub model. Lower counts of robbery in
minor-minor intersections are expected because they were likely to experience
less foot traffic and, thus, fewer robbery opportunities than major-major or majorminor intersections. In the SAT sub models, they were also much less likely to be
assigned low moral context, further decreasing the chance of robberies occurring
there.
Unique sub model differences in the average number of robberies
appeared for major-major and major-minor intersections. Major-major and majorminor intersections in the EC sub model produced similar robbery rates and
distributions. This is likely because while major-major intersections provided an
abundance of offending opportunities, they also had higher levels of informal
guardianship which could deter would-be robbers. In contrast, major-minor
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Three extreme values (669, 728 and 908) were excluded from the Full SAT Model graph above to
derive a reasonable x-axis scale.

Figure 27: Box Graph - Average Robberies per Intersection by Intersection Type

intersections in the EC sub model would have fewer agent convergences but
also less informal guardianship. It appears that the benefits and drawbacks of
each of these mechanics resulted in balanced robbery rates between the two
different types of intersections.
The impact of incorporating moral context on decision-making is
demonstrated by differences in the distribution of the average number of
robberies across intersections in the SAT sub models. The Partial SAT sub
model, in which HCP agents can only offend in low moral context locations,
shows that the interquartile range for major-major and major-minor intersections
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began at zero robberies per intersection. This is likely because many of these
intersections were assigned high moral context, preventing robberies from
occurring there. For those intersections assigned low moral context, robberies
were more likely to occur in major-major intersections. This is reasonable given
the increased number of agents who travelled through these locations compared
to major-minor intersections.
The distribution of the average number of robberies across intersection
types in the Full SAT sub model is like the Partial SAT sub model in all but two
respects. First, the interquartile ranges of average robberies for both the majormajor and major-minor intersections started well above zero at 25 robberies per
intersection. This is because in this sub model robberies could occur at all
intersection types, regardless of assigned moral context. Additionally, the
average number of robberies taking place at major-major intersections is much
greater in the Full SAT sub model than the Partial SAT sub model as shown by
the more elongated interquartile range and upper whisker. This is expected
because more major-major intersections are assigned low moral context,
enabling HCP agents to commit robbery there without considering informal
guardianship. The upper end of the upper whisker (Q3 + 1.5 IQR) is extremely
high, at over 550 robberies per major-major intersection. This demonstrates the
combined effect of the conditional relevance of controls at low moral context
intersections and the increased number of robbery opportunities present at high
traffic volume locations.
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Negative Binomial Regression Model
A negative binomial regression model tested the impact of influential
predictors on the number of robberies occurring at intersections. The dependent
variable is a count of the total number of robberies occurring at each intersection
over the entire run of a sub model. Each sub model provided 625 observations
and data were collected from each of the 12 random number seeds. An exposure
variable, which quantifies the frequency with which each intersection was
encountered by HCP agents, was constructed by taking the count of the total
number of HCP agents that travelled through each intersection per sub model
run and dividing it by 100. This transforms the outcome into an intersection
robbery rate per 100 HCP agents travelling through it. Some intersections in
some sub model runs were not encountered by any HCP agents, thereby
eliminating the possibility of robbery occurring at these locations.
Because over 2,000 intersections had a value of zero on this indicator
they were removed from this analysis, yielding a final sample of 20,066
observations for modelling 49. Diagnostic testing (Stata add-on nbvargr) revealed
that the count distribution aligned with a negative binomial distribution. Table 70
shows model outcomes. First, a null model (1) was estimated to determine the

Most these removed data points (2,379 of 2,434 or 97.7%) where no HCP agents were present
were from minor-minor intersections. This is expected because fewer agents travel through these
locations than their major-major and major-minor counterparts. The deletion of these 2,434 data
points from the total 22,500 values did not dramatically affect the distributional proportion of
different intersection types that were used in the following statistical model and a substantial
number of observations from minor-minor intersections remained for inclusion in the analysis (N =
12,021 in minor-minor intersections or 59.91% of the total dataset).
49
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Table 70: Negative Binomial Regression of Total Number of Robberies per Intersection
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
Main
Main + Interaction
VARIABLES
ANOVA
IRRs
Effects
IRRs
Effects
IRRs
Intersection Type (ref =
Minor-Minor Int)
Major-Minor Int
1.305***
3.686***
0.922***
2.513***
(0.0280)
(0.103)
(0.0435)
(0.109)
Major-Major Int
1.475***
4.370***
0.364***
1.439***
(0.0531)
(0.232)
(0.0881)
(0.127)
Sub Model (ref = EC)
Partial SAT
-0.608***
0.544***
-1.313***
0.269***
(0.0318)
(0.017)
(0.0540)
(0.015)
Full SAT
-0.376***
0.686***
-0.605***
0.546***
(0.0314)
(0.216)
(0.0482)
(0.026)
Random Number Seed (ref
= 100)
200
0.0295
1.030
0.0200
1.020
(0.0635)
(0.065)
(0.0631)
(0.064)
300
0.183**
1.201**
0.186**
1.204**
(0.0607)
(0.073)
(0.0605)
(0.073)
400
0.0625
1.065
0.0658
1.068
(0.0643)
(0.068)
(0.0640)
(0.068)
500
0.0328
1.033
0.0318
1.032
(0.0630)
(0.065)
(0.0627)
(0.065)
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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Table 70 continued: Negative Binomial Regression of Total Number of Robberies per Intersection
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
Main
Main + Interaction
VARIABLES
ANOVA
IRRs
Effects
IRRs
Effects
IRRs
Random Number Seed (ref
= 100)
600
0.0629
1.065
0.0772
1.080
(0.0643)
(0.069)
(0.0641)
(0.069)
700
0.0309
1.031
0.0312
1.031
(0.0637)
(0.066)
(0.0634)
(0.065)
800
0.0518
1.053
0.0472
1.048
(0.0627)
(0.066)
(0.0624)
(0.065)
900
0.0734
1.076
0.0716
1.074
(0.0626)
(0.067)
(0.0623)
(0.067)
1000
0.0509
1.052
0.0523
1.054
(0.0641)
(0.067)
(0.0637)
(0.067)
1100
-0.0111
0.989
-0.0151
0.985
(0.0644)
(0.064)
(0.0640)
(0.063)
1200
0.235***
1.265***
0.247***
1.280***
(0.0602)
(0.0762)
(0.0600)
(0.077)
Interactions (ref = MinorMinor Int*EC)
Major-Minor Int*Partial SAT
1.025***
2.788***
(0.0680)
(0.189)
Major-Minor Int*Full SAT
0.315***
1.370***
(0.0634)
(0.087)
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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Table 70 continued: Negative Binomial Regression of Total Number of Robberies per Intersection
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)
Main
Main + Interaction
VARIABLES
ANOVA
IRRs
Effects
IRRs
Effects
Interactions (ref = MinorMinor Int*EC)
Major-Major Int*Partial SAT
1.746***
(0.128)
Major-Major Int*Full SAT
1.435***
(0.125)
Constant
-0.450***
0.638***
-1.107***
0.331***
-0.869***
(0.0125)
(0.008)
(0.0509)
(0.017)
(0.0540)
ln(Robberies per 100 time
steps with HCP agents
present) (exposure)
ln alpha
Observations
Log likelihood
AIC
BIC
Standard errors in parentheses

1
0.878***
(0.015)
20,066
-47008.45
94020.89
94036.71

1

1
0.714***
(0.0147)
20,066
-45764.45
91562.90
91697.32

1

1

(3)
IRRs
5.734***
(0.733)
4.200***
(0.526)
0.419***
(0.227)

1

0.685***
(0.0148)
20,066
-45591.60
91225.20
91391.24
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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appropriate constant. The incident rate ratio of this coefficient indicates that the
average number of robberies occurring per intersection per 100 encountered
HCP agents was 0.638.
The next model (2) examined the impact of the main effects of sub model,
intersection type and random number seed on the outcome. Independent
variables included factor variables for type of intersection (major-major, majorminor or minor-minor; minor-minor as the reference category), sub model (EC,
Partial SAT and Full SAT; EC as the reference category), and random number
seed (100 through 1200 in increments of 100; 100 as the reference category).
For models (2) and (3) the reference string, which defines the zero point for all
dummy variable predictors, is expected robbery rates for minor-minor
intersections in the EC sub model for random start seed 100. The rate is per 100
encountered HCP agents. Both type of intersection and sub model were
significantly associated with robbery rates (p < 0.001). Compared to the
reference string intersections, major-minor intersections expected robbery rate
was 3.69 times higher and major-major intersections expected rate was 4.37
times higher. This finding is expected given the fact that major streets, when
crossed with minor or other major streets, have higher traffic volumes than minor
streets and, therefore, provide greater opportunities for the converging of HCP
agents and their victims.
Compared to the reference string intersections, both the Partial SAT and
Full SAT sub model IRRs yielded lower expected robbery rates at intersections
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by factors of 0.54 and 0.69 respectively, per 100 converging HCP agents. The
finding is also anticipated because the Partial SAT and Full SAT models
concentrated robberies in certain intersections according to moral context. It was
unlikely that, in these sub models, robberies would take place at minor-minor
intersections. The EC sub model was not constrained by this specification so
expected robbery rates at reference string intersections were higher. AIC and
BIC each decline by at least a couple thousand, providing strong evidence of an
improved fit while taking increased model complexity into account.
The final model (3) incorporates both the main and interactive impacts of
the predictors on the total number of robberies occurring at intersections over the
sub model runs. In addition to the main effects in the previous model, interactions
between sub model and type of intersection were included. The reference string
of intersections is unchanged. As before, main effects including intersection type,
sub model, and two random number seeds were significant predictors of the
outcome (p < 0.01). All the interaction effects were also statistically significant (p
< 0.01). AIC and BIC values further decline, indicating better fit while controlling
for model complexity, relative to main effects.
With the interaction effects included, the impact of the main effect of
intersection type diminishes. The b weight reduces by 29 percent (from 1.305 to
0.922) for major-minor intersections and 75 percent (from 1.475 to 0.364) in
major-major intersections. IRRs show that major-major intersections experience
expected robberies at 2.51 times the rate and major-minor intersections
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experience robberies at 1.44 times the expected robbery rate in the reference
string. This finding highlights the remaining significant impact of traffic volume on
robberies, as the confidence intervals of the b weights for major-major and majorminor intervals do not overlap. However, the fact that major-minor intersections
link to higher expected robbery rates compared to major-major intersections
could be related to less informal guardianship in the former areas. This finding
aligns with respondent ratings from Part I where non-commercial picture
locations were perceived as opportune places for robberies because fewer
people would be around to witness them.
As with the main effects model (2), when the interaction of type of
intersection and sub model are accounted for, both SAT sub models are
associated with lower expected robbery rates. The IRRs show that the Partial
SAT sub model generates expected robberies at 0.27 times the rate for reference
string intersections and the Full SAT sub model at 0.55 times expected rate.
Again, the restraints of the two SAT sub models on where robberies can occur,
compared to the EC sub model, are likely responsible for this decrease.
Robberies at minor-minor intersections are much less common in these sub
models because they are more likely to be assigned high moral context
designations than the other two intersection types.
Finally, the interactions between sub models and type of intersections
have large effects on the expected robbery rate at intersections. Compared to the
reference string, in major-minor intersections in the Partial SAT sub model it
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increases by a factor of 2.79 and by a factor of 5.73 at major-major Partial SAT
intersections. In the Full SAT sub model, the expected rate increased by a factor
of 1.37 for major-minor intersections and by a factor of 4.20 for major-major
intersections.
These outcomes are expected because robberies in the Partial SAT sub
model were constrained to only occur at low moral context intersections. HCP
agents, therefore, were likely to encounter and rob appropriate agents when in
these settings and then enter the cooldown period, which prevented them from
committing robberies for 1 model day afterwards. This dynamic served to
dramatically accelerate the rate of robbery occurrences in major-major
intersections, which were much more likely to be classified as low moral context
than the other two intersection types. While major-minor intersections also
experienced increases in robberies within the Partial SAT sub model, they were
not as large as those taking place at major-major intersections. These effects in
the Full SAT sub model were similar but more muted because robberies could
occur at both high and low moral context intersections. Because they were able
to consider robbery opportunities in more intersections in this sub model, HCP
agents were more likely to spread their offending over different intersection
types, including minor-minor intersections.
A particularly noteworthy finding was that the change from Partial to Full
SAT sub models in major-minor intersections had a distinct impact on the
magnitude of increases in the robbery count outcome; the total number of
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robberies occurring at these locations significantly accelerated in the Partial SAT
sub model when compared to the Full SAT version. The non-overlapping b
weight confidence intervals bear this out. The same impact was not seen in
major-major intersections. This outcome was not initially expected and warrants
additional consideration.
It is possible that this finding is partly related to the model set up and
partly due to an emergent phenomenon. High foot traffic volume is a
characteristic of major-major intersections and, given the initialization
parameterization specification, these locations are more likely to have low moral
context. In every sub model, robberies can take place in low moral context areas
so the change in sub model from EC to Partial SAT to Full SAT does not further
restrain robberies at these intersections. Thus, robberies occur often and
allowing robberies to happen in other areas based on the different sub model
rules does not change, in the SAT sub models, the strength of the interaction
between a higher volume of pedestrian traffic and a setting where the
enforcement of moral rules is unlikely.
On the other hand, the sub model change from Partial SAT to Full SAT
matters in major-minor intersections. In every sub model and when compared to
major-major intersections, these locations are more likely to have high moral
context and fewer people walking through. These set up features of major-minor
nodes constrain the number of robberies. It appears, however, that when
robberies are further constrained to low moral context interactions, as in the
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Partial SAT sub model, the number of robberies occurring at major-minor
intersections explodes compared their minor-minor counterparts. Once the Full
SAT sub model is in place, the impact of the interaction between sub model and
intersection type on robberies at major-minor intersections is diminished because
robberies can now happen anywhere – in any intersection type with any moral
context – if the opportunity is right. Potential offenders, therefore, do not have to
wait to commit robbery until they reach a low moral context area, which is more
likely to be located at the crossing of at least one major street. They can take
advantage of an opportunity at a minor-minor intersection.
Another possible explanation for this outcome is that the conditional
relevance of controls, enabled in the Full SAT sub model, does not affect the
total number of robberies committed by very motivated agents in high traffic
volume, low moral context locations, which are represented by major-major
intersections. There opportunities are plentiful and undeterred by the presence of
others. Robberies, therefore, are committed at a rapid pace even when an
assessment of informal guardianship is made. This is not the case, however, in
most major-minor intersections, which are high moral context so an assessment
of informal guardianship by HCP agents would remain at those locations in the
Full SAT sub model. So, the fact that more of these major-minor intersections
become potential sites for robbery in the Full SAT sub model has a stronger
impact on the increasing number of offenses than does the removal of the
informal guardianship assessment for potential offenders.
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The log likelihood, AIC and BIC from the main and interaction effects
model show that, when compared to both other models, it best fits the data while
taking model complexity into consideration. Because there were outliers in the
dependent variable, all the above models were constructed using a winsorized
version of the count of total robberies per intersection, which recoded the top
0.01 percent of the observations to a value of 320. The resulting models showed
the same outcomes in terms of statistical significance and the direction of the
impacts of the predictors. One key takeaway from this best fitting model is that
the interaction of criminal propensity and moral context matters but it is also
moderated by the intersection type and how often there are opportunities for the
main interactive features of SAT to interplay.

Summary of Part II Findings
As hypothesized, the Full SAT sub model generated the greatest number
of robberies and the Partial SAT sub model generated the fewest. At the
individual intersection level, the Full SAT sub model produced more robberies
than the EC sub model. This outcome is likely because the Full SAT model
removed the evaluative constraint of informal guardianship in low moral context
intersections. Overall, HCP agents were very motivated to commit robbery and
all the sub models produced approximately the same number of unique
offenders. The concentrations of victimization frequency generated by the sub
models are like what is reported in extant studies. The Full SAT sub model
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presented the greatest concentration of victimization and average number of
victimizations per agent. The stylistic benchmarking completed through analyses
of victimization and offending concentrations supported the Full SAT sub model,
as it most closely approximated similar patterns found in empirical evidence.
As expected, the highest rate of robberies occurred at major-major
intersections in the Full SAT sub model and the lowest rate of robberies occurred
at minor-minor intersections in the Partial SAT sub model. Offending at majormajor intersections in the Full SAT model was likely propelled by increased traffic
volume, no restraint of informal guardianship on offender decision-making, and
an increased likelihood of being classified as low moral context. Interestingly, the
highest rate of robberies at major-minor intersections were generated by the EC
sub model. This demonstrates the importance of traffic volume and how it relates
to opportunities and informal guardianship. Because moral context did not impact
decision-making in this sub model, its exclusion probably strengthened this
effect.
Multivariate testing of the effects of the predictors on the outcome showed
that intersection type, sub model type, and the interaction of these two factors
were all statistically significant. The main effects of intersection type were
positively associated with the amount of traffic density, with major-minor
intersections producing more robberies than major-major or minor-minor
locations. The main effects of both SAT sub models were associated with lower
robbery rates than the EC sub model. This is likely due to the restraint that the
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SAT sub models placed on offending through the impact of moral context on the
decision-making of HCP agents. The interaction of intersection type and sub
model showed that the rate of robberies increase most dramatically in majormajor intersections within the Partial SAT sub model. There was, however, an
unexpected differential impact of the same interaction in major-minor
intersections in the Partial SAT compared to the Full SAT sub models that could
be due, in part, to the model design or emerging impacts of the SAT mechanisms
set in motion.
Overall, this simulation of street robberies has contributed to the extant
literature by contrasting models informed by two different theories. Until this
point, SAT has only been simulated in one other study (Elsenbroich & Gilbert,
2014). This design of the present model represents an advance because it
allowed agents to exercise directed movement in a street grid according to
randomly assigned activity spaces and incorporated stochastic influences in their
decision making. Its outcomes have also added to what is known about SAT’s
ability to generate realistic street robbery and victimization concentrations, in
comparison with EC theories. For the first time, it used an agent-based
simulation to examine the impact of the interaction of criminal propensity with
setting moral context at varying intersection types.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
This study’s overarching intent was to ascertain if the interaction of
criminal propensity and moral context, as specified by SAT, seem plausible in
explaining street robbery. This chapter discusses the implications that this effort
has for the fields of criminology and criminal justice. First, the four research
questions are reviewed and addressed, integrating both Part I and Part II
findings. A summary of the support for each theory is presented. Next, the
theoretical and practical implications of this study are discussed. This section
concludes with a summary of the work’s limitations and strengths, which include
directions for future work in this area.
Research Questions Revisited
Research question 1 asked if there were some features in a setting where
robbery occurs relevant in SAT but not in CPT. The probationer/parolee and
university student interviews in Part I of the study consistently favored CPT as
the most plausible theory which predicted a setting’s appropriateness for robbery.
Higher picture ratings on the CPT components, represented as the presence of
crime generators and attractors, were associated with higher ratings on robbery
potential. SAT, on the other hand, was sometimes found to be negatively
associated with the outcome. Higher picture scores on SAT, represented by
exclusively commercial land uses, meant that the picture was likely to be rated by
perceivers as having a lower likelihood for robbery.
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Research question 2 inquired if the offender’s criminal propensity had an
impact on his or her assessment of the appropriateness of a setting for a
robbery. The interaction of a person’s criminal propensity and the moral context
of the picture, as assessed by SAT, was not predictive – in any Part I model - of
that person’s rating of an image on robbery potential. Surprisingly, there was no
statistically significant difference in criminal propensity between the
probationer/parolee and university student groups.
Research question 3 considered the relevance of the observable
situational factors across the individual perceivers when they made judgments
about a setting’s appropriateness for robbery. The supplied construct ratings
such as the perceived socioeconomic status of the location and the likelihood of
police being called there were important indicators of a settings rating on robbery
potential. This finding emerged in both groups of respondents.
Research question 4 sought a determination of which theory produced
more realistic concentrations of robbery, when compared to empirical data (Eck,
Lee, O, & Martinez, 2017). The Full SAT sub model, which incorporated the
interaction of criminal propensity with setting moral context and the conditional
relevance of controls, produced the closest approximations of realistic robbery
concentrations when compared to its EC and Partial – SAT counterparts. It also
produced the most realistic concentrations of victimization across the agent
population.
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Support for CPT
Part I revealed that the presence of crime generators and attractors, as
defined by CPT, in pictures consistently predicted assessments of greater
robbery potential from the respondents. This was shown in the rankings of the
pictures on robbery potential, in the multivariate analyses which predicted those
outcomes and, in the group and individual principal components analyses.
Additionally, when describing their rationale for their rankings, respondents noted
other location characteristics that they inferred from the pictures that are
described in CPT, such as the number of people who would likely be present and
what types of valuables they would likely be carrying.
Support for SAT
In Part I, some preliminary models which predicted the Q-Sort picture
ratings on robbery potential revealed that SAT was positively related to higher
robbery likelihood, even after CPT was considered and found to be nonsignificant. In Part II the most comprehensive sub model combining the
interaction of criminal propensity, setting moral context, and the conditional
relevance of controls, as stated in SAT, produced the most realistic victimization
and crime concentrations. The former finding indicates that the Full SAT sub
model generated a higher incidence of repeat victimization, a stylistic fact also
seen in real data (O, Martinez, Lee, & Eck, 2017). Under SAT, this outcome is
plausible because the overlapping activity spaces of many agents which were
routed through major streets created high traffic volumes in centrally located, low
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moral context intersections and provided ample opportunities for potential
offenders who could repeatedly victimize the same targets, regardless of the
informal guardianship present. This supports the argument that, when set in
motion, the theoretical elements of SAT can predict robbery patterns that closely
approximate real-world outcomes.
Theoretical Implications
Because it uses a “strong inference” approach (Platt, 1964, p. 347) to
compare components of many complementary theories against one another, this
study was able to assess the merit of some of the main tenets of SAT, including
the impact of criminal propensity, setting moral context, and their interaction, in
describing the occurrence of robberies. Its specific explanatory advantages and
disadvantages were measured against the well-known environmental
criminological frameworks of RAT, RC, and CPT. While the respondent ratings of
pictures on robbery potential favored CPT and the agent-based simulation
model, which was informed by the Part I structured interviews, favored SAT,
support was found for both theoretical explanations. Given these mixed
outcomes, it is not possible to definitively state that one theoretical perspective is
better able to explain street robberies than the other. Theorists should continue
to call upon them both as needed.
Though this research produced support for both theories, there were some
unexpected findings. The study anticipated that, in the rankings of pictures on
robbery potential, there would be differential impacts of the interaction of
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individual crime propensity and the criminogenic context of the setting on a
respondent’s decision-making process. As stated in SAT, high criminal
propensity individuals are more likely to commit crime when in low moral context
settings than in high moral context settings. Also, low criminal propensity
individuals are unlikely to commit crime in any setting. Part I of this research did
not support these statements. In fact, in some models, the opposite relationship
between the main effect of setting moral context and robbery potential emerged.
The interaction of criminal propensity with moral context was not significant in
any of the Part I models.
These results may have been influenced by this study’s operationalization
of criminal propensity and moral context. There were two different
representations of the former concept tested in the multivariate models. One
method, the person’s standardized score on morality and self-control scales is a
measurement technique used in many extant SAT studies. The respondent’s
answer to the question about whether he or she had ever committed or known
someone who had committed a robbery was the other technique employed
because it directly sought information about prior association with robbery while
adhering to a strategy that is commonly used in sensitive surveys. It is also very
possible that asking a person to assess the likelihood of robbery occurring in a
place is incongruent with determining whether he or she would commit robbery if
in the same situation. Three different operationalizations of moral context were
also used, the expert rankings on partial SAT (PSAT score) and both
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multiplicative and additive combinations of this expert ranking with each picture’s
rating on how people in the setting would respond to minor trouble. The
outcomes varied based on which type of predictor was used.
To this author’s knowledge, this is the first study to investigate SAT by
asking respondents to rate the robbery potential of a scene shown in a picture. It
is possible that showing a respondent a picture does not adequately convey all
the important aspects that a person considers in his or her assessment of its
moral context. He or she needs more dynamic information upon which to frame
his or her assessments.
Though it was easy for respondents to discern the different types of land
uses in each picture, as was confirmed by the group principal components
analyses, they may be unable to make the same inferences about whether moral
rules would be enforced there. Any inferences drawn about that attribute are
probably respondent specific and highly subjective, making them impossible to
measure accurately or reliably. This complication may have contributed to some
of the unexpected findings which emerged from the probationer and parolee
ratings of residential areas. Though it was not intended to be perceived, they
could have been making inferences about collective efficacy. If some residential
areas were viewed to lack collective efficacy, SAT would likely define them as
low moral context settings.
This research showed that different approaches yield different results. The
Part I findings showed that the varied operationalization of criminal propensity
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and setting moral context produced different outcomes in the resulting models.
The traditional representation of criminal propensity, the respondent’s scores on
the morality and self-control scales, more readily brought out significant
relationships between the theoretical predictors of interest and the outcome than
the other operationalizations. Future related studies may wish to include
respondent assessments of the collective efficacy of the areas shown in the
pictures in the determination of PSAT scores. It would be advisable for future
research in this area to consider whether pictures are the best suited stimuli for
these kinds of questions. In this regard, the dynamic processes taking place in
Part II may be the preferred way to evaluate a theory’s ability to explain criminal
phenomena or replicate their concentrations. Given the multifaceted nature of the
stimuli, researchers may also want to consider a multimethod approach.
In reflecting on how these findings can add to extant theory, the volume of
foot traffic in an area may have implications for SAT’s understanding of how
motivated offenders behave in low moral context settings. In some pictures of
commercial establishments, which were considered as having a high robbery
likelihood according to SAT, the probationers and parolees noted that a greater
number of people within that setting would deter them from committing a crime or
that there would simply not be enough people present. This was well illustrated
by the probationer and parolee assessments of the lowest ranking pictures on
robbery potential (Picture K, which showed a commercial tax preparer, next to a
closed variety store, next to a laundromat and was rated low on CPT and high on
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SAT and Picture E, which showed a pharmacy, next to a clothing store, next to a
takeout restaurant and was rated low on CPT and high on SAT). These
respondents noted that, in both pictures, either there was too much perceived
foot traffic and “people looking out” or there was not enough foot traffic to make
these attractive locations for robbery opportunities. It is possible that the number
of bystanders has an impact on the person’s perception of the setting’s deterrent
characteristics and, thus, the feasibility of robbery as a viable action alternative.
Or the number of other people present may be factored into a potential offender’s
assessment of the setting’s moral context. This impact might also work in the
opposite direction where a location usually provides just the right number of
potential targets, without additional bystanders.
Beyond what was anticipated and unanticipated, factors outside the
immediate theory testing space emerged as influential predictors of assessments
on robbery potential. It is possible that other factors beyond those currently
considered in these theories can influence a person’s perception of robbery
likelihood. These factors could include the area’s perceived socioeconomic
status, the types of people present (i.e., whether they are from the neighborhood
or some outside place), or the likelihood that enforcers of formal social control
are summoned to the location. This could help explain why probationers and
parolees saw residential areas as opportune locations for robbery. This is an
intriguing finding and one that could be because the raters were perceiving and
making judgments about the socioeconomic status of these areas, which may be
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related to collective efficacy in these locations. Though the researcher attempted
to remove the impact of socioeconomic status from the pictures by presenting
images of residential areas from similar economic circumstances and further
editing them to remove any visible signs of blight or refuse, the raters may still
have picked up on these cues. It is an open question for future research to
investigate how well people perceive collective efficacy in an image.
Policy Implications
From a practical standpoint, additional knowledge about which individual
and situational determinants matter in the commission of a robbery is valuable for
officials concerned about the far-reaching impacts of this crime. This research
found that the perception of environmental attributes may encourage or
discourage the commission of robbery, even after individual differences in
offender propensity were considered. As a result, it has implications for any
public servant or community member who is interested in making specific places
safer. This research underlines CPT’s emphasis on focusing preventative
attention on crime generators and attractors. It also recommends that
policymakers and invested community partners strategically and proactively try to
address perceptions of formal social control exercised at each place and its
socioeconomic status.
In the Part I interviews, the supplied construct quantifying the likelihood
that police would be called to a location was positively and consistently related to
the impressions the respondents had about its robbery potential. Lower rankings
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of the pictures on socioeconomic status were also related to perceptions of
higher robbery likelihood. These two attributes, outside of the theory testing
space, had a sustained impact on the outcome. This suggests that focusing early
on places which receive a disproportionate share of calls for service and related
crime could be beneficial and is in line with hot spots and intelligence-led policing
strategies which have been shown to be effective in reducing violent crime 50.
Funneling additional resources into blighted areas to improve their
socioeconomic status in a way that can be easily perceived may also affect
offender assessments of their appropriateness for robbery.
It is important to also keep in mind that while some heavily trafficked,
commercial areas provide ample opportunities for robbery, they are not always
considered to be the most advantageous places for the offenses. Some
probationers and parolees noted that the likelihood of detection is higher in these
places and that they have different codes of conduct when compared to some
mixed land use and residential areas. On the other hand, not all residential
locations are low risk for robbery and may have lots of people converging within
their boundaries. In some residential areas, the combination of more permissive
codes of conduct and higher than expected influxes of people may be
perceivable by potential offenders, making them more willing to engage in
robberies.

50

For an example of an effective strategy see Ratcliffe, Taniguchi, Groff and Wood (2011).
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Beyond that, the simulation models developed in this study have
implications for policy and practice because they set the stage for other models
that can make a variety of adjustments to the rules and parameters put in place
here. Future, related models will be able to consider criminal propensity as a
dynamic individual characteristic in such a way that it changes based on the
number of times an agent has committed a successful robbery. Another version
of this model can examine additional impacts of the situation on the offender
decision making process or incorporate co-offenders. It would also be interesting
to examine the impact of changing police officer movement patterns on the
resulting number of robberies across intersection types. Overlaying this model on
a real street grid using a geographic information system would also allow for
additional spatial analyses of robberies throughout the environment.
On the other hand, agents who are motivated to commit robbery may
change their activity spaces to take advantage of places that offer abundant
opportunities for future offenses. Adjustments can be made to the moral context
of the setting based on the number of robberies that emerge at the location,
thereby affecting future robbery decisions of agents on each intersection.
Modelers may also wish to adjust the deterrent influence that the total number of
non-police agents have on intersections with low moral context. It is possible that
as a setting’s moral context decreases so does the deterrent effect that potential
bystanders may present to the offender. More simply stated, the impact of a
bystander on an offender’s assessment of informal guardianship may vary based
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on the intersection type or moral context of a setting. All these additional
examinations are possible with subsequent simulation modelling.
Study Limitations
Like any research study, this effort has limitations that warrant discussion.
Because the study employed a highly structured interview with active
probationers and parolees taking place on-site at an active criminal justice
agency it was not possible to gather a very large participant sample. This limits
the generalizability of the results, especially those concerning whether the
impacts of constructs used to describe the pictures vary across respondents and
whether differences in criminal propensity affects assessments of the robbery
potential of a setting (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). Based on the way the
survey’s sensitive questions were asked and the anonymous nature of the
interviews, it is was not possible to use official criminal records data to determine
which participants in the first part of the study have actually committed a robbery
or have been arrested for the offense. Thus, the offender estimates of the
robbery potential of the settings presented in the images should be interpreted
with caution.
The offender sample was also drawn from a population that has been
arrested for and convicted of prior a criminal offense. It is possible that their
perceptions of robbery potential may differ substantially from those offenders
who have successfully committed robbery but have not been caught and
convicted of this or some other crime. Given the focus of the research, which is
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to gain context about how offenders organize meaningful constructs that describe
the physical and social environment, this limitation is not crippling to the effort.
This research provides an important framework for future investigations using
more varied and larger respondent populations to draw upon.
Also, the stimuli used to obtain the assessments of robbery potential are
pictures and, as such, are extremely pared down representations of a real street
scene. This project is not able to draw conclusions about the effect of audible
stimuli or the passage of time on these judgments. The specific makeup of the
scenes shown in the pictures was constructed by the researcher in Adobe
Photoshop, so she is not able to evaluate a respondent’s familiarity with each
setting. Future research in this area could make use of more elaborate, sitebased stimuli such as a slow-motion video of a sidewalk being shot from a
vehicle as it travels down the street 51. Other representations could involve virtual
reality streetscapes where the respondent can move around and investigate the
environment 52. Perhaps the best method of obtaining these assessments is to
transport the offender to the actual location in question, as was done by Wright
and Decker (1997). This method, however, does come with some risk that the
offender will then be given new ideas of where to commit his or her next offense.
In a perfect application of Kelly’s Repertory Grid test stimuli supplied by
the researcher would overlap entirely with all the elicited constructs provided by

See Sampson (2012) for an example of this technique.
This technique is already being used. See Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law
Enforcement (n.d.)
51
52
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the respondent, and thus describe all the important elements that make up each
person’s unique perception. At this time, however, there is no conclusive way to
know if this task has been achieved (Bannister & Mair, 1968). Given this reality
and the limited amount of time available to conduct the interviews and the limited
number of pictures that could be presented within those constraints, it was not
possible to access all the potentially relevant constructs of robbery potential.
Developing a catalogue of all the possible ways that potential robbers think about
their environment, however, is not the purpose of the present study.
There is some subjective interpretation inherent in the procedures
designed to elicit personal constructs. The researcher had to assume that her
interpretations of what the respondents were saying when they identified
important constructs had the same meaning for the respondent as it did for her. It
was also assumed that the supplied constructs also had the same meaning when
applied to the members of the entire sample. Metric scaling techniques, to some
extent, are also dependent on the decisions and interpretations of the
researcher. The types of scales the researcher selects to rate the constructs also
has great influence on the resulting relationships uncovered between stimuli.
Part II of this project created an agent-based simulation and collecting
data that emerged after the inherent rules and processes designated in the
model could operate. One obvious limitation with these types of models is that
the researcher designs the model to operate in a certain way so it is not possible
to determine if the outputs from the model can be obtained by specifying different
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mechanisms and processes (Eck & Liu, 2008a; Eck & Liu, 2008b). It is also not
possible to incorporate an exhaustive list of all the individual and situational
factors and processes that might influence an offender’s decision to commit a
robbery. Accounting for all these additional determinants of robbery adds
complexity to the model and, as a result, diminishes the ability of the researcher
to disentangle the unique effects of any of the factors of interest. Future iterations
of this model may aim to incorporate the prior experiences of agents and their
familiarity with a setting in their decision-making. For example, this may allow
offenders to change their perceptions of robbery opportunities presented in
familiar locations and victims to avoid intersections where they were previously
robbed.
The simulation was able to reproduce realistic concentrations of robberies
across space, however, so it is valuable tool to alter the theoretically specific
processes in operation and see how their presence or absence links up with the
stylistic robbery patterns that are seen in real data (Ostrom, 1988). This yields
important information that can be used as benchmarks to judge the merits of one
theory against another.
Study Strengths
This research benefited from several strengths which allowed it to make a
unique contribution to the criminological literature. Its strong inference approach
(Platt, 1964) set in motion a head to head test between competing theoretical
explanations of street robbery. Such examinations are rare and offer valuable
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information beyond simply supporting one theoretical explanation. In this case,
assumptions made in both EC and SAT were found to explain street robbery and
did so in the anticipated manner. Another strength of this study, however, was its
multimethod design. Though elements of both theories were supported, the study
found that this confirmation depended on the method employed. Hopefully future
researchers in this area can benefit from this key methodological takeaway.
Additionally, this research examined the impact of other influential factors
beyond basic elements of the theories, like socioeconomic status and whether
people walking in the area are more likely to be residents, on respondent
perceptions of a location’s appropriateness for robbery. The findings from this
component may offer suggestions for theory to become more exhaustive in
outlining all the aspects that influence the decision to commit robbery. The agentbased simulation model was able to generate realistic concentrations of crime.
According to Epstein (2006), if a desired outcome cannot be grown by specifying
the processes and mechanisms that give rise to that event through an ABM, it
has not been explained. While it is premature to assert that SAT has fully
explained street robbery occurrences, its ability to generate crime concentrations
which closely approximate those shown in empirical data adds to the underlying
support for the theory. Finally, the model built during this research only explored
one scenario of agent behavior and can be reconfigured in many ways to help
answer related questions in future research.
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Summary
This study used a strong inference approach and structured interviews to
compare the merits of environmental criminology theories, specifically CPT, and
SAT in determining whether the moral context of a setting make it more
appropriate for robbery and how those characteristics are evaluated by different
types of people. It also further investigated the number and concentration of
robberies occurring in a simulated environment wherein the mechanisms and
processes defined by the previously mentioned theories were set in motion.
Support for both theories emerged. However, the results were not consistent
across the different methods. Interviews with probationers, parolees and
university students favored CPT as the dominant explanatory model while the
results from the agent-based simulation showed that the more detailed SAT sub
model produced the most realistic street robbery and victimization
concentrations. Additional consideration should be put into the appropriate stimuli
to present to respondents and deciding how to best measure important
theoretical concepts. Multimethod techniques should be used whenever possible.
It will be important for criminology theorists to continue to rely upon, compare,
and contrast the tenets of both CPT and SAT to describe and prevent the
commission of street robbery, a crime that has serious physical, psychological,
legal and instrumental consequences for people walking the streets of American
cities.
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APPENDIX A: THEORY VISUAL AIDS
Table 71: Situational Action Theory Key Terms
Term
Definition (Wikström, Oberwittler, Treiber, &
Hardie, 2012)
Setting
The part of the environment that, at any given
moment in time, is accessible to a person
through his or her senses.
Situation
The perception of action-alternatives and process
of choice, which emerges from the person-setting
interaction.
Action-Alternatives
Different choices for how to act
Moral context of the
The extent to which breaches of rules of conduct
setting
are encouraged or discouraged in relation to the
opportunities they provide and the level of friction
they create.
Crime propensity
The tendency to see and, if so, choose acts of
crime as a viable action-alternative in response
to a motivation.
Perception-choice
A two-stage process in which the perception of
process
action-alternatives sets the boundaries for the
choice process by providing the alternatives
among which a person makes a choice.

Figure 28: The Causes of the Perception-Choice
Process in Crime Causation
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Figure 29: Conceptual Model
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APPENDIX B: PART I QUESTIONNAIRE CONTENTS AND REFERENCES
Morality and Self-Control Scales53
Self-control scale
Response categories: Strongly disagree (3)
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree (0)
1. When I am really angry, other people better stay away from me.
2. I often act on the spur of the moment without stopping to think.
3. Other people often annoy me.
4. I sometimes find it exciting to do things that may be dangerous.
5. I do not devote much thought and effort preparing for the future.
6. Sometimes I will take a risk just for the fun of it.
7. I often try to avoid things that I know will be difficult.
8. I never think about what will happen to me in the future.
9. I easily get bored with things.
10. I lose my temper pretty easily.
Morality Scale 54
Response categories: Very wrong (3)
Wrong
A little wrong
Not wrong at all (0)
1. Ride a car through red light.
2. Skip work without an excuse.
3. Tease a co-worker because of the way he or she dresses.
4. Get drunk with friends on a Friday evening.
5. Hit someone who makes a rude remark.
6. Steal a pack of cigarettes from a co-worker.
7. Paint graffiti on a house wall.
8. Smash a street light for fun.
9. Steal a DVD from a shop.
10. Break into or try to break into a building to steal something.
53
54

Adapted (Haar & Wikström, 2010)
Italicized words changed from the Haar & Wikström (2010) instrument to apply to adults.
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Interviewer script: Take a look at these 12 images one at a time. After you
have taken a moment to look at each one I would like you to sort them
based on the likelihood that you think a robbery would occur at that location
at the time shown in the image. When I say robbery, I am talking about a
situation where Person A, who is desperate for money, forces Person B to
give up money, valuables, or other items because Person A has made
Person B afraid of physical harm or death. Even if Person A’s attempt to
take Person B’s things is unsuccessful it is still a robbery. Do you have any
questions about what a robbery is?
(If ‘no’, show the participant the Q-Sort diagram) Take a look at these
pictures and pick the one that shows a location that is the most likely
location for robbery. (Once that is done, the interviewer takes the picture
and puts it in the top position.) Now pick the one that shows a location
that is the most unlikely location for robbery. (Once that is done, the
interviewer takes the picture and puts it in the bottom position.) Now
pick two images that have a pretty high likelihood for robbery. (Once that is
done, the interviewer takes both pictures and puts them in the second
row.) Now pick two images that have a pretty low likelihood for robbery.
(Once that is done, the interviewer takes both pictures and puts them
in the second to last row.) Now pick three of the remaining images where
robbery is somewhat likely. (Once that is done, the interviewer takes
those pictures and puts them in the third row. The remaining pictures
are then placed in the fourth row to complete to Q-Sort.
Figure 30: Robbery Potential Questions Posed by Interviewer Prior to Q-Sort
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Table 72: Interviewing Matrix - Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
Pictures
Constructs

Respondents
within constructs

A

B

C

D

E

F

….

X

Average
ranking*

1

Respondent 1

5

3

6

7

8

8

….

2

5.571

Respondent 2

5

6

6

1

7

7

….

3

5.000

Respondent 3

6

9

5

6

5

3

….

4

5.429

Respondent X

3

2

5

2

8

1

….

9

4.286

Respondent 1
Respondent 2
Respondent 3

8
9
1

4
6
1

1
3
5

5
4
4

6
3
5

9
3
4

….
….
….

8
5
6

5.857
4.714
3.714

Respondent X
Respondent 1
Respondent 2
Respondent 3

10
2
2
5

7
5
9
3

7
5
4
9

6
10
5
3

6
2
3
4

5
4
9
6

….
….
….
….

2
5
9
3

6.143
4.714
5.857
4.714

Respondent X
*Based on hypothetical data

6

6

4

9

2

8

….

1

5.143

2

3
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APPENDIX C: IRB CERTIFICATION OF APPROVAL
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APPENDIX D: INDEPENDENT RANKINGS OF PICTURES ON
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Ranked from highest socioeconomic status (SES) to lowest SES. Additional
pictures that were not used in the participant interviews were included here.
Table 73: Picture SES Rankings
Picture
Number
12

Rating
Score between 0
(low) and 2 (high)
1.74

11 (tie)

1.029

6 (tie)

1.029

Image
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Table 73 continued: Picture SES Rankings
Picture
Number
5

Rating
Score between 0
(low) and 2 (high)
0.72

13

0.71

4

0.69

14

0.67

Image
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Table 73 continued: Picture SES Rankings
Picture
Number
8

Rating
Score between 0
(low) and 2 (high)
0.38

1

0.37

15

0.29

9

0.25

Image
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Table 73 continued: Picture SES Rankings
Picture
Number
10

Rating
Score between 0
(low) and 2 (high)
0.15 (tie)

2

0.15 (tie)

7

0.03 (tie)

3

0.03 (tie)

Image
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Definition of Socioeconomic Status Provided to Raters:
• A ranking of a location on a combination of factors including the average
income, average education, and average occupational prestige of the
people living in or near the area.
• For example, an area would be considered to have a high SES if those
living at the location earn more money, have more education and hold
higher status jobs than average members of the population.
Undergraduate Class Demographics
Number of participants: 35
Gender makeup: 37% female, 63% male
Age: 94% between 18 and 25 years old, 6% over 25 years old
Race: 29% African American/Black, 8% Asian, 49% White/Caucasian, 14%
Other/Bi-racial
Percentage of first year students: 9%
Percentage of students who reside in Philadelphia: 71%
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APPENDIX E: SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
ODD + D Model
The questions:
1. When the findings of questions 1 – 3 are incorporated into an agent-based
simulation model, is CPT or SAT better able to produce realistic robbery
concentrations?
Hypotheses about essential processes and structures:
1. The EC sub model is expected to produce the highest robbery counts in
intersections with high traffic volumes, either the major-major or majorminor intersections.
2. It is expected that typical amounts of spatial concentration in robberies
should emerge in the EC sub model.
3. When compared to the EC sub model, the Partial SAT sub model should
produce fewer robberies overall but a greater amount of spatial
concentration.
4. The Full SAT sub model should produce more robberies overall than both
the EC and Partial SAT versions. The concentration of robberies in the
Full SAT sub model should also be lower than its Partial SAT counterpart.
5. To test these hypotheses, the following will be conducted:
a. A descriptive inspection of the aggregate robbery patterns over
each sub model version and over each sub model run for each
random number seed
b. Examination of victimization and robbery concentrations
c. A negative binomial regression to models the number of robberies
committed at each intersection in the environment
Scales, state variables, processes and parameters:
1. Agents
a. Pedestrians
i. Wealth value is randomly assigned at model initiation
1. Changes only through:
a. The acquisition of additional wealth through a
payday, or
b. The loss of wealth following a robbery
ii. Suitability value indicating the perceived appropriateness of
the agent as a potential robbery victim
1. This is randomly assigned and changes with each
model tick for each new situation
iii. Criminal propensity representing motivation to commit
robbery
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1. This is a dichotomous attribute that is static
throughout each sub model run
iv. Move about a designated activity space between 0 - 8 nodes
(home, work, activity node 1, activity node 2… activity node
6)
v. Move throughout environment from home nodes to other
nodes and then go home
vi. At varied conditions based on sub model, assess other
agents as potential victims and environment characteristics
and chose to engage in robbery or not based on prospective
victim robbery value and the interaction of environment and
propensity characteristics
b. Police officers
i. Move randomly about the grid
ii. Do not commit robbery and cannot be robbed
iii. If they are present at a node no robbery occurs
2. Environment
a. Configurable graph of nodes connected by edges representing a
common version of a street network found in an urban environment
i. Edges
1. User determines total number of north-south and
east-west running edges
a. Edges represent streets
i. Can be major (lower travel cost) or
minor (higher travel cost) streets
ii. User determines number of major and
minor streets
ii. Nodes
1. Areas where the edges touch form nodes
(intersections)
a. Intersections house activity locations including
home, work and activity sites
i. More than one activity site can be
housed within a single intersection
ii. These locations are purposively and
randomly distributed throughout the
environment
iii. Work locations are randomly assigned
within subsets of proportionally
conditioned nodes to naturally create
realistic travel densities
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1. User defines proportion of agents
assigned to work locations in the
following areas:
a. Major/major intersection
with low moral context
b. Major/major intersection
with high moral context
c. Major/minor intersection
with low moral context
d. Major/minor intersection
with high moral context
e. Minor/minor intersection
with low moral context
f. Minor/minor intersection
with high moral context
iv. Homes and activity node locations are
randomly assigned throughout the
environment
iii. In sub models 2 – 5 (Partial SAT, Partial SAT – Adjusted,
Full SAT, and Full SAT – Adjusted), a static, structured
randomly distributed, dichotomous moral context value is
assigned to each intersection
1. Low moral context represents the fact that moral rules
are less likely to be enforced at the location
a. At model initiation, the user determines the
overall proportion and distribution of low moral
context throughout the environment
i. Configuration requires low moral context
to be randomly assigned to intersections
to naturally create realistic travel
densities, and the proportions of the
attribute assigned to the following:
1. Major/major intersection
2. Major/minor intersection
3. Minor/minor intersection
2. High moral context represents the fact that moral
rules are more likely to be enforced at the location
a. All intersections that are not assigned low
moral context attribute have high moral context
3. Variables
a. Robbery calculation
i. Composed of separate measures of moral context,
guardianship, and suitability
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1. Moral context – Value identical to moral context of
setting of intersection. High moral context = 0, low
moral context = 1.
a. Assigned based proportions determined by
user and distributed so that heavily trafficked
areas with a larger proportion of work sites are
more likely to be low moral context than less
trafficked, residential areas.
b. Dichotomous variable
c. Static throughout model run and reassigned
with each random number seed
2. Guardianship – perceived capability of other agents to
intervene
a. Formal guardianship = police officer present
i. In this situation, no robbery takes place
b. Informal guardianship is determined by the
following formula: G = ((NA – 2) + PG)
i. Where G = Guardianship
ii. NA = Number of active agents (not at
home, not at work) at the node,
including offender
iii. PG = Perception of capability of
guardians who are present (random
number selected between -2 and 2)
3. Suitability – perceived appropriateness as a potential
robbery victim
a. The formula for suitability is: S = (WT) – (WA) +
PS
i. Where S = Suitability
b. WT = Wealth of target, in units
i. Wealth – Value given to represent
money or valuables agent has on hand;
gains money at set time steps; loses a
portion of value when robbed
1. Randomly assigned
2. Normally distributed
c. WA = Wealth of active agent (potential;
offender), in units
d. PS = Offender perception of target suitability
(random number selected between -1 and 1)
ii. Proceeds as follows:
1. First, the potential robber agent calculates the
guardianship (G) value for the current location:
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a. If the guardianship value is greater than one,
no robbery occurs
2. Second, from the set of valid targets, the potential
offender selects a potential target by choosing the
agent with the highest wealth value
a. The potential offender evaluates the suitability
(S) value for the target:
i. If the suitability value is less than zero,
no robbery occurs
ii. If the target's wealth value is less than
zero, no robbery occurs
3. Third, if guardianship (G) is less than 1, the potential
offender robs the target
a. If guardianship (G) is equal to 1, the potential
offender makes a random decision on whether
the present guardians are capable,
i. If ‘Yes’, no robbery occurs
ii. If ‘No’, the offender robs the target
b. Criminal Propensity
i. Proportion of high criminal propensity to low criminal
propensity configured by user
1. Randomly distributed
2. Dichotomous attribute
3. Static throughout each sub model run
ii. In certain situations, with varying conditions based on
specific sub model, those with high and low criminal
propensities can potentially commit robbery
c. Moral Context
i. Dichotomous, intersection-based attribute
1. Low moral context – moral rules less likely to be
enforced
2. High moral context – moral rules more likely to be
enforced
ii. Static property
iii. Distribution depends on proportion determined by user and
according to agent travel densities
Process overview and scheduling
1. All agents move to the next intersection in a random route or least costly
path between its current and target intersections
2. Robbery decisions made by each potential offender in random order
3. Offenders assess whether there is another agent at the same intersection
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4. Those agents alone at an intersection stop until the next movement phase
5. All offenders with more than one other agent on the same intersection
determine if a police officer is at the same intersection. If so, no robbery is
committed, and these agents stop until next movement phase.
6. If there is no police officer and there are other non-police agents on the
intersection each offender evaluates the agent with the highest wealth
value and, if specified in sub model, the moral context of the setting in
order to make a robbery determination.
a. If there are multiple offenders on the intersection the decisionmaking order is shuffled for each time step
b. Those offenders whose robbery calculation prevents a robbery from
occurring stop until the next movement phase
c. Those offenders whose robbery calculation allows a robbery to
occur rob the target, a set value of wealth is transferred from the
target to the offender. Then all agents at that intersection stop until
the next movement phase
7. Any offender committing a robbery must cease all other robbery
deliberation for 1,440-time steps (one model day).
8. This process is repeated for each intersection until the action phase has
completed.
9. The next movement phase begins, and all agents move to next random or
lowest cost intersection.
10. The model runs for an entire month (43,200-time steps).
Design concepts
1. Theoretical and empirical background
a. Model based on assumptions made by routine activity, rational
choice, crime pattern, and situational action theories
i. Model decision making processes replicate and add to the
extant simulation work by Groff (2007a; 2007b; 2008a;
2008b)
2. Individual decision-making
a. Agents interact with one another in time and space
i. Based on characteristics of the agents and the moral context
of the setting (intersections) robberies are averted or occur
b. In all sub models, agents move around the environment according
to their daily activity schedules and encounter other agents
c. Agents’ objectives are to:
i. Move from one intersection to another and then go home
ii. Offenders maximize own wealth by robbing others in settings
where opportunity outweighs risk, according to rational
choice framework
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3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

d. The robbery decision is made based on the offender’s own
individual characteristics, the number and characteristics of other
agents on the same intersection and the characteristics of the
intersection
i. Offenders use robbery calculation to determine if a robbery
is feasible and beneficial
Learning
a. None specified in this model
Individual Prediction
a. Offenders exercise rational decision-making and want to maximize
their benefit and minimize their costs
i. Therefore, they use information about the other agents on
the intersection and the intersection characteristics to gauge
their likelihood of successful gain
b. All agents also want to expend the least cost in travel and,
therefore, travel around the environment according to the most
efficient travel paths between their assigned activity sites
Individual Sensing
a. Offenders can sense when another agent is on same intersection
b. Offenders can sense the wealth and suitability values of other
agents, the number of other agents, and (except in sub model 1 –
the EC sub model) the moral context of the intersection
Interaction
a. Offenders and targets interact with each other and the intersections
that they are on in order to assess each other, make the decision to
rob or not rob, and transfer wealth if a robbery occurs
Stochasticity
a. Random criminal propensity assigned to each non-police agent
i. This value is conditioned on the proportion of low criminal
propensity to high criminal propensity which is set by the
user
b. Random location of activity locations given to each non-police
agent
i. Work sites are randomly assigned to groups of specific node
types based on proportions set by the user to naturally
create a realistic distribution of work locations along streets
c. Random distribution of time spent at each activity space given to
each non-police agent
d. Random wealth distributed at model initialization
e. Random assignment of moral context to intersections
i. Randomly assigned to groups of specific node types based
on proportions set by the user to achieve realistic
assignment of moral context to street types
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f. When there is more than one offender at the same intersection
during the same time step, one is randomly selected to engage in
robbery decision
g. When informal guardianship value is equal to 1 the final decision to
rob or not rob a target is random
8. Heterogeneity
a. Non-police agents have varying wealth values and activity
schedules/locations
b. Non-police agents have varying criminal propensity values
c. In some of the sub models, intersections have varying moral
context values
9. Collectives
a. Work sites are assigned to intersections according to intersection
types and moral context values
10. Observation
a. Concentrations of robbery emerge from the interaction of the
offender with other agents in certain settings. In some of the sub
models, the combination of the agent’s criminal propensity with the
moral context of the intersection condition the emergence of
robbery events
b. Observations include:
i. Number of robberies occurring over all interactions
ii. Number of robberies on high moral context vs. low moral
context nodes
iii. Number of robberies occurring at the following intersection
type / moral context combinations:
1. Major/major / low moral context
2. Major/major / high moral context
3. Major/minor / low moral context
4. Major/minor / high moral context
5. Minor/minor / low moral context
6. Minor/minor / high moral context
c. Spreadsheets with these values are created to record agent and
intersection level data for each time step
Initialization
1. Each sub model runs for one month (43,200 time steps)
2. There are 12,000 pedestrians (11,400 LCP agents and 600 HCP agents)
and 150 police officers
3. Except for the specific sub model type, the initialization information is
always the same in each sub model run
4. Twelve different random number seeds are selected to create each series
of sub model runs
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Input data
1. User determined parameters based on empirical data and stylized facts
2. When the selection of a particular parameter value could not be informed
by empirical data, the user selected a parameter that had face validity
Unique Decision Making in Sub Models
1. EC Sub Model (RAT, RC and CPT)
a. In the action phase, each offender performs the same steps as an
LCP agent, and then these additional steps:
b. If isActive is false, do nothing and stop this sequence.
i. Gather the set of valid targets for offending. Starting with the
set of agents at this location:
ii. Exclude this offender agent from the set.
iii. If a police officer is part of the set, exclude everyone.
iv. If another offender already offended at this location, exclude
everyone.
v. If an agent is inactive (isActive is false), exclude them.
c. If the set of valid targets is empty, do nothing and stop this
sequence.
d. Calculate the guardianship (G) value for the current location:
e. If the guardianship value is greater than one, do nothing and stop
this sequence.
f. From the set of valid targets, choose a particular target by choosing
the agent with the highest wealth value.
g. Calculate the suitability (S) value for the target agent:
h. If the suitability value is less than zero, do nothing and stop this
sequence.
i. If the target's wealth value is less than zero, do nothing and stop
this sequence.
j. If guardianship (G) is less than 1, rob target
k. If guardianship (G) is equal to 1, make a random decision on
whether guardians are capable,
i. If ‘Yes’, do nothing and stop this sequence.
ii. If ‘No’, move to step l. below.
l. Rob the target
i. The amount stolen is configurable by offender.amount.
ii. Subtract the amount stolen from the target's wealth.
iii. Add the amount stolen to this offender agent's wealth.
iv. Set this offender agent's offended flag to true.
v. Set this offender agent's offendCooldown to the configurable
value offender.cooldown.
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2. Partial SAT Sub Model
a. In the action phase each offender performs the same steps in the
same order as indicated in EC sub model with the following
adjustment:
i. Offender only performs steps b. through l. when at a low
moral context node.
ii. If offender is at a high moral context node, do nothing and
stop the sequence.
3. Partial SAT – Adjusted Sub Model
a. In the action phase each offender performs the same steps in the
same order as indicated in EC sub model with the following
adjustment:
i. Offender only performs steps b. through l. when at a high
moral context node.
ii. If offender is at a low moral context node, do nothing and
stop the sequence.
4. Full SAT Sub Model
a. In the action phase each offender and civilian performs the same
steps in the same order as indicated in EC sub model with the
following adjustments:
i. Offender at a high moral context node performs steps b.
through l.
ii. Offender at a low moral context node performs steps b.
through l. except it does not evaluate guardianship (steps d.,
e., j. and k.). Offender will rob a suitable target.
iii. LCP agent does not perform steps b. through l. at any node,
either high or low moral context.
5. Full SAT – Adjusted Sub Model
a. In the action phase each offender and LCP agent performs the
same steps in the same order as indicated in EC sub model with
the following adjustments:
i. Offender at a high moral context node performs steps b.
through l.
ii. LCP agent at a low moral context node performs steps b.
through l.
iii. Offender at a low moral context node performs steps b.
through l. except it does not evaluate guardianship (steps d.,
e., j. and k.). Offender will rob a suitable target.
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iv. LCP agent at a high moral context node does not perform
steps b. through l.
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55

Convergence in space and time

Agents
Non-police agents (varying criminal
propensities)
Police (prevent robberies)

Agents
Movement (varies
depending on activity
locations)
Propensity
Wealth (changes
over time)
Suitability (static
value)

Robbery Decision
Dependent upon the offender’s criminal
propensity and the moral rules of the
setting, it considers guardianship and
suitability values

Intersections*
Moral context
(likelihood that
moral rules will be
enforced)

Offenders exercise bounded rationality
(based on random error terms in the
decision-making process) to assess other
agents’ suitability and the settings’
appropriateness for robbery

Robbery or no robbery

*Only apply in SAT sub models
Figure 31: Part II Simulation Conceptual Model55
55

Adapted from Groff (2007a)
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No
No robbery

Is another agent at the
node?
Yes
Yes
Is a police officer at the
node?

No robbery

No
Discourage
Combination of setting
moral context, criminal
propensity, consideration
of guardianship and
suitability

No robbery

Encourage

Robbery

Figure 32: Part II Simulation Agent Decision to Offend56

56

Adapted from Groff (2007a)
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Table 74: Sub Model Specifications
Sub Model
Entire robbery
calculation in
decision-making
EC (1)
Partial SAT (2)
Partial SAT –
Adjusted (3)
Full SAT (4)

Full SAT – Adjusted
(5)

Yes
Yes
Yes
No, high CP agents
in low MC
intersections do not
consider
guardianship
No, high CP agents
in low MC
intersections do not
consider
guardianship

Offenders
assess moral
context of
intersections
No
Yes
Yes

Agents who can
commit robbery

Interaction of CP
and MC in robbery
likelihood

High CP
High CP
High CP

None
High CP in low MC
High CP in high MC

Yes

High CP

High CP in low MC;
High CP in high MC

Yes

High and Low
CP

High CP in low MC;
High CP in high MC;
Low CP in low MC
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Table 75: Environment and Agent Attribute Descriptions
Attribute
Wealth

Edge
weight

Agent/street
/intersection
characteristic
Agent

Street

Description

Scale

Assignment

Distribution

Represents
money or
valuables agent
has on hand

Continuous with
a mean of 50
and a standard
deviation of 20

Randomly
distributed

Normal

Major streets
represent most
efficient travel
routes, minor
streets are less
efficient; each
has a different
edge weight

Categorical:
Major street = 1;
minor street = 5.
Weights of
connecting
edges between
current and
target node are
summed and
agent takes the
lowest (least
costly) travel
route between
them.

Randomly
distributed based
on proportions
assigned in
configuration

Normal

Empirical basis for
assignment and/or
distribution
Prior simulation
studies (Groff,
2007a; Groff,
2007b)

Limited, however,
Part I interviews
highlighted the
importance of
pedestrian traffic
densities on
assessments of
robbery potential

Change in
value
5 units
gained every
20,160-time
steps; lose 1
unit when
robbed; gain
1 unit if
committing
robbery.
None
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Table 75 continued: Environment and Agent Attribute Descriptions
Attribute

Traffic
density

Agent/street
/intersection
characteristic
Intersection

Moral
Context

Intersection

Suitability

Decision
based for the
offending
agent

Description

Scale

Amount of foot
traffic as
conditioned by
edge weights of
connecting
streets

Categorical; 0
= minor-minor
intersection, 1
= major-minor
intersection, 2
= major-major
intersection

Represents
SAT concept of
likelihood that
moral rules will
be enforced
Represents
perceived
appropriateness
as a target for
robbery

Dichotomous 0
(high) – 1 (low)

-1
(inappropriate)
to 1
(appropriate)

Assignment

Randomly
distributed based
on proportions
assigned in
configuration,
dependent on
assignment of
edge weights
Randomly
distributed based
on proportions
assigned in
configuration
Randomly
distributed

Distribution
Normal

Empirical basis for
assignment and/or
distribution
Not applicable as
this is entirely
dependent on
configurations of
edge weights of
streets

Change in
value
None

Normal

Limited, arrived at
after consensus and
validation testing

None

Normal

No reliable source
so randomly
assigned

Changes for
each
offender at
every
robbery
decision
making
process
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Table 75 continued: Environment and Agent Attribute Descriptions
Attribute

Criminal
Propensity

Activity
sites

Agent/street
/intersection
characteristic
Agent

Agent

Description

Represents
SAT concept
that non-police
agent is
inclined to
commit robbery
based on its
morality and
ability to
exercise selfcontrol
Includes
intersectionbased locations
of agents’
activities,
including home,
work and other
activity sites to
and from which
agents travel

Scale

Assignment

Distribution

Dichotomous 0
(low criminal
propensity), 1
(high criminal
propensity)

Randomly
distributed

Slightly over
5% of nonpolice
population
(600 / 12,000
agents)

Not applicable

Home and
activity sites are
randomly
distributed across
entire
environment;
work sites are
randomly
distributed
according to
proportions of
intersection
attributes,
intersection type
and moral
context

Normal

Empirical basis for
assignment
and/or distribution
Studies on
offending rates
(Wolfgang, Figlio,
& Sellin, 1972) &
prior ABMs (Groff,
2007a; 2007b)

Limited, arrived at
after consensus
and validation
testing

Change in
value
None

Home sites are
static; work
sites only
change if
agent gains or
loses
employment;
activity sites
are reassigned
for each agent
at the
beginning of
each new
model day
(after each
subsequent
set of 1,440time steps)
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APPENDIX F: SIMULATION MODEL IMPLEMENTATION DOCUMENTATION
The following documentation was written by the collaborating computer
programmer, who wishes to remain anonymous.
Initialization
Before the simulation runs, the following entities are created.
Random Number Generator
The random number generator (RNG) is implemented using a pseudo-random
Mersenne Twister algorithm. The RNG will be seeded by a configurable
parameter (rng.seed). Simulation runs will be identical given the seed value
(assuming no changes to the simulator between runs).
Time
The simulation runs by executing discrete time steps, called "ticks". These ticks
are grouped into simulation "days". The simulation runs for a configurable
amount of days before ending. These are configurable parameters
(time.ticksPerDay and time.totalDays).
Arena
The arena will be a graph (a set of nodes and edges), arranged in a grid. Edges
represent city streets, with nodes as their intersections. The width & height of the
grid are configurable parameters (arena.width & arena.height). Node IDs are
integers that begin at zero, and increase left-to-right, top-to-bottom in the grid.
Major/Minor Streets
Arena edges have weights describing the "cost" of an agent traveling across it.
After the initial street grid is generated, "major streets" will be randomly chosen to
have a smaller cost than normal "minor streets". Major streets will be a
contiguous set of edges completely vertical or horizontal. The number of major
streets is configurable (arena.majorX for horizontal and arena.majorY for vertical
streets). The weights assigned to both are also configurable (arena.minorWeight
and arena.majorWeight).
Navigation Table
After edge weights have been established, a set of tables are generated listing
the shortest path (by edge weight) from each node to every other node. This is
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generated using the Floyd-Warshall all pairs shortest paths algorithm. Since
edge weights don’t currently change during a simulation, this table is available to
all agents so paths don't need to be computed each time step.
Moral Context Distribution
Arena nodes can have properties associated with them, one of which is its "moral
context". The value of this can be "low" or "high". All nodes default to "high"
moral context, and some are randomly determined to be the centers of low moral
context. Determining these follows the following algorithm:
1. Separate nodes into three sets:
○ Major/major intersection
○ Major/minor intersection
○ Minor/minor intersection
2. From each set, choose a proportion of them to be centers of low moral
context
○ These proportions are configurable (morals.majorMajor,
morals.majorMinor, morals.minorMinor).
3. For each center chosen, choose a radius to propagate low moral context 57
○ Radius is chosen from a configurable normal distribution
(morals.radusMean and morals.radiusStdDev).
4. For each radius, mark each node within radius orthogonal steps from the
center are also marked as low moral context.
Agents
Three types of agents are then generated: Civilians, Offenders, and Police. The
numbers of these are configurable (agent.civilian, agent.offender, and
agent.police).
Offender agents have all of the initialization and behaviors of civilian agents, with
some additional behaviors.
Author’s note: though not enabled in this research, the model was designed to allow for spatial
clustering of low moral context intersections.
57
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With set of civilian and offender agents, a configurable proportion of them are
initially marked as unemployed (economy.unemployment), the rest are marked
as employed.
Civilians
On creation, each civilian agent performs the following initialization tasks:
1. A home location is randomly chosen from all nodes in the arena, agents’
initial location is their home location.
2. If the agent is employed, choose a set randomly based on a configurable
probability, then randomly choose a node from that set of nodes.
a. Major/major intersection with low moral context
(workspace.majorMajorLow).
b. Major/major intersection with high moral context
(workspace.majorMajorHigh).
c. Major/minor intersection with low moral context
(workspace.majorMinorLow).
d. Major/minor intersection with high moral context
(workspace.majorMinorHigh).
e. Minor/minor intersection with low moral context
(workspace.minorMinorLow).
f. Minor/minor intersection with high moral context
(workspace.minorMinorHigh).
Offenders
Each offender agent performs the same initialization tasks as civilian agents.
Police
Each police agent chooses a random node from the set of all nodes to be their
starting location.
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Simulation Data
Each agent carries around data to inform its decisions and state. Every agent
has a variable for their current location (as a node in the arena), and the following
additional variables depending on agent type.
Civilians
Civilian agents each have the following variables:
Table 76: Civilian Variables
Name

Type

Description

home

Arena Node

The home location of this agent.
Does not change.

work

Arena Node

If employed, the work location of
this agent. Can change or be
undefined if unemployed.

activities

Set of Arena
Nodes

Activity locations to visit.
Determined each simulation day.

activityTicks

List of Integers

Amount of ticks to stay home,
work, and each activity location.
Set each day.

target

Arena Node

The node this agent is trying to get
to when active.

isActive

Boolean

Whether the agent is active
(moving), or busy at
home/work/activity.

alarmTick

Integer

The tick number to become active
again. Set when transitioning to
inactive.

wealth

Integer

The amount of money the agent
has. Can change by being paid or
being robbed.
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Offenders
Offender agents have all the variables civilian agents have, and the following
additional variables:

Table 77: Offender Variables
Name

Type

Description

offended

Boolean

Whether this agent
performed a robbery in
the current simulation
tick.

offendCooldown

Integer

The current number of
ticks this agent must
wait before considering
offending again.

Police
Police agents have no special variables.
Simulation Loop
Start of Day
Civilians
Each civilian agent performs the following tasks at the start of each day:
1. Choose an amount of time to stay at home to "sleep". This is chosen from
a configurable normal distribution (activity.sleepMean and
activity.sleepStdDev).
2. Choose some "activity locations" for the day. The amount chosen is from a
configurable normal distribution (activity.countMean and
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activity.countStdDev). Once an amount is determined, randomly choose
nodes from the set of all nodes (except for home and work locations).
3. Check that it is possible to sleep, then travel from home, to work (if
employed), and to each activity location within a day. If not, return to step
1.
4. Determine when to leave home for the day, and to arrive back at home.
This is done by randomly dividing the total sleep time into two parts. One
part for the start of the day (morning) and the second part for end of the
day (evening).
5. Determine the remaining time for work and activities. This is determined
by subtracting sleep time and minimum travel time from the total time of a
day.
6. The remaining time is then randomly distributed between work and activity
locations.
7. If employed, the agent's work location is the agent's first target node,
otherwise the first activity location is the agent's first target.
Offenders
Each offender agent performs the same start-of-day tasks as civilian agents.
Police
Police do no particular start-of-day tasks.
Each Time Step
Each simulation time step is divided into two phases, a "movement" phase and
an "action" phase.
Civilians
In the movement phase, each civilian agent performs the following steps:
1. Become active if this tick is equal to alarmTick.
2. If isActive is false, do nothing and stop this sequence.
3. Move along the next edge in the shortest path to the agent's target node.
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In the action phase, each civilian agent performs the following steps:
1. If isActive is false, do nothing and stop this sequence.
2. If the agent is not at their target (location is not equal to target), do nothing
and stop this sequence.
3. Choose a new target
a. If at home, and employed, work location is next, otherwise first
activity location.
b. If at work, choose first activity location
c. If at activity location, choose next activity location
d. If at last activity location, choose home.
4. Set alarmTick to be sum of the current tick and the amount of ticks to
spend at the current location.
5. Set isActive to false.
Offenders
In the movement phase, each offender agent performs the same steps as a
civilian, and then these additional steps:
1. If offendCooldown is greater than zero, subtract one from it.

Action Phases in Different Sub Models
Sub Model 1 (EC sub model)
In the action phase, each offender agent performs the same steps as a civilian,
and then these additional steps:
1. If isActive is false, do nothing and stop this sequence.
2. Gather the set of valid targets for offending. Starting with the set of agents
at this location:
a. Exclude this offender agent from the set.
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b. If a police officer is part of the set, exclude everyone.
c. If another offender already offended at this location, exclude
everyone.
d. If an agent is inactive (isActive is false), exclude them.
3. If the set of valid targets is empty, do nothing and stop this sequence.
4. Calculate the guardianship (G) value for the current location:
a. G = (NA - 2) + PG
b. NA - number of active agents at this location (isActive equal to true)
c. PG - Perception of capability of guardians who are present, a
random integer between -2 and 2.
5. If the guardianship value is greater than one, do nothing and stop this
sequence.
6. From the set of valid targets, choose a particular target by choosing the
agent with the highest wealth value.
7. If the target's wealth value is less than zero, do nothing and stop this
sequence.
8. Calculate the suitability (S) value for the target agent:
a. S = WT - WA + PS
b. WT - The wealth value of the target.
c. WA - The wealth value of the current offender agent.
d. PS - Offender perception of target suitability, a random integer
between -1 and 1.
9. If the suitability value is less than zero, do nothing and stop this sequence.
10. If guardianship (G) is less than 1, rob target
11. If guardianship (G) is equal to 1, make a random decision on whether
guardians are capable,
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a. If ‘Yes’, do nothing and stop this sequence.
b. If ‘No’, move to step 12 below.
12. Rob the target
a. The amount stolen is configurable by offender.amount.
b. Subtract the amount stolen from the target's wealth.
c. Add the amount stolen to this offender agent's wealth.
d. Set this offender agent's offended flag to true.
e. Set this offender agent's offendCooldown to the configurable value
offender.cooldown.
Sub Model 2 (Partial SAT sub model)
In the action phase each offender performs the same steps in the same order as
indicated in Sub Model 1 above with the following adjustment:
1. Offender only performs steps 2 through 12 when at a low moral context
node.
2. If offender is at a high moral context node, do nothing and stop the
sequence.
Sub Model 3 (Partial SAT – Adjusted sub model)
In the action phase each offender performs the same steps in the same order as
indicated in Sub Model 1 above with the following adjustment:
1. Offender only performs steps 2 through 12 when at a high moral context
node.
2. If offender is at a low moral context node, do nothing and stop the
sequence.
Sub Model 4 (Full SAT sub model)
In the action phase each offender performs the same steps in the same order as
indicated in Sub Model 1 above with the following adjustments:
1. Offender at a high moral context node performs steps 2 through 12.
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2. Offender at a low moral context node performs steps 2 through 12 except
it does not evaluate guardianship (steps 4, 5, 11 and 12). Offender will rob
a suitable target.
3. Civilian does not perform steps 2 through 12 at any node, either high or
low moral context.
Sub Model 5 (Full SAT – Adjusted sub model)
In the action phase each offender and civilian performs the same steps in the
same order as indicated in Sub Model 1 above with the following adjustments:
1. Offender at a high moral context node performs steps 2 through 12.
2. Civilian at a low moral context node performs steps 2 through 12.
3. Offender at a low moral context node performs steps 2 through 12 except
it does not evaluate guardianship (steps 4, 5, 11 and 12). Offender will rob
a suitable target.
4. Civilian at a high moral context node does not perform steps 2 through 12.
Police
In the movement phase, police agents choose a random direction to move from
their current location.
In the action phase, police agents do nothing.
Each Payday
A payday occurs on the first tick of a pay period, except for the first simulation
tick. The pay period is configurable by economy.payPeriod.
On the first tick of each pay period (except for tick 0), the following occurs:
1. Each employed agent has their wealth value increased by
economy.payRate.
2. Collect the set of employed and unemployed agents.
a. This is so an agent doesn't get hired and fired in the same cycle.
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3. From the set of employed agents, set a proportion of them to unemployed,
configurable by economy.firingRate.
a. Do this by setting their work location to undefined.
4. From the set of unemployed agents, set a proportion of them to employed,
configurable by economy.hiringRate.
a. Do this by choosing a new work location with the rules defined in
the civilian initialization section.
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APPENDIX G: SIMULATION MODEL INITIALIZATION VALUES
Below are the exact figures which were entered to the model as initialization
parameters. Only two of the below indicators were adjusted across different runs,
the random number seed [rng] and the sub model number [model].
# Simulator Configuration File
[rng]
# Seed for the random number generator. The simulator is deterministic, runs with the
same parameters generates the same output.
seed = Varies by sub model run (100 – 1200 in 100-unit increments)
[time]
# Number of ticks in one simulation day.
ticksPerDay = 1440 # 60 seconds * 24 hours
# Number of days in a simulation run.
totaldays = 30
# The arena is a grid of nodes and edges.
[arena]
width = 25
height = 25
# Number of horizontal major streets.
majorX = 5
# Number of vertical major streets.
majorY = 5
# Edge weight of minor streets.
minorWeight = 5
# Edge weight of major streets.
majorWeight = 1
[moral]
# All nodes default to high moral context.
# Percent of intersections with low moral context. These parameters should
sum to 100
majorMajorLow = 60
majorMinorLow = 30
minorMinorLow = 10
# Mean for radius that a low moral context node affects neighbors.
radiusMean = 0
radiusStdDev = 0
[agent]
# Number of agents in the simulation.
civilian = 11400
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offender = 600
police = 150
[activity]
# The number of ticks an agent sleeps at home.
sleepMean = 700
sleepStdDev = 200
# The number of activity locations an agent chooses each day.
countMean = 3
countStdDev = 1
[workspace]
# Distribution of work spaces in the arena. The sum of these parameters
should equal 100
majorMajorLow = 34
majorMajorHigh = 33
majorMinorLow = 17
majorMinorHigh = 16
minorMinorLow = 0
minorMinorHigh = 0
[economy]
# Number of ticks in a pay period.
payPeriod = 20160 # 60 minutes * 24 hours * 14 days
# Amount of money each agent gains each pay period.
payRate = 5
# Initial unemployment rate.
unemployment = 6
# Rates of hiring and firing each pay period.
hiringRate = 3
firingRate = 3
# Amount of money agents start with.
wealthMean = 50
wealthStdDev = 20
[offender]
# Which sub-model to use 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.
model = Varies by sub model run (EC = 1, Partial SAT = 2, Partial SAT – Adjusted
= 3, Full SAT = 4, Full SAT – Adjusted = 5)
# Amount stolen per robbery.
amount = 1
# Number of ticks before an offender can choose to offend again.
cooldown = 1440 # 60 minutes * 24 hours
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APPENDIX H: SIMULATION SENSITIVITY TESTING
Additional tests were performed on the model to gauge its robustness to
changes in its initial parameterization. This was achieved by visually examining
the outcomes by each unique random number seed over each sub model and
after adjusting the starting values of key variables. Figure 33 shows the
distribution of total crimes per intersection by random number seed, for all sub
models and then separated by sub model. The uniformity in the results generally
indicates that changing the order of the random numbers which were
incorporated in the model does not influence the outcomes. Therefore, the
random component in the model did not have a systematic influence on the
decisions of agents.
Table 78 displays the high-level, aggregate model outcomes when the
starting values of each of three influential parameters - number of offenders,
percent of low moral context designations assigned to major-major intersections,
and the length of the cool down period - are increased and then decreased.
Adjusting these values up or down led to predictable impacts on the outcomes.
This lends more credibility to the argument that the model functions as intended
and the robbery patterns it generated were the result of the mechanisms
specified by the theories tested, as opposed to other spurious factors or the
randomness inherent in the programming.
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Figure 33: Robberies across Intersections by Random Number Seed
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Figure 33 continued: Robberies across Intersections by
Random Number Seed
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Table 78: Sensitivity Testing Outcomes
Type of Test

Adjustment

Number of
offenders

More
(6000)
Standard
(600)
Fewer (60)

Percent of
low moral
context
assignments
in majormajor
intersections

Length of
cooldown
period

Larger
proportion
(72%)
Standard
(60%)
Smaller
proportion
(48%)
Longer
(14400
timesteps)
Standard
(1440
timesteps)
Shorter
(144
timesteps)

Total
Offenders

Total
Victims

Avg Rob
per Int

Avg Rob
per MM
Int

Avg Rob
per Mm
Int

Avg Rob
per mm
Int

Avg Rob
per LMC
Int

Avg Rob
per HMC
Int

EC

5995

9988

207

485

566

11

365

175

EC

599

5061

19

47

54

1

35

16

EC

60

1074

1

5

5

0

4

2

Partial
SAT

597

4686

15

107

34

0

108

0

Partial
SAT

597

4818

16

73

41

0

89

0

Partial
SAT

598

4872

17

52

46

0

75

0

EC

599

1495

2

7

8

0

5

2

EC

599

5061

19

47

54

1

35

16

EC

599

5699

37

96

102

2

67

32

Sub
Model
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APPENDIX I: PARTIAL SAT – ADJUSTED AND FULL SAT – ADJUSTED
Sub Model Descriptions
In addition to the three main sub models reviewed in this research, two
other sub models were constructed, and their results analyzed. This section
describes both sub models and presents their outcomes. The Partial SAT –
Adjusted (also known as Sub Model 3) functions like the Partial SAT sub model
but it incorporates a reversed relationship between moral context and robbery
deliberation (see Table 79). High propensity agents only consider robbery in high
moral context areas. This adjustment is partly informed by findings from Part 1 of
this study. It also allows the researcher to investigate the direction of the effect of
moral context on offender action.
Table 79: Partial SAT – Adjusted Sub Model - Specific Model Attributes
Criminal Propensity
High
Low

Moral Context of Setting
High
Low
Deliberation and
No deliberation, no
possible robbery
robbery
No deliberation, no
No deliberation, no
robbery
robbery

Varied Moral Context on Nodes
High or low moral context
Decision making step
Police at node?
Evaluated informal guardianship?
Evaluate suitability?
Rob suitable target?
Random decision of capable
guardian?

Enabled? (Yes/No)
Yes
Performed by agent? (Yes/No)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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In the last sub model, Full SAT – Adjusted (also known as Sub Model 5,
see Table 80), when a low propensity agent is on a low moral context node
robbery is possible and that low criminal propensity agent will evaluate
guardianship and whether guardian(s) is/are capable as in the EC sub model.
Again, the conditional relevance of situational controls come into play because
there is conflicting rule guidance. If there is a robbery, the agent did not exercise
self-control. If there is no robbery, the agent exercised adequate self-control.
Allowing the agents the ability to consider committing a robbery when external
influences encourage it adheres to SAT’s assertion that the offender can be
persuaded by the context of the setting to act in conflict with his or her personal
moral rules (Schepers & Reinecke, 2018).
Some recent research found that even though it was not hypothesized,
individuals with low criminal propensities reported that they would respond
violently if provoked while in a criminogenic setting (Pauwels L. J., 2018). When
a low propensity agent is on a high moral context node there is no evaluation and
no robbery. In this situation there is moral correspondence and no conflicting rule
guidance. Additionally, all other attributes of Full SAT sub model are replicated
here.
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Table 80: Full SAT – Adjusted Sub Model - Specific Model Attributes
Criminal Propensity
High
Low

Moral Context of Setting
High
Low
Deliberation, robbery Robbery if target
possible
suitable
No deliberation, no
Deliberation, robbery
robbery
possible

Varied Moral Context on Nodes
High or low moral context
Decision making step
Police at node?
Evaluated informal guardianship?

Enabled? (Yes/No)
Yes
Performed by agent? (Yes/No)
Yes
Yes, for high propensity agents at
high moral context nodes
Yes, for low propensity agents at
low moral context nodes

Evaluate suitability?
Rob suitable target?
Random decision of capable
guardian?

No, for high propensity agents at
low moral context nodes
Yes
Yes
Yes, for high propensity agents at
high moral context nodes
Yes, for low propensity agents at
low moral context nodes
No, for high propensity agents at
low moral context nodes
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Outcomes
Table 81 shows the high-level outcomes for each sub model run,
averaged by random number seed (N = 24; 2 sub models x 12 random number
seeds).
Table 81: High-Level Sub Model Outcomes
Variable
Number of robberies
Avg. robberies per int.
Number of unique
offenders
Number of unique
victims
Major-major robbery rate
Major-minor robbery rate
Minor-minor robbery rate
Low moral context
robbery rate
High moral context
robbery rate

Partial SAT – Adjusted
11710
18.17
598.42

Full SAT - Adjusted
228376.40
365.08
11991.67

5020

11061.5

25.78
53.15
1.09
0

1684.45
918.80
6.27
1951.47

22.96

7.76

Not surprisingly, the Full SAT – Adjusted sub model had the highest
number of total robberies, average number of robberies per intersection, unique
offenders, victims, and robbery rates per intersection type of any sub model. This
is because both low criminal propensity and high criminal propensity agents
could commit robberies, if in the appropriate circumstances. As expected, there
were no robberies occurring in low moral context intersections. This was
according to the behavioral rules enforced in this sub model.
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Robberies Across Intersections (intersection type by sub model)
As with all other sub models, minor-minor intersections for the Partial SAT
– Adjusted and Full SAT – Adjusted versions had close to no robberies on
average (see Figure 34). This is likely because of limited convergences occurring
at these types of intersections, regardless of the sub model employed. Like the
EC sub model, the Partial SAT – Adjusted sub model showed that a small
proportion of these intersections incurred at least one robbery. The distributions
of robbery at both major-major and major-minor intersections in this sub model
were strongly positively skewed and platykurtic (see Figure 35). A smaller
proportion of major-minor intersections (less than 40%) remained robbery free
than their major-major counterparts, 60% of which did not incur a robbery.

Figure 34: Partial SAT - Adjusted Distribution of
Robberies Across Intersections
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Figure 35: Partial SAT - Adjusted Distribution of Robberies
in Major-Minor and Major-Major Intersections

Like the Full SAT sub model, the Full SAT – Adjusted sub model showed
the highest average robbery rates per major-minor and major-major intersections
(see Figure 36). Both distributions were positively skewed. Beyond instances
when intersections incurred no or only a small number of robberies, however, the
distributions of higher robbery rates were less concentrated. While shape of the
distribution for major-major and major-minor intersections between both Full
versions of the SAT sub model were similar, the range of outcome values for the
Full SAT – Adjusted sub model was much larger and, when plotted, pulled the
distribution farther out along the x-axis (see Figure 37).
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Figure 36: Full SAT - Adjusted Distributions of
Robberies Across Intersections

Figure 37: Full SAT - Adjusted Distribution of Robberies
in Major-Minor and Major-Major Intersections
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Robberies Across Intersections by Intersection Type (by sub model)
Table 82 presents each sub model’s average number of robberies based
on intersection percentile:

Table 82: Robbery Percentiles Across Sub Models
Minor-minor intersections
Sub Model
Percentile
EC
25, 50, 75, 90
Partial SAT
25, 50, 75, 90
Partial SAT – Adj. 25, 50, 75, 90
Full SAT
25, 50, 75, 90
Full SAT – Adj.
25, 50, 75, 90

Number of Robberies
0, 0, 1, 3
0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 1, 3
0, 0, 0, 2
0, 0, 1, 3

Major-minor intersections
Sub Model
Percentile
EC
25, 50, 75, 90
Partial SAT
25, 50, 75, 90
Partial SAT – Adj. 25, 50, 75, 90
Full SAT
25, 50, 75, 90
Full SAT – Adj.
25, 50, 75, 90

Number of Robberies
35, 59, 74, 86
0, 0, 54.5, 175.5
0, 56, 94.5, 116
15, 26, 42, 126
20, 33, 1320, 3788

Major-major intersections
Sub Model
Percentile
EC
25, 50, 75, 90
Partial SAT
25, 50, 75, 90
Partial SAT – Adj. 25, 50, 75, 90
Full SAT
25, 50, 75, 90
Full SAT – Adj.
25, 50, 75, 90

Number of Robberies
31, 45, 62, 75
0, 71, 133.5, 178
0, 0, 53.5, 83
21, 97, 285, 430
24.5, 1826, 3032.5, 3871.5
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Variation on the average number of robberies by percentile based on
intersection type and sub model occurred in the major-minor and major-major
intersections. The distribution of offenses in minor-minor intersections was very
similar between sub models, with all sub models generating 0 robberies in the
25th and 50th percentiles of these intersections. Differences between sub models
in robberies occurring at major-minor intersections were most stark between the
EC and Full SAT - Adjusted sub models. The top 1 percent of intersections with
the most robbery in the EC sub model had at least 86 robberies. This is
compared to the same number of these intersections generating 3,788 robberies
in Full SAT – Adjusted sub model.
Lorenz Curves & Gini Coefficients – Offending Across Intersections – Prevalence
The Lorenz estimates and curves presented in Figure 38 reveal that the
prevalence of offending across intersection is very concentrated all sub models
(Ginis = 0.73, 0.91, 0.82, 0.85 and 0.90, respectively). The fact that the Full SAT
– Adjusted sub model has very similar concentrations in crime as the Partial SAT
sub model is likely due to the fact that, in this sub model, all non-police agents
could commit robbery and were able to engage in robbery at major-major
intersections which were heavily trafficked prior to encountering an opportunity at
other intersection types. When compared to the EC sub model, all sub model
outcomes were more concentrated.
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Figure 38: Robbery Concentration - Prevalence
Across Five Sub Models

Lorenz Curves & Gini Coefficients – Offending Across Intersections - Frequency
The Lorenz estimates and curves presented in Figure 39 reveal that, once
those intersections that do not experience at least one robbery are removed, the
frequency of offending across intersections is less concentrated. The most
concentrated instance in offending is shown in the Full SAT – Adjusted sub
model (Gini = 0.82). The same explanation about the interaction of the number of
potential offenders and the intersections to which they will likely commit robbery
likely is applicable to this finding as well. The sub model with the least
concentrated frequency of offending is the Partial SAT sub model (Gini = 0.39).
This may because, when the great many high moral context intersections –
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Figure 39: Robbery Concentration – Frequency
Across Five Sub Models

where offenders cannot offend – are removed, offenders’ offending is more
evenly distributed. When compared to the EC sub model, the Partial SAT –
Adjusted, Full SAT, and Full SAT – Adjusted sub models are more concentrated
at every population percentile.
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